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PRIVACY FOR CONSUMERS AND WORKERS ACT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1991

U.S. Senate,
Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity, of the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee convened, pursuant to notice, at 3:02 p.m., in
room SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Paul Simon
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Simon and Metzenbaum.

Opening Statement of Senator Simon

Senator Simon. The subcommittee will come to order.
I will enter my written statement into the record.
Today we are going to hear testimony on S. 516, the Privacy for
Consumers and Workers Act. We face a world with increasing tech
nology, and one of the questions that we face in Government fairly
regularly is how do we balance our freedom with this technology.
What we want in this legislation is to strike a balance.
This legislation does not outlaw monitoring, but it says you have
to have certain restrictions. The FBI, interestingly, cannot, even in
the case of suspected treason, just with impunity go and monitor
telephone calls. We have laws that they have to follow before they
can tap a phone.
The bill is not written in concrete, and I think we can work out
sensible accommodations. I read the testimony of Mr. Ruffolo, and
it seems to me that most of the concerns that he has can be re
solved through amendments. And that may be true—I have not
read the other testimony yet—of some others who have concerns
about this.
We are not stopping monitoring; what we are saying is there
ought to be notification.
There is no question that workplace monitoring causes stress.
What stress causes in this country no one knows. My staff has a
document here that says it costs $50 billion a year. I think that is
taken out of thin air. I don't think anyone knows. But whether it is
$5 billion or $10 billion or $20 billion or $50 billion, there is no
question it is costly in our society.
And in a very real sense, this is a women's issue. Women are dis
proportionately impacted through this because they are employed
more in the type of jobs that are monitored.
It is very interesting that in a country like Japan you have virtu
ally none of the kind of monitoring that we are talking about here
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today because the Japanese believe that it would harm labor-man
agement relations.
Today's Wall Street Journal has an article on this issue and it
says, "Now, however, Bell Canada has stopped gauging individual
AWT's except for new employees. Instead, the company averages
the scores for entire offices without any decline in efficiency.
Others have begun similar policies."
I think we can find some sensible answers if we work at it. I
might add this is a general subject that's not new to me. Way back
when I was in State legislature, and my wife was also in the State
legislature, and we introduced legislation which became law in Illi
nois which put restrictions on wiretaps that could be made by indi
viduals or police organizations, and we have learned to live with
these things.
The reality is we want to have a free society. The reality is also
we have all kinds of new technology. How do we find a balance —
that's what we hope to get from our witnesses here today.
[The prepared statement of Senator Simon follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Simon

Today we will hear testimony on S. 516, the Privacy for Con
sumer and Workers Act, which would prevent potential abuses of
electronic monitoring in the workplace. I am proud to be joined by
my colleague, Senator Paul Wellstone, in sponsoring this important
legislation.
Significantly, S. 516 does not prohibit electronic monitoring; it is
simply a notification bill. The legislation strikes a careful balance
between the demands for technological change and the need for cit
izen protection. S. 516 preserves the fundamental right to privacy
in an era of growing use of surveillance technologies in the work
place.
According to a 1987 Office of Technology Assessment report, a
conservative estimate of 6 million employees were monitored at
that time. This figure, however, does not include professional, tech
nical, and managerial workers, which would add an additional one
to two million monitored employees. Moreover, as the workplace
becomes more computerized and service oriented, the number of
those electronically monitored will increase.
S. 516 does not say that electronic monitoring should not be used.
What it does say is that electronic monitoring should not be
abused. Employees should not be forced to give up their freedom,
dignity, or sacrifice their health when they go to work.
In many ways, monitoring acts as an electronic whip that drives
the fast pace of today's workplace in the growing service industry.
Monitored employees, whether in telephone conversations with the
public or in producing work with computers, must carry out repeti
tive duties that require rigorous attention to detail, executed under
the stress of constant supervision and the demand for faster
output. Unrestrained surveillance of workers has turned many
modern offices into electronic sweatshops.
The stress that these employees experience should not be over
looked. Workplace stress costs this country an estimated $50 billion
per year. This is a cost we cannot afford.
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In addition, the consumer shouldn't be forced to give up free
doms when calling a company or when being called by an organiza
tion. Countless consumers are not aware that the calls they think
are private, are secretly listened to by an intruder.
Consumers are deprived of the right to make fundamental
choices about what sensitive information they are willing to di
vulge. For example, a caller could be discussing an insurance claim
for a sensitive medical condition, such as a case of AIDS. While the
AIDS victim is on the line, he does not know that the claims spe
cialist's supervisor is secretly monitoring the call.
It is a sad irony that while the Federal Bureau of Investigation is
required by law to obtain a court order to wiretap a conversation,
even in cases of national security, employers are permitted to spy
at will on their employees and the public.
In addition, current monitoring practices operate as a form of de
facto discrimination. Women are disproportionately employed in
the types of jobs that are subject to monitoring, such as clerical
workers, telephone operators, and customer service representatives.
Indeed, we will hear from two witnesses today who represent
women working in these fields.
The legislation I introduced is a step in the right direction
toward protecting fundamental privacy rights.
I look forward to the testimony of all the witnesses, and extend a
special welcome to Vincent Ruffolo from the great city of Chicago,
and Renee Maurel, who was born and raised in Illinois.
Our first panel includes Renee Maurel, a reservationist with
Northwest Airlines; Carol Scott, a consumer representative of New
Jersey Central Power and Light, and Cindia Cameron, a field orga
nizer with 9to5, National Working Women's Organization.
If the three of you will take your places at the witness table, we
will follow the 5-minute rule and will enter formal statements in
the record. If you wish to read your statements, you may, but we
will cut you off at 5 minutes and then move into questioning.
Let me add that we have a number of meetings going on, and I
know that some of my colleagues in the Senate are very interested
in this legislation, and in the House there are a number of Con
gressmen. Representative Pat Williams has introduced companion
legislation, and my understanding is with over 100 sponsors.
We'll start with Cindia Cameron, if we may.

STATEMENTS OF CINDIA CAMERON, FIELD ORGANIZER, 9T05,
NATIONAL WORKING WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION, ATLANTA, GA;
CAROL SCOTT, CONSUMER REPRESENTATIVE, NEW JERSEY
CENTRAL POWER AND LIGHT, ASBURY PARK, NJ; AND RENEE
MAUREL, RESERVATIONIST, NORTHWEST AIRLINES, SEATTLE,
WA

Ms. Cameron. Thank you.
My name is Cindia Cameron. I am with 9to5, National Associa
tion of Working Women. Carol and Renee, who are with me today,
are two of the hundreds of individuals who have called 9to5, look
ing for help to protect their dignity and privacy in monitored work
places.
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What I would like to do is share some of the experiences of many
of those others who could not be here today and describe how the
bill you have drafted would protect millions of American workers
from abuses of electronic monitoring.
First, the notification of monitoring. The requirement that em
ployers provide written notification of monitoring systems and
visual or oral signals of telephone surveillance would prevent some
of the worst abuses and invasions of privacy.
Imagine how you would feel if the way that you found out your
employer had monitoring in the workplace was if a coworker told
you that your boss had routinely been listening in on your conver
sations with your boyfriend. That's what happened to Sherry, a
top-rated collections agent in Atlanta.
Loretta found out that her manager had the ability to listen in to
phone calls when she was fired, because he had listened in on a
phone conversation where she was setting up an interview for an
other job. Her manager went a step further—since he had heard
the name of the company that she was calling, he called their
office and lied about her work performance.
But it is not just isolated unethical bosses who snoop in at the
electronic keyhole that we are worried about. Computer journals
now advertise software for bosses to "look in on Sue's computer
screen. You monitor her for a while; in fact, she doesn't even know
that you are there."
Or, how about the "peek and spy" software, which allows you to
look in on someone else's screen. If you let the person know you
are there, you are "peeking;" if you access their work secretly, of
course, you are "spying."
The second point is access to records. The section of this bill
which would provide an employee access to data collected about
their work would allow them to challenge unfair discipline and
provide some basis for due process protection.
Becky, who works for an insurance company, told us that em
ployees access the computer with an i.d. number when they log in.
After Becky had filed a sex discrimination suit against her employ
er, her i.d. number was routinely assigned to temporary workers,
who were often and almost always slower than experienced staff.
When she complained about this procedure and asked to see her
files and the statistics kept on her, the company refused. Then,
after 5 years of above average evaluations, Becky was fired.
Lack of privacy is at the heart of many complaints that we hear
about computer monitoring. The portion of this bill that would re
quire that data collected about employees be relevant to job per
formance is extremely important.
Electronic monitoring goes beyond simply collecting data by com
puter about employee performance. Technology now allows employ
ers to cross the line from monitoring the work to monitoring the
worker.
Sandra, for example, works for an express mail company. Her
employer not only counts the number and length of calls she han
dles, but also the length and frequency of her trips to the bath
room. She was called into her supervisor's office recently, and he
explained to her that four trips to the bathroom per day was exces
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sive; she obviously had a medical problem, and he would like for
her to see a doctor.
Several large railroad companies based in St. Louis use a system
that records the location and length of time that employees spend
in each area of the building. Workers flash their i.d. cards across
an electronic sensor, and a computer records whether they were in
the restroom, the pay phone area, the smoking lounge, or at a
friend's work station. Employees have been disciplined based on
these figures, which are totally irrelevant to the job performance.
The next area is disclosure limitations. Having a computer count
your every move, your every keystroke and phone conversation is
very difficult and stressful, but some employers go further and pub
licly post employees' work results. In a survey of 700 employees at
49 companies, carried out by the Massachusetts Coalition on New
Office Technology, 23 percent of those surveyed said that their indi
vidual statistics were posted publicly. The result here is humilia
tion for many employees and unnecessary, unproductive distrust
and competition.
Finally, the use of monitoring data. Most of us have had the ex
perience of someone standing over our shoulder while we work. It
is usually not when we give our best performance. But with elec
tronic monitoring, the supervisor is in the machine, watching and
counting every minute and every movement. This supervisor does
not take into account that everyone can have a bad day, a slow
start, or a tough afternoon.
The provision of your bill that monitoring data may not be used
is the sole basis for evaluation will prevent a ruthless human su
pervisor from hiding behind the myth of the neutral, objective com
puter as a way of harassing workers.
Just last week Jean, a reservationist at TWA, told of handling a
difficult customer, then getting off the line and cursing under her
breath. No one heard the comment by Jean and her supervisor,
who picked it up through a headset monitoring device. Jean was
called into the office, berated for unprofessional conduct, and re
quired to sign a letter which went into her file, documenting the
incident.
But it is not just workers who suffer the effects of abuse comput
er monitoring. Ask yourself whether as a consumer you are com
fortable with the fact that when you call an insurance company to
discuss your personal medical records or an airline to ask for an
emergency rate to visit a relative dying of AIDS, there may be sev
eral people listening in on their line. Ask your husband, your wife
or your best friend if their employer uses electronic monitoring
before you call them on their lunch hour at work to make a hot
date or discuss your legal or financial matters.
Most enlightened employers will say that when electronic moni
toring becomes abusive, it should be left to labor-management rela
tions. The idea that people without unions—which most women
who are monitored are—can do that on their own is completely un
realistic.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cameron follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Cindia Cameron

Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony on behalf of 9to5, National
Association of Working Women, in support of S. 516, the Privacy for Workers and
Consumers Act. Our testimony is based on extensive research as well as personal
accounts from hundreds of men and women across the country.
In response to calls from our members about increasing problems with computer
monitoring, 9to5 opened a hotline in January of 1989 to collect stories of workplace
monitoring. The results were published in a report entitled Stories of Mistrust and
Manipulation: The Electronic Monitoring of the American Workforce.
Carol Scott and Renee Maurel, who have testified today, are two individuals who
called 9to5, looking for help to protect their dignity and privacy in electronically
monitored jobs. I will share the experiences of others who could not be here in
person, and describe how this bill will protect the estimated 25 million workers who
are monitoring on at work, and the approximately 10 million whose job evaluations
are based on computer-generate results.

NOTIFICATION OF MONITORING METHODS

The requirement that employers provide written notification of monitoring sys
tems and visual or aural signals of telephone surveillance will provide urgently
needed protections from some of the most serious invasions of privacy.
Imagine how you would feel if the way you found out about your employer's moni
toring practices was by having a co-worker tell you that your boss had been making
a habit of listening in to your private conversations with a boyfriend. This is what
happened to Sherry, a top-rated collections agent in Atlanta.
Loretta found out that her manager had the capability to listen in on telephone
calls, when she was fired after he overheard her making an appointment to inter
view for another job. Since he had overheard the name of her perspective employer,
he went a step further, calling the company and giving false information about her
work record.
It is not just isolated, unethical bosses who snoop at the electronic keyhole that
we are concerned about. Computer journals advertise software which allows a boss
to "look in on Sue's computer screen. You monitor her for awhile, in fact, Sue
doesn't even know you are there." A software program called "Peek and Spy"
allows you to look in on someone else's screen. When you let the person know you
are looking, you are "peeking;" when you access their work secretly of course, you
are "spying."

ACCESS TO RECORDS

The section of this bill providing an employee access to data collected about their
work, will allow them to challenge unfair disciplinary actions, and provide some for
due process protection.
Susan, an airlines reservationist, who became involved in a union organizing
drive, says that a computer was used to fire her. According to her account, her good
results (called "runs") were deleted from her file, and other agents' poor statistics
were added. After many years of outstanding performance, she was told her num
bers were too low, and she was dismissed.
Becky, who worked for an insurance company, explained that at her office each
employee uses a computer ID number to log into the system. After Becky filed a sex
discrimination complaint against her employer, she found out that her ID number
was routinely assigned to temporary replacement workers, who were always slower
than experienced staff. When she complained about this procedure and asked to see
her file and statistics, the company refused. Becky has since been fired, despite
more than five years of above average evaluations.

PRIVACY PROTECTIONS

Lack of privacy is at the heart of many complaints about the new electronic work
place. Maxine, a customer service representative who quit her job as a result of a
serious stress-related illness, described her feelings, and those of dozens of hotline
callers this way:
"Monitoring makes you feel like less than a child, less than a thinking human
being. It's a shame because they have a lot of intelligent people there. You have to
stop and think that your ancestors did not cross the ocean in steerage and come
through Ellis Island to be treated like this."
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RELEVANCY TO WORK PERFORMANCE

Electronic monitoring now goes beyond simply using computers to collect data on
employee performance. In many cases, the technology allows an employer to cross a
line from monitoring work, to monitoring the worker. The provision of this bill re
quiring that personal data collected be relevant to job performance is key to reestab
lishing a degree of dignity and privacy for large numbers of workers.
Sandra works for an express mail company. Her employer collects data not only
about the number and length of calls she handles, but also on the length and fre
quency of trips to the restroom. She was recently told by her supervisor that four
trips to the bathroom per day was excessive that she obviously had a medical prob
lem and needed to see a doctor.
Several large railroad companies in St. Louis use a system which records the loca
tion and length of time employees spend in any part of the building. Workers flash
their ID cards through an electronic sensor in each doorway. A computer tracks
how long the employee spent in the restroom, the payphone area, the smoking
lounge or in at friend's work station. Employees have been disciplined based on
these figures.
Kevin was a recruiter for an employment agency, which used a telephone call ac
counting system to track each outgoing phone call. Kevin's wife worked for the com
pany, and they often consulted about work-related matters. Kevin's supervisor,
using the daily telephone printout, regularly questioned Kevin about the number of
calls made to his wife. Despite Kevin's protests that the calls were work-related, and
actually improved his performance, the harassment continued. Kevin quit in frus
tration.

DISCLOSURE LIMITATIONS

Having a computer count your every move, every keystroke and phone call is dif
ficult and stressful. But some employers go beyond the counting and tracking to
public posting of employeeslwork results.
In a survey of 700 employees at 49 companies carried out by the Massachusetts
Coalition on New Office Technology, 23 percent of respondents said their individual
statistics were posted publicly. Hotline callers report seeing their work records
posted in the workplace with large red circles around certain statistics and written
comments from the supervisor. The result is humiliation for the employee, and un
necessary, unproductive distrust and competition for high averages.

USE OF MONITORING DATA

Most of us have had the experience of someone standing over our shoulder while
we work. This is not usually when we give our best performance. With electronic
monitoring, the supervisor is in the machine; watching and counting every minute.
This supervisor does not take into account that anyone can have a bad day, a slow
start, or a difficult afternoon. The provision of this bill that monitoring data may
not be used as the sole basis for evaluation, will prevent ruthless human supervisors
from hiding behind the myth of the "neutral, objective computer" as a way of har
assing workers.

LIMITS ON DATA USED FOR EVALUATION

Just last week Jean, a reservationist at TWA, told of handling a difficult caller
and getting off the line; then cursing under her breath, as many stressed-out agents
do. No one heard the comment, but Jean—and her supervisor—who picked it up
through her headset monitoring device. Jean was called into the office, berated for
unprofessional conduct, and required to sign a letter documenting the incident
which went into her personal file.
Another reservationist told us, "One day I had a cold and had to make myself
unavailable between calls to cough and blow my nose. I was monitored that day and
got a very bad work report."
Luckily that agent was not targeted for dismissal. Al, a reservationist in Miami,
found out from a friend in management that the company monitored him constant
ly for six months, trying to find an incident with which to fire him. All they found
was one 10-minute trip to the restroom.
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LIMITS ON DATA USED FOR PRODUCTION QUOTAS

A major theme of complaints by monitored workers is that trying to meet numeri
cal figures, over which they have no control and no input, sets up a conflict between
giving quality service and "keeping the time down." In the Massachusetts survey
mentioned earlier, 65 percent of respondents said they could not do a quality job
because they had to work too fast.
I have attached a copy of a "timer," or computer generated work report, from air
line reservation agent to illustrate the tyranny of computer monitoring. As you will
see, these agents receive scores on five different statistics per day; the number of
calls handled, average time per call, average time between calls, "unmanned time"
(usually meaning trips to the bathroom), and overall average. Agents are expected
to take 150-200 calls per day, with a 96 percent success rating. They may be disci
plined for any of the following: Calls longer than three and one half minutes, more
than 12 minutes per day of "unmanned time," or too long between calls. This agent
was put on warning for spending a total 23 seconds —over a full eight hour shift—
between calls.
Sylvia, a data entry operator in Maryland, desperately needs protection from the
use of computer generated results as the sole basis for setting of work quotas. Her
pay and evaluations are based on meeting the minimum requirement of 11,000 key
strokes per hour. Although she punches in and out of her worksite, she is paid only
for the time logged on the computer. If, for example, she needs to go to the bath
room, she faces a quandary. If she turns her machine off, she is not paid for the
time away from her desk. If she leaves her machine on, her keystrokes per hour will
decline; she will get a lower rating and face a pay decrease.

CONCLUSION

It is not just workers who suffer the effects of abusive computer monitoring. Each
of us has likely had the experience of being cut off mid-sentence by a telephone op
erator whose goal seems to be simply to get us off the line as fast as possible.
Ask yourself whether, as a consumer, you are comfortable with the fact that when
you call your insurance company to discuss your personal medical records, or ask an
airlines agent for emergency rates to visit a relative dying AIDS, there may be sev
eral people listening in on your conversation. You might also ask your wife, hus
band or best friend if their employer uses telephone monitoring, before you call
them on their lunch hour at work to make a hot date, or discuss your legal or finan
cial affairs.
The most enlightened employers will say that where monitoring becomes abusive,
it should be left to labor-management relations, to solve the problem, that govern
ment regulations are an unnecessary intrusion. I leave it to you to tell Sylvia, Jean
or Loretta, that government need not intrude on their behalf, that they should nego
tiate on their own behalf with management. The truth is that the vast majority of
monitored workers do not have unions; and without that protection and collective
voice in the workplace, the idea of labor-management negotiation is completely un
realistic.
Workers, consumers, and citizens and all suffer from the increasing encroachment
of electronic surveillance in the modern workplace. As Americans we believe strong
ly in the right to privacy. With this bill you have an opportunity to prevent serious
erosions of this right in the workplace. I urge you to take the opportunity.
Thank you.
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Senator Simon. Thank you very, very much.
Carol Scott.
Ms. Scott. My name is Carol Scott, and I am a customer service
representative for JCP&L, an electric utility in New Jersey. My job
is answering the 800 number for our company.
I was working on a holiday last February, and at some point
during that day my supervisor approached me and asked me to
come into his office, which of course, I did. He made mention to the
fact that I received a couple of transferred phone calls, and I told
him that those calls were customers calling back.
He then made a snide comment about the relationship that I
must have with our customers because he heard one of them call
me "babe." I asked him how he knew that, and he admitted that
he had been listening in on my conversations. I then informed him
that the call he listened in on was from a coworker and not one of
the transferred calls in question.
Needless to say, I got very angry; we had a bit of an argument,
and the incident ended there because I just simply walked away.
On a personal level, when that happened to me, I felt like I had
just caught someone peeping in my bedroom window. My profes
sional self then kicked in, and I felt totally disgusted. I was angry
because the company was telling me, in essence, that they cannot
trust what I say nor rely on my character to perform my job.
I filed a grievance, and at that time it became a labor issue.
Corporate's reasoning for this type of management is the need to
know how their employees are doing and also the overall customer
satisfaction.
Each month my company sends a survey-type letter to random
customers who had recently contacted our customer service center.
These surveys are computed, and we are given a rating each
month. This is actual customer response on a monthly basis. Our
customer satisfaction percentage is approximately 93 percent.
During a labor-management meeting, there was discussion re
garding the fact that our customer service center received approxi
mately 700,000 calls yearly, that there were approximately 20 cus
tomer complaints for the year, and out of those 20 complaints the
representative was upheld approximately 85 percent of the time.
Add to all that the fact that all of our calls are recorded. Person
ally, I find it hard to accept the fact that the company needs all
this information. I work with approximately 70 customer service
reps whose average time on the job is 11 years and who have been
at the top of their job level for at least 5 years.
Four supervisors each took 2-hour shifts every day just to listen
to us. This has gone on for approximately 4 years. With all this
monitoring going on, you would think that something positive
would come out of all this. The truth is, it never did.
No one ever paid attention to the different aspects of the job that
we could have been weak in, such as a more informed explanation
of what degree-days are, or even a brush-up on how much usage is
involved in central air conditioning.
Not even once did a supervisor come out and acknowledge a
tough call, job well-done by one of the reps.
I am fortunate in the fact that I have a union to pursue this, and
I also have the good fortune to have a corporate vice president with
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high ethical standards. This combination enabled us to reach an
agreement on this issue. My question to you is this: In the absence
of these two very important factors, what is the American worker
to do?
I have seriously wondered if the real reason for this type of man
agement isn't to create and maintain feelings of inadequacy. It
seems that big brother is seeping into our work force. Eighteen
years ago this country was outraged when it was discovered that
Richard Nixon was taping Oval Office conversations. The country
was mortified, and the people were indignant. Yet, here I sit in a
meeting of the U.S. Senate and have to argue for freedom, for pri
vacy, and for the dignity of the American worker.
It makes me very sad to be here.
Senator Simon. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Renee Maurel—and let me add Senator Adams from Washington
hoped to be here to personally introduce you and welcome you, but
unfortunately he is tied up in another meeting.
Ms. Maurel. Thank you. Good afternoon.
My name is Renee Maurel, and I work for Northwest Airlines as
a reservation sales agent, and I have been monitored in one form
or another every working day for the last 27 years.
When I was hired by Northwest Airlines in 1964, I was told I
would be monitored as part of my job. In the 1960's, there were no
computers to do the monitoring; there was just a supervisor in a
back room with a tape recorder. The telephone system, even
though primitive, had a way to count the number of phone calls
taken. I knew right from the beginning that I was being listened to
and counted.
In time, with the advent of computers and the invention of moni
toring equipment, monitoring became the job. How long I was on a
phone call, how long between phone calls, how many minutes I was
on a break or at my desk became the focus.
Not wanting to be the robot I was becoming, I had to create an
alter ego—another person who did the work, did what the company
demanded, sat there on the assembly line.
The company, delighted that we could be tracked so completely,
took the monitoring capabilities to the most negative limit. I was
disciplined or harassed on several occasions for nonbusiness-related
conversations that took place between business calls. I was written
up every time I was 2 or more minutes late from a break.
I have always felt that there was someone else in my headset,
someone in my keyboard, waiting to punish me for the smallest in
fraction.
Stress and tension brought physical problems —eye, ear and neck
strain among the most persistent. Because the statistics were so
important, that is exactly what I passed along to the customers. I
would unnecessarily keep them on the phone so I could finish my
typing. I would cut them short if they became too chatty. I looked
forward only to my 50 minutes of break time, and then worried
that I might be late getting back to my desk.
Emphasis on statistics made me play games, try to outwit the
monitoring devices. None of this did much to help the customer
who, of course, was being monitored also. Speed counted as well as
quality. The customer became a statistic.
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At the 25-year mark, even my alter ego couldn't take it anymore.
A quarter century of being monitored had taken its toll. I got to
the point where I couldn't do my job effectively in any respect, and
I thought of starting over somewhere else.
In an amazing turn of events at the exact same time, Northwest
Airlines was purchased by a private company, Wings Holdings, In
corporated. One of the first things that the new management said
to us was that in a customer service industry, employees are the
most important asset. We could look forward to major changes in
how the airline would be run.
In the 2 years since, almost everything in my work world has
changed. In respect to monitoring, two very great changes have oc
curred. All reservation agents were given a survey to complete. We
could say anything we wanted to say about our feelings on moni
toring, and we did this anonymously. When the results were in,
Northwest announced a self-monitoring program.
I am now advised in writing on the day I am taped. When called
into the supervisor's office, we listen to the tape together, and we
only listen to two potential sales calls. The new program is called
"sales coaching" and is used to determine my selling technique —if
I am truly selling the product. There is no grade, no judgment. And
what an incredible new perspective —to do my work as an impor
tant, respected, knowledgeable, professional salesperson, no longer
fearing and shrinking from the invisible listener.
I do my job in a happy, caring manner, no longer worrying how
long it takes to satisfy a customer's needs.
The second change has been in the area of computer-printed sta
tistics. These are still culled hourly, but the focus has shifted from
counting bathroom breaks to totalling revenue generated by me—
how much actual money I have made for the company. This is a
much more interesting statistic and one that challenges me to im
prove.
The legislation before this committee will probably not affect the
way Northwest monitors employees. If all companies were run by
enlightened management, we wouldn't need laws to protect the
worker from ruthless employers. The fact is American workers do
need protection, and this legislation would provide basic minimum
protection.
Northwest management has allowed me to see the light at the
end of the tunnel. However, there are many American workers
who are monitored daily and don't even know there is a light to
reach for. They need this bill to be passed; they need to be respect
ed so that they may pass that respect along to their customers.
I have been on a treadmill. I have not enjoyed it. I feel I was
brainwashed and conditioned. Monitoring is intrusive, abusive, and
can be debilitating depending on who has the information and how
it is used. Even though things are changing for the better in my
workplace, it will be a long time, if ever, before I will feel depro
grammed.
I certainly understand the need for statistics—how else can you
run a company? But it can be terrible, and it doesn't have to be. It
is common sense to respect the worker. We should have the right
to know the specifics of our performance. The chain of respect con
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tinues to the customer, which makes for great service, satisfied
callers, more business and larger profits, which is the bottom line.
The new monitoring system at Northwest Airlines is in its infan
cy, and I am looking forward to the many changes to come. There
are others in this country who need to have some hope for their
future. This bill is the answer.
Senator Simon. Thank you very much.
The attitude that you express, is that shared by others?
Ms. Maurel. It is brand new. It is happening. It is going to take
a long time to evolve, but we all do see that things are changing
and that maybe it's going to be a little bit better for us. The people
who are told every day when it is their turn to be monitored do
have that feeling, that part of it. I don't know if they can see the
whole scope yet, but it is improving.
Senator Simon. But the feeling of being uptight—if I may gener
alize—have other employees shared that same kind of feeling with
you?
Ms. Maurel. Oh, absolutely. There are also some that it doesn't
bother at all; there is that type of person. But the ones who don't
enjoy it express it

,

yes.
Senator Simon. Ms. Cameron mentioned that the lack of privacy
has a tie-in with job performance. Do you want to expand on that
at all, Ms. Cameron, and I'd be interested, Ms. Scott and Ms.
Maurel, if you want to comment on that as well.
Ms. Cameron. I can talk from people who call us who say that
there is this dynamic set up—as Renee said, if they are focused on
meeting these numerical goals, and they know that someone else is

listening besides them, it gives people a real hard time in convey
ing to the customer complete knowledge of what they are talking
about and efficiency in doing their job. People are focused on get
ting that person off the line and going on to the next one.
People have told me about having their supervisors come in on
the line while they are talking to someone and say, "Excuse me,
that's not quite right. How about explaining it this way"—which I
would think is a whole lot more disorienting to the consumer than
the potential of having a "beep" on the line which lets them know
that someone else may be listening.
Senator Simon. And why do people call you?
Ms. Cameron. People call us a lot because they are feeling ex
treme stress and extreme pressure. They want an outlet. They
want to know if there is something that can be done.
The woman from the express mail company called and was
crying when she said, "Is this normal? Am I over-reacting to the
fact that my boss called me in and talked to me about do I have a
medical problem?" A lot of people are just very frustrated, and
they don't know where to turn. They feel like are they crazy, or is

the company crazy.
Senator Simon. And are these just isolated phone calls that you
get, or is this pervasive?
Ms. Cameron. We get hundreds of phone calls from a very wide
variety of companies. Most of the complaints that people have are
feeling that their dignity is being taken away. People will say, "I
am a thinking adult. I had to pass a lot of tests to get this job. Why
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do I get more grades in a week than my children at school get in a
whole year? Why am I being treated this way?"
So it is both the dignity and the extreme stress. Renee mentioned
the stress on her job. A lot of people who call us have stress-related
diseases. They are on disability when they call us. It is when they
get away from the job—they are on medical disability, and they
call us and say, "I am not sure I can go back."
Senator Simon. Ms. Scott, you talked about supervisors taking 2
hours a day to go through this. Do you feel that adds to the produc
tivity of New Jersey Central Power and Light?
Ms. Scott. No. Totally from the workers' standpoint, I think it is
very debilitating to them. You don't feel that you are being moni
tored in order to possibly help you do your job better. You get the
feeling that you are being policed and that they are listening to
you not to somewhere down the line help you with your job, either
give you more training, brush up on something you may be a little
weak in, but they are just trying to catch you talking to someone
that you're not supposed to be talking to.
We had an incident where the phones were very quiet one after
noon, and one of the customer service reps in one aisle called a rep
in another aisle just to say, "I'm a little bored right now." One of
the reps was being monitored, and the supervisor came out and
scolded her like a little kid who had just walked through a mud
puddle. So it is not very respectful as far as I am concerned.
Senator Simon. And Ms. Maurel said it would be interesting to
have the bottom line, how much you bring in in income for, in this
case, Northwest Airlines. It is more than interesting. That's a
pretty basic statistic. But the example I cited of Canada Bell,
where they don't say "We are going to monitor Ms. Cameron, Ms.
Scott, and Ms. Maurel," but they take the overall office and com
pare it with other offices, and then they come and say—I assume
come to some office and say "You can do a little better in this
office"—that's a very different thing from the kind of private moni
toring you are talking about, isn't it?
Ms. Scott. I think the capability to monitor—and I don't think
any of us here today are against being monitored on the job; hon
estly, I don't know that I see the total need of it, but it is a new
world, it is changing technology, and maybe it can be of some serv
ice to us—but I think what we're seeing is the way that it is actual
ly used in reality on the job, and it is not being used in any positive
manner.
Senator Simon. We have been joined by Senator Metzenbaum.
Senator Metzenbaum. I am just here to listen, thank you. I may
have some questions for Mr. Bahr when he testifies, but I just want
to show that I am interested in the subject, and I left the Gates
hearing to be with you.
Senator Simon. We have just heard from three people who are
telling what kind of problems we face. And again I would stress—
and Ms. Scott, you mentioned you are not opposed to all monitor
ing—our bill doesn't knock out all monitoring. It simply puts some
sensible restrictions there so that I think we can create a better
labor-management climate, and I think we can create a climate
that is more productive, as some companies are finding out—
Northwest Airlines will benefit by their changes, I am reasonably
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confident, just as Canada Bell has, and our friends in Japan appar
ently feel that their procedure is a much better procedure.
We thank all three of you very, very much for being here and
testifying.
Our next witnesses are Morton Bahr, who is no stranger to this
room, the president of the Communication Workers of America. We
are happy to welcome him back once again. We welcome also Dr.
Gary T. Marx, a sociology professor at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Mark Rotenberg, the Washington director of Com
puter Professionals for Social Responsibility.
We are very pleased to have you here. Morton Bahr, you have
another friend to your right who is also a long-time friend of this
committee, and you may wish to identify him for the record.
Mr. Bahr. Lou Gerber, Senator, our legislative representative.
Senator Simon. We'd be happy to hear from you at this time.

STATEMENTS OF MORTON BAHR, PRESIDENT, COMMUNICATION
WORKERS OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY
LOU GERBER, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE; GARY T. MARX,
SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MA; AND MARC ROTENBERG,
WASHINGTON DIRECTOR, COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS FOR
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Bahr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator Metz-
enbaum.
We do appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of legisla
tion that would prevent secret electronic monitoring in the work
place.
In 1890, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis referred to
the right of privacy as "the right to be left alone, the most compre
hensive of rights, the right most valued by civilized men."
But a century later, more than 10 million workers are subject to
concealed electronic surveillance each work day at job sites across
the Nation. Companies spy on as many as 400 million telephone
calls a year between workers and the public. Managers covertly
count the number of keystrokes workers produce every minute on
video display terminals. Employers photograph wage earners who
are honorably going about their jobs.
These misguided supervisory methods render privacy rights obso
lete. Most disturbing, businesses are expanding the practice of
monitoring their employees. The number of such surveillance sys
tems sold to companies soared by nearly 200 percent between 1985
and 1988, and sales continued to rise.
To illustrate how secret electronic monitoring is running rough
shod over the privacy rights of workers, I call your attention to 6
cases cited in the statement we have submitted for the permanent
record.
This insidious practice not only tramples upon civil liberties, but
also is taking a devastating toll on the occupational safety and
health of workers.
Just 1 year ago, CWA and the University of Wisconsin an
nounced the results of the first major study conducted in the
United States to investigate a possible relationship between elec
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tronic monitoring and workers' negative health symptoms. This
landmark research project revealed that telecommunications indus
try employees who were monitored suffered significantly higher
levels of psychological and physical problems than the workers in
the same industry who were not monitored.
One of the most alarming findings of the study was that 51 per
cent of monitored workers—and we are talking about secret moni
toring—declared they were plagued by stiff or sore wrists, a rate
112% percent higher than cited by nonmonitored workers. -
Mr. Chairman, a serious problem with computer monitoring is
that it puts a premium on measuring a worker's performance
through arbitrary, quantitative standards, while it ignores the
value of qualitative human judgments.
Computer monitoring can smother the ability of a worker to
assist customers who have complex inquiries or to solve challeng
ing problems.
To demonstrate the distorted priorities that emphasis on mind
less quantitative standards can engender, I have included in my
written testimony an account from a CWA member of an instance
in which a telephone company manager willfully disconnected a
call from a person who had dialed the company and was telling an
operator he was considering committing suicide. After a conversa
tion of about 15 minutes between the would-be suicide and the op
erator, a telephone company manager intentionally terminated the
call because, as the manager claimed, the length of the call was ru
ining the average work time—as the AWTU suggested in Bell of
Canada—on all customer calls of the operators under that manag
er's supervision as measured by the company's computer.
Telephone company operators are expected to complete calls
from the public in about 20 seconds. In this case, the manager de
cided that conforming to the inanimate quantitative standard dic
tated by the computer was more important than saving the life of
the would-be suicide caller.
Mr. Chairman, employers claim that they need to use secret
monitoring to ensure quality service. But evidence demonstrates
that the absence of monitoring may actually improve service. Ten
years ago, legislation prohibiting secret telephone monitoring was
signed into law in West Virginia by then Governor Rockefeller.
Subsequent to passage of the law, C&P of West Virginia was
ranked first in America among Bell System companies in six of 12
customer satisfaction categories, according to the company's official
publication.
As you stated in your opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, many
countries restrict monitoring by law. Without engaging in secret
surveillance of their work forces, Japan and Germany, for example,
America's two chief competitors in the global marketplace, have
achieved robust economies, attained trade surpluses and won the
praise of American business leaders for quality and productivity.
Industrial relations experts also agree that secret monitoring is a
misguided practice. Professor Charles Hecksher of the Harvard
School of Business has stated—and I quote—"Monitoring is a tool
for bad managers. It is a crutch that allows bad managers to get
away with a style we know does not work. The best way to get ef
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fective work out of people is to tell them what needs to be done and
then get out of their way and let them do it."
S. 516 would provide employees with the right to know when and
under what conditions monitoring will take place. It would allow
workers to earn their living without being subjected to the environ
ment of an electronic sweatshop.
In a report on electronic surveillance and civil liberties, the
Office of Technology Assessment observed: "In the last 20 years,
there has been a virtual revolution in the technology relevant to
electronic equipment. The law has not kept up with the technical
changes."
Mr. Chairman, the Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act
would make a major contribution to closing the gaps cited in the
OTA study between the growing use of electronic equipment for
employee surveillance and governmental supervision of its use.
Most important, approval of the legislation would strengthen the
right to privacy at a time when the expanding use of surveillance
technologies of the workplace has endangered this most fundamen
tal of American values.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bahr follows:]

Prepared Statement of Mr. Bahr

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I appreciate
the opportunity to testify in support of legislation that would prevent secret elec
tronic monitoring in the workplace.
The Communications Workers of America represents more than 600,000 workers
employed in the telecommunications industry, public sector and printing and allied
trades.
In 1890, Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis referred to the right of privacy as
"the right to be left alone, the most comprehensive of rights, the right most valued
by civilized men."
But a century later, in 1991, more than 10 million American employees are sub
jected to concealed electronic surveillance each workday at jobsites across our
nation. Each year, employers spy on as many as 400 million telephone calls between
wage earners and the public. They covertly count the number of keystrokes workers
produce every minute on video display terminals. They even stealthily photograph
employees who are honorably doing their jobs at offices and plants.
These distorted supervisory methods render privacy rights obsolete.
Most disturbing, private employers are expanding the practice of monitoring their
employees. The number of monitoring systems sold to businesses soared by nearly
200 percent between 1985 and 1988. Since that time, sales have continued to rise.
To illustrate the dangerous implications of secret electronic surveillance, consider
these recent true labor relations cases:
—An airline reservationist spoke with a co-worker between calls on a matter that
had no bearing on her capacity to perform her job duties. The reservationist
was unaware that the headset she wore contained a hidden device which com
municated her comments to a supervisor. She was punished. Did the company
have a right to penalize her for her private conversation?
—Northern Telecom Ltd. bugged various telephones at its plant in Nashville, Ten
nessee, including a telephone located in the employee cafeteria which was used
by employees to make personal phone calls outside the plant. Hours and hours
of workers' conversations totally unrelated to the company's business oper
ations were recorded. In addition, this telephone equipment manufacturing
company used microphones hidden in the plant's overhead sprinkler system and
light fixtures to listen in on discussions between its wage earners.
The illegal wiretapping and use of concealed microphones went on for years
before it was discovered. Management is believed to have engaged in electronic
eavesdropping of its workforce to create a "hit list" of union supporters and to
thwart CWA s effort to organize the facility. Were the Constitutional rights of
the employees fulfilled?
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—A computer operator discovered several months after she was hired that a com
puter was being used to keep track of her workday activities, including time in
the bathroom. Didn't she have a "right to know" when she was hired that her
employer monitored the workforce in this way?
—A telephone operator was suspended for cutting off a customer. However, disci
plinary action wasn't taken until two months after the incident had been noted
by the manager who had been secretly listening in on her calls. She couldn't
remember what happened on that day well enough to defend herself. Was her
right to due process respected?
—A newspaper kept a secret record of every time the telephone number of the
union that represented its workers was dialed and from what extension. Were
the employees' free speech rights recognized and honored?
—Nurses in a hospital discovered that management had installed a concealed
camera in their locker room. The camera was monitored by male security
guards. Should the nurses have been kept in the dark about this "Peeping
Tom" invasion of their privacy?

These cases demonstrate that management's use of secret electronic surveillance
goes far beyond monitoring of the work. It trespasses outrageously upon the privacy
rights of the worker.

THE EFFECT OF ELECTRONIC MONITORING ON WORKERS' HEALTH

Secret electronic monitoring is taking a devastating toll on the occupational
safety and health of workers.
Eight months ago, CWA and the University of Wisconsin announced the results of
the first major study conducted in the United States to investigate a possible rela
tionship between electronic monitoring and workers' negative health symptoms.
This landmark research project revealed that monitored workers suffer significantly
higher levels of psychological and physical problems than do workers in the tele
communications industry who are not subjected to electronic monitoring.
Telephone industry employees who were monitored experienced greater stress,
more depression, higher levels of anger and more severe fatigue than did non-moni
tored workers in the same industry. Monitored employees also reported more mus
culoskeletal problems than did non-monitored workers.
More specifically, 81 percent of telephone industry employees who were monitored
complained of depression as against 69 percent of those who were not monitored. In
addition, 79 percent of monitored employees revealed that they suffered severe fa
tigue or exhaustion versus 63 percent of telephone industry workers not subject to
electronic surveillance. Also, 83 percent of monitored employees reported problems
with high tension as against 67 percent of non-monitored employees.
With regard to physical health, fully 51 percent of monitored workers declared
that they were plagued by stiff or sore wrists, a rate 112.5 percent higher than cited
by non-monitored telephone workers. Similarly, 81 percent of monitored employees
mentioned problems with neck pressure versus 60 percent of non-monitored employ
ees.
Attached to this testimony is the study referred to above, entitled "Electronic Per
formance Monitoring and Job Stress in Telecommunications Jobs," which I request
to have included in the permanent hearing record.

MONITORING DEGRADES WORKERS

Unscrupulous employers are using secret electronic monitoring to transform the
workplace of the near-21st century into an Orwellian version of 19th century facto
ry labor relations.
Just as manufacturers in industrial plants accelerate the pace on assembly lines,
similarly employers of office workers use computers to compress the time allowed to
complete tasks, pushing employees to work at top speed. As a result, unwinking
computers have become surrogate supervisors in today s high tech workplace.
Adding insult to injury, some employers post conspicuously the daily time records
of employees, showing not only how long it takes for each worker to carry out his or
her duties but also the time used for bathroom breaks.
A graphic example of the way in which computers are used to control work rou
tines inhumanly is seen in the telephone industry. A typical operator handles more
than 1,100 calls in a 7Vi hour shift. The operator is required to complete each call in
about 20 seconds.
He or she has absolutely no control over when the next call will be routed to the
operator. A central computer determines if the operator receives three calls in a
row or 300.
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Aggravating the situation, the operator never knows when someone may be listen
ing in, how long the surveillance lasts, what information will be collected or how
the results of the monitoring will be used.
As a result of unrestricted secret monitoring, millions of employees endure, each
workday, the humiliating experience of being "handcuffed" for 7V2 hours to an elec
tronic supervisor.
The degrading effect of secret electronic monitoring is described eloquently by a
telephone operator who has been victimized by this misguided employment practice.
Her account of her work atmosphere is as follows:

"In our office, they turn on a blue light . . . that is only supposed to be on
when someone is monitoring, but most days it is turned on at 8 a.m. and stays
on all day. We did have three supervisors that do nothing but monitor on us all
day. We now have a new supervisor in our department, and they have put her
on monitoring also.
"I have been with (Bell company) 29 years. (This) is the worst department I
have been in all my years with the company.
"They use monitoring to see if they can find something to charge against you.
I find it to be dehumanizing, demeaning, unhealthy and disgusting.
"Through the years I have been appraised as more than satisfactory and re
spected to do work without constant supervision.
"All in our department feel as though we are in prison and we are regarded
as nothing more than criminals that must be guarded and monitored on con
stantly as though we could not function on our own. We are all adults, but we
are made to feel like naughty children.
"I loved my job I had before. Now all I long for is the day I can retire and
never have to set foot back in that horrible place.
"I know this is rather lengthy, but I had to express my feelings about moni
toring."

Another telephone company employee who was subjected to secret monitoring
characterized the intimidating atmosphere as follows:

"When I walk into the office, I can smell the odor of worker fear and stress."
To illustrate the distorted priorities that management's emphasis on mindless
quantitative standards can engender, I am including an account from a CWA
member of an instance in which a telephone company manager willfully disconnect
ed a call from a person who had dialed the company and was telling an operator the
caller was considering committing suicide. The manager disconnected the call after
about 15 minutes because the manager claimed that the length of the call was "ru
ining" the average work time (AWT) of the operators under the manager's supervi
sion.
As mentioned earlier, telephone company operators are expected to complete calls
from the public in about 20 seconds. Operators and their supervisors are then evalu
ated by higher management as to whether they have complied with this lifeless sta
tistic.
The account of this case in which a telephone company manager decided that cur
tailing the length of the call was more important than saving the life of the would-
be suicide follows:

Dear CWA, the article I just read on monitoring in the workplace touched my
heart. The memories of my TSPS operator job, and of my slight business-office
job; are not good ones.
I see you know all about the operators AWT's, but you don't know how impor
tant that number is to the managers. The AWT is their rating, they will do any
thing to improve it. What sticks in my mind year after year (since 1982) is the
time my supervisor cut-off a life and death situation from my TSPS position. I
was doing my best with a very sad person thinking of committing suicide. This
was around the holiday season 4 or 5 years ago. My service-assistant at the be
ginning of the call was advised by me (I slipped her a note, not giving myself
away to the would-be-suicide) of the phone number and nature of the call
within the first few minutes. I did my best to reason and talk with this person,
while I hoped my supervisor was doing her job by getting police to that person's
location. About 15 minutes later, while I was still talking with this person, and
making progress, one of the managers came over, who was alerted to this long
call I was on, and just disconnected the call. I was stunned, then a collect caller
pops in on my position. I sat there dumb-founded for a few seconds, thinking
what this poor suicide person did next. To this day, I never found out. The man
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ager said, and I quote "You're ruining my work-time." There is no need for me
to say anymore.
Feel free to call me anytime. The TSPS world is a jungle. The managers have
no dignity. I know, I had dozens of them in my 4+ years as an operator. Thank
God, I'm away from that.
Sincerely,

MONITORING AND SERVICE QUALITY

Along a related line, employers claim that they need to use secret monitoring to
ensure quality service, but evidence demonstrates that the absence of monitoring
may actually improve service.
Ten years ago, legislation prohibiting secret telephone monitoring was signed into
law in West Virginia by then Governor Jay Rockefeller. Despite the absence of such
surveillance, C. & P. of West Virginia was ranked first in America among Bell
System companies in 6 of 12 "customer satisfaction" categories, according to the
company's official journal, C&P Mountain Lines. A company vice president was
quoted in the publication as stating proudly, "Customers told us we do an outstand
ing job."
Of special interest, the Bell System transferred some of its directory assistance
operations from Washington, D.C., where monitoring was permissible, to West Vir
ginia after monitoring there was outlawed.
The West Virginia law was subsequently overturned during the tenure of Gover
nor Rockefeller's successor. This occurred in part because —at a time when West
Virginia was experiencing a severe recession and its unemployment rate was among
the highest in the nation —AT&T threatened not to locate a major manufacturing
facility in that state unless the monitoring law was changed.
More recently, secret monitoring has been eliminated in several telephone compa
ny worksites without any reported diminution in quality of service. In such cases,
the absence of monitoring reduced accompanying financial costs for supervisory per
sonnel and monitoring equipment.
By contrast with the United States, where monitoring is unrestrained and on the
increase, several European countries restrict monitoring by law. In fact, America's
chief competitors in the global marketplace refrain from the use of secret electronic
monitoring. Without concealed electronic surveillance of their workforces, Japan
and Germany have achieved robust economies and trade surpluses.
America's corporate leaders praise the quality and productivity of firms in these
technologically advanced nations. Similarly, government regulation of secret moni
toring could help revitalize America's competitiveness in the international arena.

VIEWS OF EXPERTS ON SECRET MONITORING

Industrial relations experts agree that secret monitoring is a misguided practice.
Professor Charles Hecksher of the Harvard School of Business has stated with
regard to the use of monitoring:

"Monitoring is a tool for bad managers. It's a crutch that allows bad manag
ers to get away with a style we know doesn't work. The best way to get effective
work out of people is to tell them what needs to be done and then get out of
their way and let them do it."

In addition, the majority of human resources managers, who administer employee
relations programs for America's corporations, disapprove of secret electronic moni
toring. According to a survey of nearly 2,000 of these professionals, 82.4 percent do
not approve of listening in on employees' telephone conversations, while 17.6 per
cent would listen in on them. Similarly, the impressive figure of 61.3 percent do not
sanction the use of secret video cameras to monitor employees, while 38.7 percent
approve of such activity.
In 1987, the Office of Technology Assessment published a pathbreaking report on
workplace monitoring entitled "The Electronic Supervisor: New Technology, New
Tensions." With regard to secret electronic monitoring, the report found:

". . . its intensity and continuousness raise questions about privacy, fairness
and quality of worklife."

LEGISLATIVE SOLUTION

More than two centuries ago—before our Founding Fathers took up arms to fight
the American Revolution — invasion of privacy meant forced entry into private
homes by British soldiers and mercenaries. The framers of the Constitution, our
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most sacred body of law, did not foresee the onrush of technology that would foster
the use of electronic eavesdropping devices more insidious than any enemy soldier
they faced.
Today, protecting the citizens from such concealed surveillance is increasingly be
coming one of the leading concerns of the Information Age.
To stop the invasion of privacy, erosion of dignity and expansion of stress-related
illnesses caused by secret electronic monitoring, CWA advocates the enactment of
the Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act, S. 516, introduced by Senator Paul
Simon (Democrat, from Illinois).
This legislation would provide employees for the first time with the "right to
know" when and under what conditions monitoring will take place. It would allow
workers to earn their living without being subjected to the environment of an elec
tronic sweatshop.
The Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act would help close the widening gap
between the growing use of electronic equipment for employee surveillance and gov
ernmental supervision of its use. In a 1985 report on electronic surveillance and
civil liberties, the Office of Technology Assessment observed:

"In the last 20 years, there has been a virtual revolution in the technology
relevant to electronic equipment. . . . the law has not kept up with the techni
cal changes."

Most important, enactment of the legislation would strengthen the right to priva
cy at a time when the expanding use of surveillance technologies at the workplace
has endangered this most fundamental of American values.
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Executive Summary, October 5, 1990

CWA, University of Wisconsin announce results of major
Occupational Stress Study.

Today, representatives of the Communi cat ions Workers of America
and Dr. Michael Smith, Chair of the Industrial Engineering
Department-University of Wisconsin announce the results of "The
CWA National Occupational Stress Study." Initiated during Spring,
1989, the scientific investigation sought to Identify health
concerns among 2,900 randomly-selected telecommunications VDT
workers.

The landmark study is the first major occupational stress study
conducted within the U.S. telecommunications industry. Also, it
is the first major study to Investigate the relationship between
electronic performance monitoring and related well-being and
health symptoms.

Ic was determined that the study be national in scope to represent
telecommunications jobs across the U.S. To achieve a national
geographic distribution, an operating company from each of the
seven regional "Baby Bells" was randomly selected to have its
workers participate. Within each company, four hundred employees
were randomly selected for participation: 100 Directory
Assistance Operators, 100 Service Representatives and 200 Clerks.
In addition, a random sample of 200 AT&T workers in select jobs
was also selected.

A questionnaire survey was used to gather information from the
selected workers. The survey form was based upon previous forms
used to study job stress in office work developed at the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health and the Department of
Industrial Engineering - University of Wisconsin. The
questionnaire examined job demands, job content, supervisory
relations, career issues, work standards, electronic monitoring,
psychological moods, and somatic health complaints.

A total of 2900 workers ware eligible to participate. Surveys
were received from 762 employees.

Findings

Several important findings have been identified in the study. For
example, electronic performance monitoring is seen as a major
cause/promoter of psychological and physical health complaints.
Monitored workers reported more boredom, high tension, extreme
anxiety, and depression, anger, and severe fatigue than non-
monitored workers. Also, monitored workers reported more
ausculosksletal problems (i.e., wrist, arm, shoulder, neck, and
back problems) and headaches than non -monitored workers.
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A Comparison of

Psychological and Physical Health Symptoms and Complaints

Aaong Monitored and Non-Monitored VDT Workers

(Percent Reporting a Complaint)

Symptoms /Complaints Monitored Non-Monitored

depression 81 69

high tension 83 67

extreme anxiety 72 57

severe fatigue or 79 63
exhaustion

loss of feeling in 43 27
fingers/wrists

stiff or sore wrists 51 24

pain or sciffness in 68 55
arms/legs

pain or stiffness in 79 66
shoulders

neck pain into shoulder, 64 41
arm , hand

neck pressure 81 60

back pain 79 73
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Electronic Performance Monitoring and Job Stress
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Michael J. South*
Paacale Sainfort*
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Abstract

A questionnaire survey of employees of telecommunications companies
representative of each region in the United States was conducted to
examine job stress in directory assistance, service representative and
clerical jobs with specific emphasis on the impact of electronic monitoring
of job performance. Surveys were sent to 2,900 employees using ™a^"g
lists of bargaining unit members obtained by the Communications Workers
of America (CWA) from local telephone companies. Usable responses were
received from 745 employees representing 7 Operating companies and
A.T&T. A range of working conditions were examined in the questionnaire
such as job control, job demands, supervisory relations, job content, career
development and performance monitoring. Also examined were job strain
outcomes such as tension, anxiety, depression and somatic complaints.
The results of this study indicate that electronic monitoring of employee
performance adversely affected employee perceptions of their working
conditions and was related to increased levels of job boredom, tension,
anxiety, depression, anger and fatigue.
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Introduction and Methods

Recently, interest in the health effects of electronic performance
monitoring, particularly psychological distress, has increased due to
report* of potential problems (Smith et al, 1986; OTA, 1987). These reports
indicated that electronic monitoring' of employee performance had the
potential to create working conditions that could be very stressful, such as
reduced employee control over the work process, increased workload
demands and negative supervisory interaction.

Monitoring and Stress

A major concern in electronic monitoring is the influences that it can have
on worker self-image and on feelings of self-worth. In one sense,
monitoring should Anh«n<»» feelings of worth if the results of worker efforts
are positive and the worker gets feedback to that effect. Likewise,
management interest in the worker as a valuable resource can be
demonstrated by the attention provided by monitoring. However, both
effects may be seen differently by workers if poor performance can lead to
some form of punishment or reprimand. This fear of evaluation can
produce anxiety and heightened sensitivity to adverse feedback that may
damage self-esteem and self-image.

Tied to fear of reprimand is the pressure to perform above "average." Some
managers may feel that this is a desirable effect since it implies high
production. But occupational stress research indicates that such work
pressure is not conducive to good performance and brings about adverse
health consequences (Smith, 1987).

In fact, there are a range of stressful working conditions that could be
produced by electronic monitoring of employee performance. These include
heightened work pressure, routinized work activities, paced work, potential
for increased work standards and workload, lack of control over the tasks,
lack of decision latitude, reduced peer social support, reduced supervisory
support and fear of job loss.

The following is a summary of the potential for various job conditions that
could be adversely influenced by electronic monitoring of worker
performance and produce stress.

Lack of participation in work activities has been demonstrated to result in
an increase in negative psychological mood ( Smith et al.. 1981; Smith,
1987). In terms of organizational support, it has been shown that close
supervision and a supervisory style characterized by constant negative
performance feedback are related to high levels of stress and poorer worker
health (Smith et aL, 1981). The implication of these findings for
performance monitoring is that excessive, impersonal electronic
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monitoring of employee performance can producs close supervision and
constant negative performance feedback which may promote worker stress.

It has also been demonstrated that workers' feelings of lack of involvement
are related to stress and potentially to health complaints. (WHO, 1989).
Electronic monitoring has the propensity to reduce worker feelings of job
involvement since the technology is controlling their behavior. This may
increase worker distress. The chances to participate and be involved in the
job process can be diminished in work systems that are driven by employee
performance monitoring.

Concern over chances for promotion has been shown to be a significant
stressor for office workers while being passed over for promotion has been
related to increases in both job stress and ill-health (Smith et aL, 1981;
Smith, 1987). Performance monitoring can have both beneficial and
negative effects in this regard. If monitoring provides for more objective
employee evaluations and employee promotions are tied into the evaluation
process, then monitoring may have a positive benefit for workers who are
good performers. However, if the monitoring is perceived as unfair and not
representative of true performance, then this could produce a stressful
influence.

The threat of job loss is a very potent stressor that has been tied to serious
health disorders such as ulcers, colitis, severe emotional stress and patchy
baldness as well as to increased muscular and emotional complaints
(Smith, 1987). Monitoring can be used for employee dismissal due to
unsatisfactory performance that can be quantified, and fear of such use can
be very stressful.

Monitoring may reduce task complexity, variety, challenge, and skills use
due to the need for management to simplify work tasks and break them
down into measurable units that can be easily monitored. Such job
characteristics have been shown to be stressful (Smith, 1987).

Monitoring can reduce the amount of discretionary control and
participation unless specific actions are taken by management to include
these elements in the use of the monitoring process. If supervisors use
monitoring to badger employees about their performance, this reduces
employee control, which is a recognized stress factor (Smith , 1987).

Mental workload factors, such as quantitative underload/overload can
cause stress. Monitoring is often accompanied by the establishment of
work standards to assess employee performance. These standards are not
always based on scientific grounds, but sometimes are based on the
capabilities of machinery. This can cause employees to work too hard
(Smith et al., 1981). If the standards are excessive they will produce
physical and psychological stress. On the other hand, monitoring could
mitigate workload stress if it is used as a scientific method for establishing
proper workload requirements.

*
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Time pressure, such as having to meet deadlines, is a stressor that may
interact with work hours and workpace. Studies have shown increases in
stress level as difficult deadlines draw near (Smith, 1987). Monitoring may
produce such deadline pressure that may be more damaging than simple
deadline pressure because of its constant, daily nature.

In summary, there is no direct empirical research that supports the
contention that electronic performance monitoring increases stress to the
extent that it dilBUBBllm employee health. However, the foregoing review
shows that electronic monitoring has the "potential" to adversely influence
working conditions which have been shown to cause stress. Indeed,
electronic monitoring may actually create these adverse working conditions
such as paced work, lack of involvement, reduced task variety and task
clarity, reduced peer social support, reduced supervisory support, fear of
job loss, routinized work activities, and lack of control over tasks.

Methods:

Based on these concerns, in the Spring of 1989 the Communications
Workers of America and the Industrial Engineering Department at the
University of Wisconsin undertook a cooperative study to examine the
mental health concerns posed by electronic monitoring of performance in
select telecommunications jobs.

'
This report represents the initial

evaluation of the data to define potential health risks.

It was determined that this should be a national study to be able to
represent telecommunications jobs across the country. To achieve a
national geographic distribution, an operating company from each of the
seven regional "T3aby Bells" was randomly selected to have its employees
particxpate. Employees in each selected company who were classified as
directory assistance operators, service representatives or clerks were
eligible to participate. At each location, four hundred employees were
randomly selected for participation, 100 directory assistance operators, 100
service representatives and 200 clerks. In addition, a random sample of 200
employees in select jobs working for A, T & T was also selected.

A questionnaire survey was used to gather information from the selected
employees. The survey form was based on previous forms used to study job
stress in office work developed at the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (Smith et al, 1980 & 1981) and the Department of
Industrial Engineering at the University of Wisconsin (Smith et al, 1986).
The questionnaire survey examined job demands, job content, supervisory
relations, career issues, work standards, electronic monitoring
considerations, mental moods and somatic health complaints. Surveys
were mailed first class to each selected participant. Included in the survey
package was a letter from the National President of CWA explaining the
importance of the survey and urging participation, a set of instructions, a
survey form that takes approximately 20 min^ti to complete and a pre*
addressed, postage paid return envelop to the University of Wisconsin.
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Participant identification numbers were included on each envelop to allow
for follow-up of nonrespondents. A second mailing was made to all
nonrespondents four weeks after the initial mailing. A total of 2,900
employees were eligible to participate. Surveys were received from 762

employee!. Four weeks after the second mailing the survey forms were
sent to a data processing contractor for data entry. A computer disk with
the survey data suitable for use on an IBM-AT computer was produced and
sent to the University of Wisconsin for data analysis. All statistical
analyses were performed using SYSTAT-PC version-

Results

Job Stressors and Job Content Factors:

Tables 1-4 show the mean values of job stressors and job content feafrires
for monitored and unmonitored employees and across job categories. As
can be seen in Table 1 the monitored employees reported higher workload
and greater workload dissatisfaction than the unmonitored employees.
However, the monitored employees reported less workload variation. The
monitored employees also reported less control over their jobs. There was
no difference in the extent of promotion potential, but the monitored
employees reported greater career future ambiguity. The monitored
employees also reported less fairness of their work standards.

Table 2 shows differences in reported job stressor levels across the three job
categories. Clerks reported the lowest workload and the least workload
dissatisfaction. However, they also had the greatest workload variance.
Clerics reported more job control with directory assistance operators
reporting the least amount of control over their job. The directory
assistance operators reported the greatest career future ambiguity There
were no differences in the reported levels of promotion potential or fairness
of work standards.

Table 3 shows that monitored employees reported less «t"TI use, variety, job
completeness and job meaningfulness than unmonitored employees. Table
4 indicates that directory assistance operators reported less skill use,
variety and meaningfulness.

Supervisory Factors:

Tables 5 and 6 show differences in supervisory factors for monitored and
unmonitored employees and across job categories. Table 5 indicates that
monitored employees reported more problems with supervisory relations
and a greater amount of supervisor feedback than unmonitored employees.
Table 6 shows that directory assistance operators reported more problems
with supervisors than clerks and more supervisor feedback than both
clerks and service representatives.

page*
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Job Strain and Somatic Complaints:

Tables 7 and 3 illustrate differences between monitored and unmonitored
employees and across job categories for measures of psychological strain.
Table 7 shows that monitored employees reported more boredom,

tension/anxiety, depression, anger and fatigue than unmonitored
employees. Table 8 indicates that directory assistance operators reported
more boredom than both service representatives and clerks. Directory
assistance operators also reported more tension/anxiety and depression
than clerks. Both directory assistance operators and service
representatives reported more anger and fatigue than clerks.

Table 9 illustrates the percentage of monitored and unmonitored employees
reporting somatic health complaints. These can be categorized into
musculoskeletal problems, psychological problems and psychosomatic
problems. It should be emphasized that the percentages of both monitored
and unmonitored employees reporting somatic problems were high, but
were within the approximate ranges as reported in previous studies of
computerized clerical jobs (Smith, 1987). For the musculoskeletal
problems, more monitored employees reported wrist, arm, shoulder, neck
and back problems than unmonitored employees. For the psychological
problems, more monitored employees reported high tension, severe fatigue
or exhaustion, extreme anxiety and depression. For the psychosomatic
problems more monitored employees reported headaches. However, there
was equivalent reporting of heart palpitations and disturbances for
monitored and unmonitored employees.

Comparisons Between Monitored and Unmonitored Employees Within Two
Job Categories:

Comparisons were conducted between monitored and unmonitored
employees within two job categories, service representatives and clerks.
Table 10 illustrates the results of the comparisons between monitored
(N=174) and unmonitored (N=80) service representatives. Monitored service
representatives reported higher workload and greater workload
dissatisfaction than the unmonitored service representatives. However, the
monitored service representatives reported less workload variation. The
monitored service representatives also reported less control over their jobs.
There was no difference in the extent of promotion potential, but the
monitored service representatives reported greater career future
ambiguity. The monitored service representatives also reported less
fairness of their work standards. Table 10 shows that monitored service
representatives reported less variety and job completeness than
unmonitored service representatives. Monitored service representatives
reported more problems with supervisory relations than unmonitored
service representatives. Monitored service representatives reported mare
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boredom, tension/anxiety, depression, ar.ger and fatigue than unmonitored

service representatives.

Table 11 illustrates the results of the comparisons between monitored

CN=£8) and unmonitored (N=»203) clerks. Monitored clerks reported higher

workload and greater workload dissatisfaction than the unmonitored
clerks. However, the monitored clerks reported less workload variation.

The monitored clerks also reported less control over their jobs. There was

no difference in the extent of promotion potential, but the monitored clerks
reported greater career future ambiguity. The monitored service
representatives also reported less fairness of their work standards. Table
11 shows that monitored clerks reported less skill use, variety, job
completeness and meaningfulness than unmonitored clerks. Monitored
clerks reported more problems with supervisory relations than
unmonitored clerks. Monitored clerks reported more boredom,
tension/anxiety and anger than unmonitored clerks.

Predictors of Strain:

Multiple regression and stepwise regression procedures were used to
determine factors that were predictors of the psychological and health
strain outcomes. These were examined for the entire sample and within
each job category for each specific strain outcome. Then s matrix was
constructed of the most frequently occurring predictors by strain outcomes.
This matrix provides an opportunity to examine patterns of specific
predictors across a number of strain outcomes. When examining the
entire sample across 17 separata strain measures the following were the
most frequent predictors of strain: (1) workload , (2) meaningfulness, (3)
supervisory relations and (4) various demographic variables such as age,
gender, tenure and job experience.

For directory assistance operators the most frequently observed predictors
of strain were: (1) supervisory relations - 14, (2) demographic variables such
as age and gender - 8, (3) meaningfulness - 6, (4) workload ■5 and (5) control
-4.

For service representatives the most frequently observed predictors of strain
were: (1) demographic variables such as age and gender - 11, (2)
meaningfulness • 9, (3) supervisory relations • 8, (4) workload - 5, (5)
completeness - 5 and (6) career opportunities - 4.

For clerks the most frequently observed predictors of strain were: (1)
workload - 13, (2) supervisory relations - 9, (3) career opportunities - 9, (4)
demographic variables such as age and gender • 8, (5) meaningfulness • 6
and (6) workload variance • 5.

When eTamining the matrices of predictors of strain for the monitored and
the unmonitored employees similar patterns wen observed in the factors
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that were predictors within each group, except that their rank in terms of
the frequency of strains predicted differed somewhat. The important
predictors were workload, supervisory relations, meaningfuiness, and
demographic variables such as age and gender. The unmonitored
employees also had career concerns as a frequent predictor of strain.

A discriminant function analysis was carried out to determine job factors
that differentiated the monitored from the unmonitored employees (See
Table 12). The top three factors that differentiated the groups were: (1)
control, (2) client relationships and (3) skill variety.

Discussion

The results of this study must be used with caution due to the low response
rate. A majority of the employees selected to participate did not respond to
the survey, and those that did respond may have had a bias for or against
specific working conditions. A review of the distributions of responses
within the three job categories indicated a good dispersion for all job
variables and job strains for each of the jobs. There was no indication of a
specific bias. The responses were within similar ranges and mean values
as other populations of office workers that have been studied in the past
(Smith, 1987). Even so, caution is advised, and verification of these results
is warranted. In met, two additional sites have already been selected for
indepth evaluation to provide verification, These evaluations are expected
to be completed next Summer.

The results of the entire sample indicate that electronic performance
monitoring has adverse effects on employees' perceptions of how stressful
their jobs are and on their reported levels of physical and psychological
strain. Similar results were found for the comparisons of monitored and
unmonitored employees within two job categories (service representatives
and clerks). These results confirm that electronic performance monitoring
has the potential to increase stress because of its influence on job
characteristics that are well-known stressors.

Perceptions of job characteristics and physical and psychological strains
were compared across the three job categories. Results showed that
directory assistance operators have more negative job elements than service
representatives and clerks. Directory assistance operators reported more
strain than service representatives and clerks.

Specific job design factors that contributed to physical and psychological
strains for both monitored and unmonitored employees were workload,
meaningfuiness of the job and supervisory relations. Discriminant analysis
indicated that factors that differentiated the monitored and unmonitored
employees, such as control and skill use, were not good predictors of
physical or psychological strain, Secondary factors that also differentiated
monitored and unmonitored groups were workload and supervisory
relations. These were important predictors of strain for both monitored and
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unmonitored employees, but it appears that these conditions were
influenced by monitoring in a way that produced greater impact on the
monitored employees.
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Table 4
Job Content Factors Across Job Categories

Job Content Factors Directory
Assistance
Operators

Service
Representatives

Clerks

Skill Use** 6.0 8.2 7.8

Varietr** -2.4 -0.1 0.1

Completeness 10.3 9.8 10.1

0.4 L8 2.0

•*Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis ofVariance

Table 5

Supervisory Factors for Monitored and Unmonitored Employees

Supervisory Factors Monitored Unmonitored

Problems with Supervisor
Relations**

3.8 3.0

Amount of Supervisor Feedback*'
Supervisor Monitoring

6.7

5.3

6.1

5.1

•*Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysii of Variance

Table 6
Supervisory Factors Across Job Classifications

Supervisory Factors Directory
Assistance
Operators

Service
Representatives

Clerks

Problems with
Supervisory Relations'*

&9 3.5 3.1

Amount of Supervisory
Feedback**

7.1 6.4 6.0

Supervisory Monitoring 5.3 5.1 52

**Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

Table 7

Psychological Strain of Monitored and Unmonitored Employees

Psychological Strains Monitored j Unmonitored
Bored— 4.1 1 L9

Tension/Anrietv— ml 9.4

Depression- 13.41 9.9

Anger— 13.0 9J2

Fatieue*" 12.0 1 9.2

**Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance
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Table 1
Select Job Stressors for Monitored and Unmonitored Employees

Job Demands Monitored Unmonitored
Workload" 24.0 20.6

Workload Variation** 7.4 9.3

Workload Dissatisfaction* ■ 9.0 6.9
Job Control" 10.9 17.1

Career Future
Ambiguity**

9.6 8.6

Promotion Potential 3.3 3.4

Lack of Fair Work
Standards**

7J 7.1

**Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

Table 2
Select Job Stressors Across Job Categories

Job Demands Directory
Assistance
Operators

Service
Representatives

Clerks

Workload" 22.9 24.5 20.6

Workload Variance** 7.5 7.5 9.3

Workload
Dissatisfaction**

8.6 8.8 12

Job Control** 10.2 12.4 16.6

Career Future
Ambiguity"

10J2 8.0 9.5

Promotion Potential 3.2 3.5 3.3
Lack of Fair Work
Standards

7.7 7.6 7.4

•*Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

Table 3
Job Content Factors for Monitored and Unmonitored Employees

Job Content Factors Monitored Unmonitored
Skill Use- 6.9 8.3
Variety* -L4 0.4

Comnletenesa" 9.8 10.4

Meaninefulness" L0 2.3

•"Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance
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Tabled
Psychological Strain Across Job Categories

Psychological Strains Directory
Assistance
Operators

Service
Representatives

Clerks

Bored" 5.6 2.0 ZS
Tension/Anxiety" 13.4 1?r,2 9.8

Depression* l&S 12.1 10.6
Anger" VLB 125 9.8

Fatigue" 113 1L5 9.6

"Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

"Significant difference at the .05 level using an Analysis of Variance

Table 9
Somatic Health Complaints of Monitored and Unmonitored Employees

(Percent Reporting a Complaint)

Somatic Health Complaints Monitored Unmonitored
Loss of feeling in fingers/wrista" 43 27

Stiff or sore wrists" 51 24

Pain or stiffiaess in shoulders** 79 65

Shoulder soreness** 76 57

Pain or stifmess in arms/legs" 68 55

Neck pain into shoulder, arm,
hand**

64 41

Neck pressure** 81 60

Back pain** 79 73

Racing or pounding heart 55 43

Acid indigestion 70 61

Stomach pains 54 49

Headaches** 92 85
Depression* 81 69

Severe fatigue or exhaustion** 79 63

Extreme anxiety** 72 57

High tension" 83 67

•*Significant at the .01 level using a Chi Square analysis

•Significant at the .05 level using a Chi Square analysis
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Table 10
Job Charade riatica and Job Strain of Monitored and Unmonitored

Employees
Service Representatives

Monitored
N=174

Unmonitored
N=50

Workload"* 25.5 22.3

Workload Variance*" 7.0 8.5

Workload Dissatisfaction** 9.4 7.6

Job Control** 1L1 15.5

Career Future Ambiguity** 8.4 7.1

Promotion Potential 3.4 3.7

Lack of Fair Work Standards** 7.3 7.1

Client Relationships** 1L9 10.4

Skill Use 8.0 8.9
Variety** -0.3 0.6

Completeness*" 9.5 10.5
L6 2.2

Problems with Supervisor Relations** 3.7 3.1

Amount of Supervisor Feedback U 6.3
Supervisor Monitoring 5.3 4.9

Bored* 2.31 1.4

Tension/ Amnety** 13J2I 9.9
Depression" 13J2I 9.7

Anser* 13.71 9.9

Fatisue**5 12.61 9.1

••Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

•Significant difference at the .05 level using an Analysis of Variance
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Table 11

Job Characteristics and Job Strain of Monitored and Uamonitored
Employees
Clerks

Monitored
N=58

Unmocutored
N=203

Workload" 23 J2 19.9

Workload Variance* 8.4 9.6

Workload Dissatisfaction** 9.2 6.6

Job Control"" 12J 173

Career Future Ambiguity** 10.7 9.2

Promotion Potential 3.1 3.3

Lack of Fair Work Standards'" 8.0 12
Client RelationshiDS* 8.5 7.5

Skill Use* 6.5 8.1

Varietv" -0.9 0.3

Comnletenesa"* 9.3 10.3

Meaninefulnes s * LI 2.3

Problems with Supervisor Relations** 3.5 3.0

Amount of Supervisor Feedback 6.0 6.0

Sunervisor Monitorine 5.3 5.2

Bored- 4.0 2.1

Tension/Annetv* 1L9 9.2

Depression 12J2 10.1

Aneer* 12.7 8.9

Fatizue 10.7 9.2

••Significant difference at the .01 level using an Analysis of Variance

•Significant difference at the .05 level using an Analysis of Variance

Table 12
Job Design Variables Differentiating
Monitored vs Non-Monitored Employees

Discriminant Function Analysis Results

Job Desitrn Variable Standard Coefficient Sifmifjeancp T.pvpI

control
client relationships
workload
skill variety
poor supervisor relationship
workload variability
standards
skill utilization
task meaningfulness
supervisor feedback
task completeness
career/future ambiguity
supervisor monitoring
promotions/advancements

* Significant at the .05 level
Significant at the .01 level

-.609 M
545 mm

1312 »*•

-256 M
.097 •«

-.063

.058 M

.000 *«

.089 M

.129 •a

-.060 •

-.052 •

-.047 NS
.170 NS
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Senator Simon. Senator Metzenbaum is involved in the hearing
for Mr. Gates, who is the nominee for head of the CIA, and has to
get back there, but he would like to ask you a couple of questions,
Mr. Bahr.
Senator Metzenbaum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I apolo
gize to the other witnesses. It is not from a lack of interest in your
statements; I will read your statements. But when I was in private
life, I had the privilege of representing Mr. Bahr's union back in
Ohio, so I know that anything he answers for me is going to have
almost a lawyer-client relationship, and I know I'll get a straight
answer.
In your testimony, you mention that for a period of time West
Virginia had a law that banned electronic monitoring. Did any em
ployers that you know of leave the State as a result of that law?
Mr. Bahr. No employer to my knowledge ever left the State, but
it was interesting to note that some blackmail took place after Gov
ernor Rockefeller went out of office. AT&T—and I use the word
very deliberately—blackmailed the legislature and the Governor
that they would not open an office in Charleston with 500 jobs
unless that law was repealed. And that caused that law to be re
pealed.
Senator Metzenbaum. We will hear testimony today from the
National Association of Manufacturers that the bill may be harm
ful to the productivity of American businesses. Do you have any
comment on that?
Mr. Bahr. I think in two ways—let me go back and add when
that law in West Virginia was still on the books, the C&P Tele
phone Company did transfer work from Washington, DC and Mary
land to West Virginia, so we see that it did work.
Insofar as the impact on productivity, I would respond in two
ways. First, we are at a time when American business is streamlin
ing. The common word today we hear is "downsizing," and down
sizing both in bargaining unit as well as managerial levels. So I
think it is quite ironic that management sees no problem with
having supervisor employees devote a considerable amount of time
to doing anything but productive work, and that is the spying and
listening in on workers.
The other side of the coin is that clearly the University of Wis
consin study as well as our knowledge of what is happening to our
members and the testimony that was presented by this first panel
indicates that there is a good deal of illness, absenteeism as a
result of the stress that is caused by this kind of a practice that we
do not see in any of the nations with whom we compete.
When I visited my colleagues in Japan and Germany on this
very subject, they actually thought it was onerous to think that a
practice like this existed. They would not even consider it—and the
are our major competitors and eating our lunch.
Senator Metzenbaum. I have one more question. The NAM op
poses the bill in part because they claim that workers would prefer
not to know when their performance is monitored. The NAM sug
gests that if employees knew they were being monitored, they
would be nervous or flustered, and their performance would suffer.
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Do any of your members feel this way about electronic monitor
ing, that they would rather not know that they are being moni
tored?
Mr. Bahr. Senator, that's ridiculous. A statement like that is
made from total lack of knowledge and experience. We are negoti
ating and have negotiated with employers monitoring with the em
ployees' knowledge, and it works. In fact, you probably saw in the
press that we just signed an agreement with NYNEX 11 months in
advance of expiration. In that agreement is a clause that states
that the CWA and IBW will work with NYNEX to eliminate all
forms of secret monitoring and come up with a system that will
provide the quality of service that the employees want—we know
we are in a competitive environment—without the secrecy. So we
would fully subscribe to it

,
and if that is the NAM's only concern,

they ought to sign onto this bill and let it work.
Senator Metzenbaum. Maybe they will. Thank you very much,
Mr. Bahr, and I thank the other members of this panel.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy.
Senator Simon. I thank Senator Metzenbaum for his interest in
this whole subject.
Dr. Marx, I understand we have an expert here, and we're happy
to hear from you now.
Mr. Marx. Well, an "expert" can be defined as someone who is

more than 10 miles from home.
Senator Simon. Our first panel of three were experts in a very
different way than you are.
Mr. Marx. Thank you, Senator. I am pleased to be here.

I am a professor of sociology at Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology. I teach and do research on the social, political, ethical and
public policy aspects of new information technologies, with a par
ticular interest in questions of privacy and civil liberties.
In my testimony, I consider five issues at a perhaps broader level
which tries to put these things in a context of the whole society, of
other countries and American history.
The five issues I consider in my paper are: first, the need to see
that electronic monitoring of workers doesn't stand alone but is

part of a much broader set of changes that are capable of destroy
ing boundaries that are fundamental to our sense of self and the
separation of the public and the private. Video cameras, drug test
ing, electronic location monitoring, satellite surveillance. This
morning in the Wall Street Journal coming down, I read about a
new device created by a Massachusetts company. It is a small elec
tronic drug testing device that can detect microscopic amounts of
drugs from the air, dust and clothing samples. It is hand-held. It is
the size of a flashlight. It is a kind of vacuum, so you vacuum the
person's clothes, you vacuum the desk where they were sitting, and

it presumably will give you evidence of drug residue. And it can be
done whether or not a person is there. That's simply one minor ex
ample.
The second broad point I make has to do with the importance of
this kind of legislation in the United States' context where interest
groups —in spite of my distinguished colleague to my right here—
representing workers are not as strong as they once were, where
we don't have the traditions and the laws that Europe have, which
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guarantee workers a safe and healthy work environment with re
spect to management practices, not simply what's in the air. We
also don't have the tradition of cooperation between workers and
employers that one finds in Europe.
So Congress is really the last resort for generating these protec
tions that are so badly needed.
I talk about some techno-fallacies and the world view of those
who advocate unrestrained monitoring. I talk about some broad
principles that ought to underlie laws and policies protecting us
from unwarranted electronic surveillance. And finally, I talk about
the possibility, ironically, of using monitoring to create a more eq
uitable, accountable and productive work environment by extend
ing it upward. If it really works for workers, if it is so terrific as
the advocates claim, why not apply it to management, whose errors
and violations can do far, far more damage than can an isolated
worker.
As a professor, unaccustomed as I am to talking for 5 minutes, I
will simply give some sense of the techno-fallacies and then some
of the principles that I think ought to be there.
I have identified what I call a large number of "tarnished silver
bullet techno-fallacies" of the information age. I am an ethno
grapher; I watch and I listen, and I hear things much as a musi
cian knows that some notes are offkey— I hear things that I know
are wrong, whether morally, empirically, legally or logically: "Turn
the technology loose and let the benefits flow; ' "monitoring is for
the worker's own good;" "do away with the human interface;"
"when you choose to make a phone call you are consenting to have
your phone number released; ' "the public interest is whatever the
public is interested in watching" — these are all direct quotes—
"there is no law against this;" "the system is free of human bias;"
"the technology is neutral."
In the testimony, I identify six techno-fallacies, and I elaborate
on these. The first is the fallacy of assuming that technology is
only a means of increasing productivity and profits and improving
service, rather than also a means—as it is in parts of Europe—to
enhance job satisfaction for workers.
A second fallacy is the fallacy of assuming that personal infla
tion on workers or customers that the company can collect is just
another commodity like raw materials to be combined, reused, or
sold as the company sees fit without informing and obtaining the
consent of the subject.
A third fallacy is the fallacy of implied consent and free choice,
which one well-known employer said to an employee who com
plained about monitoring practice: "Well, if you don't like it,
simply go and work somewhere else." But in fact if all employers
in a particular area engage in these practices, that's a rather spe
cious freedom of choice.
A fourth fallacy is the fallacy that machine-generated facts
speak for themselves and are necessarily more valid, reliable and
neutral than human-generated facts. There is much one can say
about the "acontextual" nature of electronic data, that it is ripped
out of its human context, that it needs to be interpreted.
Fifth is the fallacy of confusing quantity with quality and what
can be easily measured with what is important.
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The sixth and final fallacy is the fallacy of assuming that people
are best controlled through deception and the creation of uncer
tainty by not telling them that they are monitored or when they
will be monitored.
There is certainly empirical and theoretical evidence to contra
dict those.
Now, an antidote to having to always react negatively and after
the fact to these fallacies is to develop positive, affirming princi
ples. A nice beginning in this regard is the Code of Fair Informa
tion Practices developed in 1973 for the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. It contains five principles—a principle of
informing subjects, a principle of data inspection, a principle of
consistent usage, a principle of correction, and a principle of rel
evance. I would suggest adding to those a principle of co-determina
tion, so that in a work context, people subject to information ex
traction technology have some involvement; a principle of minimi
zation, so that only data that is relevant and pertinent is collected;
a principle of validity; a principle of timeliness; a principle of data
security; a principle of human review; a principle of redress; a
safety net or equity principle; and a principle of consistency so that
broad ideals rather than the specific characteristics of the technolo
gy determination privacy protection.
Let me conclude by noting that I was raised in Hollywood, CA,
and one of my most vivid childhood memories was seeing the film,
"The Wizard of Oz." I was terrified, as most of us were, by the
power of the wizard. The fact that he was unseen made it possible
to conjure up images of a truly ferocious entity who might be any
where and remotely cause anything to happen. The lightning and
thunder he controlled and his deep and authoritative commands
were very intimidating.
But as you may recall, at the end of the film the little dog, Toto,
pulls the curtain away, and the wizard is revealed to be an elderly
and frail man. At once we hear him say: "Pay no attention to the
little man behind the curtain with the microphone in his hand.
The Great Oz has spoken."
But if the United States is to remain a decent and productive so
ciety in which technology is put in the service of its citizens, we
must pay attention to the men and women behind the electronic
curtain and not only to those in front of it. The Privacy for Con
sumers and Workers Act is important because it helps us do that.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Marx follows:]

Prepard Statement of Mr. Marx

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Gary T. Marx. I
am Professor of Sociology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) in
the Department of Urban Studies and Planning. I previously taught at Harvard and
the University of California at Berkeley. I teach and do research on the social, polit
ical, ethical and public policy aspects of new information technologies with a par
ticular interest in questions of privacy and civil liberties.
I am the author or editor of 8 books and many articles. I have received research
grants from many sources including the Guggenheim Foundation, the National Sci
ence Foundation, the National Institute of Justice and the Twentieth Century Fund.
My most recent book is Undercover Police Surveillance in America (University of
California Press, 1988) which received prizes from the American Sociological Asso
ciation and the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
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I have worked on questions involving the social impact of new information tech
nologies with a wide array of government, public interest and private sector groups
including several national commissions, Congressional Committees, the Office of
Technology Assessment, the Government Accounting Office, the Justice Depart
ment, the National Academy of Sciences and communications companies.
I will consider five issues:

(A) the need to see the electronic monitoring of workers as part of a much
broader set of changes capable of destroying boundaries fundamental to our
sense of self and the separation of the public and the private.
(B) the particular importance of legislation such as this in the United States
where interest groups representing workers are relatively weak.
(C) some techno-fallacies characterizing the world view of those who advocate
unrestrained monitoring.
(D) some broad principles that ought to underlie laws and polices offering pro
tection from unwarranted electronic surveillance.
(E) the possibility of using monitoring to create a more equitable, accountable
and productive work environment by extending it upward.

The development of electronic work monitoring reflects broader changes in sur
veillance and must be seen alongside other forms of video and audio surveillance,
electronic location monitoring, computer dossiers, night vision technology, drug test
ing, and biometric forms of analysis including DNA.
While these extractive technologies have unique elements, they also tend to share
certain characteristics which set them apart from many traditional means. Some of
the information gathering techniques found in the maximum-security prison are dif
fusing into the broader society. We appear to be moving toward, rather than away
from, becoming a "maximum security society." 1

Such a society is transparent and porous. Information leakage is rampant. Indeed
it is hemorrhaging. Barriers and boundaries—be they distance, darkness, time,
walls, windows and even skin, which have been fundamental to our conceptions of
privacy, liberty and individuality give way.
Actions, as well as feelings, thoughts, pasts, and even futures are increasingly
visible. The line between the public and the private is weakened; observations seem
constant; more and more goes on a permanent record, whether we will this or not,
and even whether we know about it or not. Data in many different forms, from
widely separated geographical areas, organizations, and time periods can easily be
merged and analyzed.
Surveillance becomes capital—rather than labor—intensive. Technical develop
ments drastically alter the economics of surveillance such that it becomes much less
expensive per unit watched. Aided by machines, a few persons can monitor many
people and factors. This contrasts with the traditional supervisor walking behind
employees or the private detective or guard watching a few persons and the almost
exclusive reliance on first hand information from the unenhanced senses.
An aspect of this efficiency, and the ultimate in decentralized control, is self or
participatory monitoring. Persons watched become active "partners" in their own
monitoring. Surveillance systems may be directly triggered when a person uses a
telephone or computer, enters or leaves a controlled area, or takes a magnetically
marked item through a checkpoint.
There is an emphasis on the engineering of behavior characterized by prevention,
soft control and the replacement of people with machines. Where it is not possible
to actually physically determine behavior, or that is too expensive, the system may
be engineered so that a record of the behavior is left.
As the technology becomes ever more penetrating and intrusive, it becomes possi
ble to gather information with laser-like specificity and with sponge-like absorbency.
If we think about the information gathering net as being parallel to a fishing net,
then the mesh of the net has become finer and the net wider.
Like the discovery of the atom or the unconscious, new techniques surface bits of
reality that were previously hidden, or didn't contain informational clues. People
are in a sense turned inside out, and what was previously invisible or meaningless
is made visible and meaningful. In focusing on the electronic monitoring of work,
we must not forget that it is part of a much broader set of changes.

1This section draws from chapters 1 and 10 of G. Marx, Undercover: Police Surveillance in
America, Berkeley, Calif., Univ. of California Press.

A. WORK MONITORING IS NOT ALONE: THE NEW SURVEILLANCE
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We face the danger of an almost unseen surveillance creep in which we unreflec-
tivly back into a "cowardly new world." In this world deceptively easy technical so
lutions are offered to tough social and political problems.
The reality of this was brought home to me when I published a satirical newspa
per article on April Fool's Day describing an imaginary new Restroom Trip Policy
(RTP) (in Appendix). Written in the bureaucratic jargon of a company memo, the
policy gave workers a weekly Restroom Trip Credit (RTC) quota of 40 trips. Access
was controlled by a computer linked voice-print recognition system; stalls were
equipped with timed tissue-roll retraction and flushing and door-opening capabilities
which were automatically activated after 3 V2 minutes. There was also a capability
for automatic urine analysis to permit drug testing without the demeaning presence
of an observer.
I wrote the article as an extreme exaggeration of trends that I found disturbing —
such as U.S. companies that electronically counted time spent in the restroom and
gave employees demerits when they exceeded the established time limit (three were
grounds for dismissal). Imagine my surprise when I learned that there is a Japanese
company that markets a toilet stall that can in fact automatically test for drugs in
urine and that in Europe some toilet doors do open automatically after an elapsed
period of time.
I also realized how rapidly our culture has changed and how weakened our expec
tations regarding privacy and technology have become, when perhaps half the read
ers were so conditioned by contemporary electronic intrusions that they thought the
memo was genuine. We had come so far so fast that people were ready to accept this
outlandish, imaginary example as real. I was asked where the company was and
some companies even wrote and asked where they could purchase the monitoring
system.
In an effort to provoke thought and call attention to the possibility of back-sliding
in a piece-meal fashion into a world in which technology serves to dominate, rather
than to liberate, I have described an imaginary workplace in the year 1995 based
entirely on techniques now in use, or that have been advocated. This article, enti
tled "The Case of the Omniscient Organization" is in the appendix.
The legislation considered here is part of a needed social corrective in which (if
we are lucky) laws, public policy and even manners eventually will catch up to the
changes and challenges technology creates. Such developments would keep accounts
such as "the Omniscient Organization" in the realm of fiction and satire rather
than accurate social science prediction.

B. THE IMPORTANCE OF SUCH LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES

In the spirit of the French observer of the United States Alexis De Tocqueville,
rather than legislation, I would prefer to see social order emerge out of a balance of
interests among strong associations who can serve as a counter to government and
to each other. Unfortunately in the United States for historic reasons the power of
labor is relatively weak and it is growing weaker. The law then must compensate
for the weaknesses of the social structure. In that regard such legislation is very
important as a means for insuring decent treatment of workers and introducing
greater balance into workplace relations. It is also consistent with a modern trend
to limit the doctrine of "employment at will" in which employers had almost abso
lute control over the workplace and their workers.
The Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act along with legislation such as the
1986 Electronic Communications Privacy Act are vital correctives to the dangers
posed by turning "the technology lose." The latter is more likely to happen in the
United States than in Europe because of the absence of strong employee associa
tions, work environment laws, data protection commissions and legislation and tra
ditions requiring that work conditions be jointly set by labor and management. As is
well known unions are declining in strength in the United States and this shows no
sign of abating. The worker-management councils found in Europe are almost non
existent here. Apart from regulated industries, protections derived from the 14th
Amendment and health, safety and welfare rules, management has a very free hand
in setting work conditions in the United States compared to Europe.
Congressional actions supporting privacy in the workplace (e.g. against unreason
able searches and seizures) are also needed because Constitutional protections apply
most clearly to the actions of government not the private sector.
It is also interesting that unregulated monitoring is often justified by a need to be
competitive. Yet in general in neither Europe nor Japan do we see equivalent moni
toring of individuals. If we really wish to emulate other productive countries the
last thing we would turn to would be unrestrained monitoring. Instead we would
seek to involve workers in establishing the conditions of work that affect them.
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C. SOME TECHNO-FALLACIES OF ELECTRONIC MONITORING

Technical innovations are often accompanied by beliefs that are lacking empirical
support, illogical or in conflict with important values. I have identified a number of
what can be called "Tarnished Silver Bullet Techno-Fallacies of the Information
Age." 2

Before technical innovations are blithely adopted, it is important to examine the
broader cultural climate, the rationales for action and the empirical and value as
sumptions on which they are based. The web of tacit assumptions that undergird
action needs to be identified and analyzed. As an ethnographer I watch and listen.
Sometimes I hear things which seem wrong, whether empirically, logically or nor-
matively, much as a musician knows that certain notes are off key: "Turn the tech
nology loose and let the benefits flow;" "monitoring is for the worker's own good;"
"do away with the human interface;" "when you choose to make a phone call you
are consenting to have your telephone number released;" "the public interest is
whatever the public is interested in watching;" "there is no law against this;" "the
system if free of human bias;" "the technology is neutral."
In tha case of work monitoring the following 6 techno-fallacies are particularly
salient:

(1) The fallacy of assuming that technology is only a means of increasing produc
tivity and profits and improving service, rather than also a means to enhance job
satisfaction for workers. It is not clear in the long run that one can obtain the latter
without the former. Policies as well as work related technology should be developed
in conjunction with workers. In the United States it is most common for a new tech
nology to be developed in isolation and simply thrust upon employees. This process
means technology that reflects the short run financial interests of management
rather than the well-being of workers. The United States contrasts with some Euro
pean countries in this regard.
A useful documentary film made by independent video producer California News-
reel shows how in Scandinavia the introduction of computer-aided printing technolo
gy was designed not only with concerns about productivity (an exclusive focus on
this may translate into speeding up the work process, lost jobs, and lessened skill
requirements) but with a concern for how machines might enhance creativity while
eliminating drudgery. The creation of a more meaningful and satisfying work envi
ronment should be an important social goal and accompany efforts to develop and
introduce new technologies into the workplace. It is also likely to be associated with
increased productivity.
(2) The fallacy of assuming that personal information on workers or customers that
the company can collect is just another commodity like raw materials to be com
bined, re-used, or sold as the company sees fit without informing and obtaining the
consent of the subject. Yet personal information has an almost sacred quality and
means as well as ends may have a moral quality. There is a related fallacy here
which holds that only the guilty have to fear being secretly watched. This view fails
to appreciate the social functions of privacy. An important reason that we have en
velopes around first class letters or doors on rooms is not to protect the guilty. It is
because control over personal information is important to our conception of human
dignity. We should not recreate the company town.
This fallacy ignores the importance of due process and the legitimacy of bound
aries. It fails to differentiate between work and non-work related data generated by
the employee and the need to make a distinction (as difficult as it may be) between
the work and the worker. For example conversations that occur among reservation-
ists while they are waiting for calls are different than those that occur with custom
ers. Behavior in an employee lounge or restroom ought to be treated differently
than that at the desk or in front of a machine (e.g. regarding the use of video cam
eras) and personal telephone calls should not be subject to monitoring. Before com
puters most employers would not randomly search through employee desks. But
now with desk top computers tied into large networks, it is easy to ramsack comput
er files from afar. There should be provision for employees to make some personal
use of the computers on their desks on their own time without fear that their pri
vate communication will be seen by others, absent some reasonable grounds for sus
pecting serious violations. Just as most reasonable companies don't try to enforce
rules about the personal use of company provided pens, employees should be permit
ted some personal files that are beyond the company's prying electronic eyes.

2Some of these are reported in G. Marx, "Privacy and Technology," The World and I, Sept.
1991on which this page is based.
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(3) The fallacy of implied consent and free choice in which it is assumed that in
choosing to work for an employer, the employee consents to its practices. It is assumed
that employees are free to work somewhere else if they are not happy with the
work conditions. Yet this is often a specious choice, if all employers in an area
follow the same practices or other equivalent work is not available.
(4) The fallacy that machine generated facts speak for themselves and are necessar
ily more valid, reliable, and neutral than human generated facts. But information is
not the same thing as knowledge, nor are facts automatically equivalent to wisdom.
Humans design the machines. Machine generated data must still be interpreted and
applied by a human—who may be biased or unfair. The seemingly "objective" qual
ity of indicators can be a legitimacy mask serving disciplinary actions actually
taken on other grounds. The machine offers no guarantee of equal treatment. On
the average it is likely easier to fool a machine than a human observer. Data can
not be understood apart from its context. As poignant testimony of the victims of
monitoring make clear, there are many extenuating circumstances e. g., someone
can be late to work because of weather or family emergencies, a person may exceed
the average number of restroom trips because of an illness, a telephone operator
dealing with the foreign born may exceed the time quota allotted for such transac
tions etc. Do we really wish a society in which machines, lacking in interpretive
ability, compassion, and imagination have such power over individuals? A point re
lated to the "acontexual" nature of much monitoring data is that it may distort the
final product as noted in the next fallacy.
(5) The fallacy of confusing quantity with quality and what can be easily measured
with what is important. In emphasizing "how many" and "how fast," it is easy to
lose sight of "how well." A frequent criticism of monitoring is that in mechanically
focusing on simple indicators (e.g., time spent on a case, number of cases or units
processed, amount of time spent at a desk or logged into a computer), the goal may
be forgotten. The performance indicator may become an end in itself. Such a system
may distort productivity by creating incentives to meet the indicators, rather than
to produce or offer a quality product. When the means substitute for the end, both
the conscientious worker and the recipient of the product or service is hurt. The
rigid application of narrow quantitative measures may lessen creativity and risktak-
ing. Such a focus can also lessen the perceived need for, and skills of managers who
fall back on automated answers without having to use their judgment about overall
performance, account for their supervisory behavior, or help workers to grow in the
job.
(6) The fallacy of assuming that people are best controlled through deception and
the creation of uncertainty not telling them that they are monitored, or when they
will be monitored (while the means are technical in this instance, this fallacy goes
far beyond work monitoring). In fact the theory of secret electronic monitoring is
likely to do exactly the opposite of what its proponents claim. There are many ex
amples (and adequate theory) to predict that intensive and unpredictable monitor
ing will backfire more frequently than its opposite. It treats workers as unreliable
children who must always stand in fear of whether or not someone is watching
them. This is not an adequate mechanism for inducing good behavior. The mere fact
that a technology makes it possible to do something (such as secretly monitor) does
not mean that it is the right thing to do. One of the unrecognized positive aspects of
having a supervisor walk behind and monitor a person is that it introduced a degree
of accountability to the watcher as well the watched. With unseen and secret moni
toring some of the latter is lost. The work place becomes even more unequal.
It is true of both the research literature and democratic theory that commitment,
rather than deception or coercion, is the ideal manner of obtaining the desired be
havior. We might even wonder wbether unrestricted monitoring isn't part of a for
eign counter-intelligence plot designed to make the American economy less produc
tive. If one wanted to design a system for hurting American business and industry
he or she would be hard pressed to do better than to argue for some of the worst
examples of unrestricted electronic monitoring with their documented negative
impact on productivity, costs, employee health and consumer service.

D. SOME PRINCIPLES FOR OEVELOPING PROTECTION FROM UNWARRANTED ELECTRONIC
SURVEILLANCE

An antidote to having to always react negatively (and after-the-fact) to many of
the above fallacies is to develop positive, affirming principles. As we approach one
technological surprise after another, it is important that our response not be ad hoc,
or based only on the characteristics of the technology (e.g., the Supreme Court hold
ing that the interception of cordless phone communications or baby monitors is
legal, while the interception of corded phone conversations is illegal) or on the type
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of information (e.g., the protection of video rental records but not most other kinds
of consumer transactions). Nor should it be based simply on the power the contend
ing parties can mobilize on behalf of an issue. Protection should be based on princi
ples and not on the attributes or power of the technology.
There fortunately is much room in our democracy for discussion of values and
rights and for their evolution. People of good will may disagree on the relative im
portance of particular principles and on how they should be weighed. However this
does not negate the importance of searching for principles on which laws and poli
cies can be based.
A nice beginning in this regard is the Code of Fair Information Practices devel
oped in 1973 for the U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. The Code
involves five principles:

—There must be no personal data record-keeping whose very existence is secret
(principle of informed subjects).
—There must be a way for a person to find out what information about the
person is in a record and how it is used (principle of data inspection).
—There must be a way for a person to prevent information about the person that
was obtained for one purpose from being used or made available for other pur
poses without the person's consent (principle of consistent usage).
—There must be a way for a person to correct or amend a record of identifiable
information about the person (principle of correction).
—Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or dissementating records of
identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their in
tended use and must take precaution to prevent misuses of the data (principle
of relevance).

Some other important principles particularly relevant to the work monitoring
context include:

(1) a principle of co-determination so that in a work context those subject to
an information extraction technology have some involvement in setting the con
ditions under which it is used;
(2) a principle of minimization such that only information that is pertinent to
the task at hand is gathered;
(3) a related principle of validity such that there are reasonable grounds for
having confidence in the accuracy and worth of the information collected;
(4) a principle of timeliness such that data are expected to be current and in
formation which is no longer timely should be destroyed;
(5) a principle of data security and confidentiality such that the data is pro
tected and available only for the intended purposes (in a commercial context
this is related to a principle of joint ownership of transactional data such that
both parties to a data creating transaction must agree to any subsequent use of
the data and must share in any gains from its sale);
(6) a principle of human review such that electronically generated surveil
lance does not automatically lead to important decisions involving the subject
without a human reviewing and interpreting the data;
(7) a principle of redress such that those subject to privacy invasions have
adequate mechanisms for discovering and being compensated for violations;
(8) a safety net or equity principle such that a minimum threshold of privacy
is available to all; and
(9) a principle of consistency such that broad ideals rather the specific charac
teristics of a technology determine privacy protection.

Fortunately most of the above principles are contained in this legislation, either
explicitly or implicitly. I would, however, suggest adding to Sec. 5 Privacy Protec
tions (p. 5), a clause (C) regarding the principle of validity. There must be adequate
grounds for having faith in the measure (even if what it purports to measure is in
fact relevant as required under Sec. 5(a). Measures may create false negative or
false positives. Monitoring systems are hardly fool-proof in either mechanical or
human terms. Due process requires confidence in the validity of a measure. The
1988 Employee Polygraph Protection Act which prohibits use of the polygraph in
private sector employment contexts is an expression of this important concern over
validity.

E. EQUITY AND THE WORKPLACE: EXTENDING MONITORING UPWARD

In the conventional view monitoring is seen only as a way to extend managerial
control and not as a way to democratize the work place. In the American context
where technology is generally designed and used only by management, it is likely to
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increase workplace inequality. Given this imbalance an important public policy con
cern ought to be insuring that technology does not further exacerbate workplace in
equality. This legislation is important in that regard. But technology could also be
applied more equitably in the workplace by extending monitoring upward.
Advcoates of monitoring point to a number of benefits such as (1) increased pro
ductivity (2) accountability and deterrence as a result of the visible documentary
record (3) "just desserts" regarding rewards and punishments (4) the protection of
consumers and (5) avoidance of lawsuits (6) the protection of employees from unfair
accusations and (7) job improvement as a result of feedback. Advocates of secret
monitoring also advance claims such as catching violators in the act or deterring
them, since they never know when they might be watched.
If in fact management believes this, then it would seem very reasonable to apply
the same monitoring ideology and technologies to managers and higher level execu
tives. In fact the case for monitoring them is much stronger than for monitoring
those lower in the hierarchy, since if the former are performing inadequately or ille
gally much greater damage can be done—employees stand to lose their jobs and
stockholders their investments if the company fails, not to mention the diminished
service quality for consumers and liability issues. We might even adopt a principle
that holds that the more central the function of a position and the greater the costs
from its performing poorly, the greater should be the degree of monitoring.
If management is sometimes incapable of watching itself (as is certainly the case
in some sectors given recent business scandals in banking, insurance and defense
contracting) then why not have monitoring units made up of workers, stock holders,
consumers and even government regulators who use the latest technical develop
ments to carefully monitor managers? Imagine what could be accomplished if a full
audio and visual record of all the behavior of senior executives and managers was
available, as well as any entries into company computers. If weaknesses in perform
ance are found, procedures are violated and quotas not met, they need not be
fired—through counseling and retraining an effort should be made to deal with the
problem.
Great things might be accomplished with respect to productivity, profits, customer
service and conformity with the law and regulations (e.g. the prevention of leaks,
price fixing, and corruption) if electronic monitoring was spread throughout the or
ganization. Of course there would have to be fair warning and compliance with leg
islation such as this. The credibility of management advocates of monitoring in
creases to the extent that they are willing to apply the same technologies to them
selves.
I was raised in Hollywood, California and one of my most vivid childhood memo
ries is seeing the film The Wizard of Oz. I was terrified by the power of the Wizard.
The fact that he was unseen made it possible to conjure up images of a truly fero
cious entity who might be anywhere and remotely cause anything to happen. The
lightening and thunder he controlled and his deep and authoritative commands
were very intimidating.
But as you may recall at the end of the film the little dog Toto pulls the curtain
away and the "Wizard" is revealed to be an elderly and frail man. At once we hear
him say "pay no attention to the little man behind the curtain with the microphone
in his hand. The great Oz has spoken." But if the United States is to remain a
decent and productive society in which technology is put in the service of its citi
zens, we must pay attention to the men and women behind the electronic curtain —
and not only those in front of it. The Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act is
important because it helps us do that.
Should you have additional comments or questions I would be pleased to respond.

APPENDIX TO TESTIMONY OF GARY T. MARX
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■Anflclee Simes Wednesday,April l. 1987/Part II

Raising Your HandJust Won't Do

By GARY T. MARX

As partof a researchprojectonproductivity,I re
cently cameacrossthe following innovativepolicy
just adoptedby a majorcorporation.It mightserve
as a modelfor othercompanieswrestlingwith this
problem.

TO:ALL EMPLOYEES
FROM:EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
SUBJECT: RESTROOMTRIP POLICY (RTP)

An internalauditofemployeerestroomtime(ERT)
hasfoundthatthiscompanysignificantlyexceedsthe
nationalERT standardrecommendedby the Presi
dent'sCommissiononProductivityandWaste.At the
sametime,someemployeescomplainedaboutbeing
unfairly singledout for ERT monitoring.Technical
Division(TD) hasdevelopedanaccountingandcon
trolsystemthatwill solvebothproblems.
Effective 1 April 1987,a RestroomTrip Policy
(RTP) isestablished.

A RestroomTrip Bank (RTB) will be createdfor
eachemployee.On the first dayof eachmonthem
ployeeswill receivea RestroomTrip Credit(RTC) of
40.Thepreviouspolicyofunlimitedtripsisabolished.
Restroomaccesswill becontrolledby a computer-
linkedvoice-printrecognitionsystem.Withinthenext
two weeks,eachemployeemustprovidetwo voice
prints (onenormal,oneunderstress)to Personnel.
To facilitatefamiliaritywith thesystem,voice-print
recognitionstationswill be operationalbut not re
strictiveduringthemonthofApril.
Should an employee'sRTB balancereach zero,
restroomdoorswill notunlockfor his/hervoiceuntil
thefirstworkingdayofthefollowingmonth.
Restroomstalls have beenequippedwith timed
tissue-roll retractionand automaticflushing and
door-openingcapability.To helpemployeesmaximize
their time,a simulatedvoicewill announceelapsed

ERT upto3minutes.A 30-secondwarningbuzzerwill
thensound.At theendof the30secondsthe roll of
tissuewill retract,the toiletwill flushand the stall
doorwill open.Employeesmaychoosewhetherthey
wish to heara maleor female"voice."A bilingual
capabilityisbeingdeveloped,butisnotyeton-line.
To preventunauthorizedaccess(e.g.,sneakingin
behindsomeonewith an RTB surplus,or use of a
tape-recordedvoice),videocamerasin the corridor
will record thoseseekingaccessto the restroom.
However,consistentwith the company'spolicy of
respectingtheprivacyof its employees,cameraswill
notbeoperativewithintherestroomitself.
An additionaladvantageof thesystemis itscapabil
ity for automaticurineanalysis(AUA). This permits
drug-testingwithoutthe demeaningpresenceof an
observerandwithoutriskof humanerrorIBswitching
samples.The restroomsandassociatedplumbingare

thepropertyof thecompany.LegalServiceshasad
visedthattherearenoprivacyrightsovervoluntarily
discardedgarbageandotherlikematerials.
In keepingwithour concernfor employeeprivacy,
participationinAUA isstrictlyvoluntary.Butemploy
ees who chooseto participatewill be eligible for
attractiveprizesin recognitionof theirsupportforthe
company'spolicyofadrug-freeworkplace.
Managementrecognizesthat from time to time
employeesmay have a legitimateneedto use the
restroom.Butemployeesmustalsorecognizethattheir
jobsdependon thiscompany'sstayingcompetitivein
a globaleconomy.Theseconflictinginterestsshould
beweighed,butcertainlynotbalanced.The company
remains strongly committedto finding technical
solutionsto managementproblems.We continueto
believethatmachinesarefairerandmorereliablethan
managers.Wealsobelievethatourtrustedemployees
will do the right thingwhengivenno otherchoice.

GaryT.Marx,asociologyprofessoratMIT, isengaged
in researchon themonitoringof workand workers.
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Dominion- Swann management acquires
technology to support employees -
or control them!

The Case of the
Omniscient
Organization
by Gary T. Marx

The following is an excerptfrom
Donr.nion-SwannIndustries' 1995
EmployeeHandbook.DS is aS1bil
lion diversifiedcompany,primarily
in themanufactureofelectricalcom
ponentsfor automobiles.This sec
tion of the handbookwasprepared
by thecorporatedirectorof person
nel,in consultationwith thehuman
resourcemanagementfirm Sciex-
PlanInc.

Dominion-Swann's new
workplace: Hope for industry
through technology
Wearea technology-basedcom
pany.We respect our employees,
whoseknowledgeis thecoreof the
technological enterprise.We care
abouttheDS community.Wevalue
honesty,informedconsent,andun
fetteredscientific inquiry.Our em
ployeesunderstandcompanystrat
egy.They arefree to suggestways
to improve our performance.We
offer handsomerewards for high
productivity andvigorouspartici
pation in the life of our company.
Committed to science,we believe

in careful experimentationand in
learningfromexperience.
Since 1990,we have instituted
changesin our work environment.
The reasonsfor changewereclear j
enoughfrom the start. In 1990,DS
facedan uncertainfuture.Our pro- |
ductivityandqualitywerenot keep
ingpacewith overseascompetition.

I Employee turnover was up, espe- j
j cially in the most critical part of

I our business-automotive chips,
I switches,andmodules.Healthcosts
j andworkaccidentswereon therise.
Our employeeswere demoralized,

j Therewereunprecedentednumbers
, of theftsfromplantsandofficesand
i leaksto competitorsaboutcurrent
I research.Therewasalsoa sharprise
in druguse.Securitypersonnelre-

{ portedunseemlybehaviorby com
pany employees not only in our

i parkinglots andathletic fields but
! alsoin restaurantsandbarsnearour
j majorplants.
i In the fall of 1990,the company
i turnedto SciexPlanInc.,a specialist
' in employee-relationsmanagement
; in worldwidecompanies,tohelpde

velopa programfor the radical re
structuring of the work environ
ment.Wehadmuch to learn from
the corporatecultures of overseas
competitorsandwere determined
to benefitfrom the latestadvances
in work-support technology.The
alternativewas continueddecline
and,ultimately,thelossof jobs.
Frankly, there was instability j
while theprogramwasbeingdevel
opedandimplemented.Somevalued j
employeesquitandotherstookearly j
retirement.Butwidespreadpublicity
aboutoureffortsdrewtotheprogram i
peoplewho sincerelysoughtawell-
ordered,positiveenvironment.DS
DoWboastsa clerical,professional,
andfactorystaffwhich understands
how the interests of a successful i
companycorrespondwith the inter
estsof individualemployees.Topara- I
phrasepsychologistWilliam lames, j
"Whenthecommunitydies,the in
dividualwithers."Suchsentiments,
webelieve,areasembeddedin West
erntraditionsasin Eastern;theyare
thefoundationofworldcommunity.
Theyarealsoafactof thenewglobal
marketplace.

The fundamentals

Since1990,productivityperwork
er is up 14%.Salesareup 23%,and
theworkforceisdown19%.Employ
ees'real incomeis up 18%,due in
largepart to our bonusandprofit-
sharingplans.Manyoftheseefficien- I
ciescanbeattributedtoreformofour
factories'productiontechnologies.
But we canbeproud to havebeen
aheadofourtimein thewaywebuild
our corporatespirit and use social
technologies.
At DS four principles underlie
work-supportrestructuring:
1.Make the companya home to
employees.Breakdownartificialand
alienatingbarriersbetweenworkand
home.Dissolve, throughcompany
initiative,feelingsof isolation.Great
companiesaremadebygreatpeople;
all employee behavior and self-
developmentcounts.

Gary T.Marx is professorof soci
ology at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He is author of
Undercover:Police Surveillancein
America (University of California
Press,1988).
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2. Hire peoplewho will makea
continuing contribution. Brine in
! peoplewhoarelikely tostayhealthv
andsuccesslul.peoplewhowill beon
the job without trequentabsences.
Candoraboutprospectiveemploy
ees'pastsmaybethekeytothecom-
i pany'sfuture.
3.Technical,hardware-basedsolu
tions arepreferableto supervision
and persuasion. Machines are
cheaper,more reliable, and fairer
thanmanagers.Employeeswant to
do the right thing; the company
i wantsnothingbutthisandwill give
employeesall theneededtechnical
i assistance.Employeesacceptpertor-
j manceevaluationfromanimpartial
systemmorereadilythanfromasu-
i penorandappreciatetechnicalsolu
tions that channel behavior in a
constructivedirection.
4. Createaccountabilitythroueh
visibility.Loyalemployeeseniovthe
loyaltyof others.Theywelcomeau
dits,reasonablemonitoring,anddoc
umentaryprootof their activities,
whetherof location,businesscon
versations,or weeklyoutput.Once
identified,goodbehaviorcanbere
warded,inappropriatebehaviorcan
beimproved.
Theseprincipleshaveyieldedan
evolvingprogTamthatcontinuesto
j benefit from theparticipationand
i suggestionsof our employees.The
followingsummaryis simplyan in
troductionThepersonnelofficewill
bepleasedto discussanyaspectof
communityperformanceorbreaches
ofcompanypolicyin detailwithem-
j ployees.|Youmaycallforanappoint

mentduringnormalbusinesshours
atX-2089.1

Entry-level screening

As amatterof courseandformu
tualbenefit,potentialemployeesare
screenedand tested.We want to
avoidhiringpeoplewhosepredictive
profile-medications,smoking,obe
sity,debt,high-risk sports,family
crises-suggests that therewill be
seriouslossesto our community's
productivityin thefuture.
Job applicants volunteer to un
dergoextensivemedicalandpsycho
logicalexaminationsandto provide
thecompanywith detailedpersonal
informationandrecords,including
backgroundinformation aboutthe
health,lifestyle, and employment
oi parents,spouses,siblings, and
closefriends.Companyassociates
seekpermission to makediscreet
searchesof various databases,in
cluding education, credit, bank
ruptcyandmortgagedefault,auto
accident,driver'slicensesuspension,
insurance,health,worker'scompen
sation,military, rental, arrest,and
criminalactivity.
The companyopposesracialand
sexualdiscrimination.DS will not
check databases containing the
namesof union organizersor those
active in controversial political
causes(whetheron the rightor the
leftI. Shouldthe company'sinquiry
unwittingly turn up such infor
mation,it is ignored.Wealsousea
resumeverificationservice.
Sinceour communityis madeup
of people,not machines,we have

foundit useful to comparephysio
logical,psychological,social,andde
mographic factors against the
profilesofourbestemployees.Much
of this analysishas beenstandard
ized.It is run by SciexPlan'sexpert
system,INDUCT.

Community health

Wewantemployeeswho arewill
ing to spend their lives with the
company,andwe careabout their |
long-termhealth.The companyad
ministersmonthlypulmonarytests
in behalfof thezero-tolerancesmok
ing policy. Zero tolerance means
lower health insurancepremiums
andimprovedquality of life for all
employees.
In cooperation with Standar-
Hardwick,oneof theUnitedStates's
most advancedmakersof medical
equipmentanda valuedcustomer,
we've developed an automated
healthmonitor.Thesenewmachines,
usedin a privatestall andactivated
byemployeethumbprint,permitbi
weeklyurineanalysisanda variety
of othertests(bloodpressure,pulse,
temperature,weight) without the
bothefofhavingtogotoahealthfa
cility.This progTamhasreceivedin- j
temationalattention:attimes,it has
beenhailed;at times,severelycriti
cized.PeopleatDSoftenexpresssur
priseat thefuss.Regularmonitoring j
ofurinemeansearlywarningagainst
diabetesandotherpotentiallycata
strophicdiseases-and also reveals
pregnancy.It alsomeansthatwecan
keepa drug-free,safeenvironment
withoutsubjectingpeopleto thein-
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dignities of randomtestingor the
presenceofanobserver.

The quality environment
Drawingon SciexPlan'sresearch,
ourcompanybelievesthatthephysi
calenvironmentisalsoimportantto
wellnessandproductivity.Fragrant
aromassuch as evergreenmay re
ducestress;thesmellof lemonand
jasminecanhavea reiuvenatingef
fect.Thesescentsareintroducedto
all work spacesthrough the air-
conditioningandheatingsystems.
Scentsarechangedseasonally.
Music is notonlyemoyableto lis
tento butcanalsoaffectproductiv
ity.Wecontinuallyexperimentwith
theimpactof differentstylesofmu
siconanoffice'sorplant'saggregate
output. Since psvchologists have
taught us that the most serious
threatto safetyandproductivityis
stress,we usesubliminalmessages
in music such as "safety pays,"
"work rapidly but carefully," and
"thiscompanvcares."Personalcom
puters deliver visual subliminals
suchas"myworldiscalm"or swe're
all onthesameteam."
At the start of eachmonth,em
ployeesareadvisedof messagecon
tent.Thosewhodon'twantames
sageon their computers may re
questthatnonebetransmitted-no
questionsasked.On thewhole,em
ployeeswhoparticipatein thepro
gramfeelnoticeablymorepositive
about their work. Employeesmay
borrowfromour libraryanyoneof
hundredsof subliminal tapes,in
cluding thosethathelp the listen
er improvememory,reducestress,
relax, lose weight, be guilt-free,
improve self-confidence, defeat
discouragement,and sleep more
soundly.
On theadviceofSciexPlan'sdieti
cians,thecompanycaieteriaanddin
ing roomserveonly fresh,whole
some food preparedwithout salt,
sugar,or cholesterol-producingsub-
Stances.Sugar-andcaffeine-based,
high-energysnacksand beverages
areavailableduringbreaks,atnocost
toemployees

Work monitoring

Monitoringsystemperformanceis
ourbusiness.Thesametechnologies

that keepenginesrunningat peak
efficiencycan keepthe companies
thatmakeenginecomponentsrun
ningefficientlytoo.That is thedou
ble excitementot the information
revolution.
At DS, we accessmorethan200
criteria to assessproductivity of
plantemployeesanddata-entryper
sonnel.Thesecriteriaincludesuch
thingsas thequantityof keystroke
activity, the numberof errorsand
correctionsmade,thepressureonthe
I assemblytool,thespeedofwork,and

| timeawayfromthe10b.Reasonable
productivity standardshavebeen
established.Weareproudtosavthat,
with a youngerwork force, these
standardskeepgoingup,andthein
centivepayofemployeeswhoexceed
standardsis risingproportionately.
Our work units aredivided into
teams.The bestmotivatorto work
hard is thehigh standardsof one's
peers.Teams,not individuals,earn
prizesandbonuses.Winning teams
have the satisfaction of knowing
theyaredoingmorethantheirshare.
Computerscreensaboundwith pro-
j ductivity updates,encouragingem-

I ployeesto notewheretheir teams
standandhow productiveindividu
alshavebeenforthehour,week,and
j month.Computerssendcongratula
torymessagessuchas"youarework
ing 10%faster than the norm" or
messagesof concernsuchas "you
areloweringtheteamaverage."

Community morale

There is no communitywithout
honesty.Any communitymusttake
i reasonableprecautionsto protectit-

| self fromdishonesty.Just aswe in-
I spect the briefcasesand pursesof
visitors exiting our R&D division,
I the companyreservesthe right to
call up andinspectwithout notice
: all datafiles andobservework-in-
j progresscurrentlydisplayedon em
ployees'screens.Onerandomsearch
discoveredan employeeusing the
companycomputertosendoutacur
riculum vitaeseekingemployment
elsewhere.In another,an employee
wasrunningafootballpool.
Somecompaniestry to prevent
privatephonecallsoncompanytime
byinvadingtheiremployees'privacy.
At DS,encroachmentsonemployees'

j privacyareobviatedby telecommu
nicationsprogramsthatblock inap-
i propnate numbers ldial-a-ioke,
dial-a-prayerlandunwantedincom
ingcalls.In addition,anexactrecord
I ofall dialingbehavioris recorded,as
is thenumberfromwhich callsare
received.Wewantouremployeesto

{ feel protectedagainstany invalid
I claimsagainstthem.
Videoandaudiosurveillancetoo
protectsemployeesfromintrudersin
hallways,parkinglots, lounges,and
work areas.Vigilanceis invaluable
in protectingour communityfrom
illegalbehavioror actionsthatvio
lateoursafetyandhighcommitment
toexcellence.All employees,includ- ,

j ing managers,check in andout of
variousworkstations-including the |
parkinglot,mainentrance,elevator,
floors, office, and even the bath-
: room-by meansof an electronic
entry card. In one case,this sur
veillanceprobablysavedthe life of
an employeewho had a heart at
tack in the parking lot: when he
j failed to checkinto thenextwork-
i stationafterfive minutes,security
j personnelweresentto investigate.

! Beyond isolation
Our programtakesadvantageof

! themostadvancedtelecommunica-' tions equipmentto bindemployees
to oneanotherandto thecompany.
DS vehiclesareequippedwith on
boardcomputersusingsatellitetran-
j sponders. This offers a tracking
| serviceandadditionaltwo-waycom
munication.It helpsour customers
keepinventoriesdownandhelpspre
vent hijacking, car theft, and im
properuseof the vehicles.Drivers
savetimesinceenginesarechecked
electronically.They alsodrivemore
safely,andvehiclesarebettermain
tainedsince speed,gearshifts,and
idlingtimearemeasured.
In addition to locatorandpaging
devices,all managersaregivenfax
machinesandpersonalcomputers
fortheirhomes.Theseareconnected
atall times.Cellular telephonesare
providedto selectedemployeeswho
commuteformorethanhalfanhour
orforusewhile traveling.
Instantcommunicationis vital in
today'sinternationaleconomy.The
globalmarketdoesnotfunctiononly

HARVARDBUSINESSREVIEWMuch-April1990
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, from9 to 5 Modemtechnologycan ]
greatlyincreaseproductivityby en-
> suringinstantaccessandcommuni-
! cation.Periodicdisruptionsto vaca
tionsorsleepareasmallpricetopay
I for the tremendousgainsto bewon
I in worldwidecompetition.DS em-
I ployeessharein thesegains.
i
Greatcompanieshavealwaysun-

, leashedthepowerofnewtechnology

j forthesocialwelfare,evenin theface
, of criticism During the first indus-
j trial revolution,suchbelovednovel-
I ists as Charles Dickens sincerely

J opposedthestricturesof masspro-

j duction. In time,however,most of
; theemplcveeswho benefitedfrom
: thewealthcreatedby new factories
! andmachinescameto takeprogress
forgrantedandpreferredthemodern I

{ factoryto traditionalcraftmethods.
TodavwearelivingthroughaSecond
IndustrialRevolution,drivenby the
computer.
Advancedwork-supporttechnol
ogyisdemocratic,effective,andanti-
hierarchical.DS'sbalancesheetand
the longwaiting list of prospective
employeesindicate how the new
programhashelpedeverybodywin.
Torecallthephraseof journalistLin
coln Steffens,"We havebeenover
into the future, and it works." We
area companyof the twenty-first
century

HBR'scasesarederivedfromtheex
periencesofrealcompaniesandreal
people.As written, they are hypo
thetical, and the names used are
i fictitious.
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Bosses Should Nix Job In-scent-tives
*A Lemon Odor in the Office?
After Lunch aWhiff ofMint?
The Better to Help You Work

ByGaryT.Marx

IN
THESAMEWEEKthattheU.S.Senatevoted
foracleanairbill,oneoftheworld'sleading
cosmeticsmanufacturersannouncedthatit
wasstartingtomarketaromaticequipmentaimed
atincreasingproductivityintheworkplace.Thatis
tosay.smellsaretobepumpedthroughair-condi
tioningandheatingducts.
Foradecade,researchersatShiseidoCo.Ltd
ofTokyohavetriedtodocumentthatlavender
androsearecalming,lemonandcypressstimu
lating,jasminestress-reducingandmintcapable
ofrelievingdrowsiness.Inonecontrolledexperi-

accidents.Theworkplaceismanagement'sprop
ertyandthereisampleprecedentforengineer
ingofficefeaturessuchasmusicandlighting.
Thereareprecedentsinotherareas,suchas
ventingbakerysmellsontothesidewalkandin
creasingtheoxygencontentintheairingam
blingcasinostokeeppeopleawake.Aslongas
workersaregivenformalnotice,thisshould
notbeanissueofcontention.Andbesides,
thoseunhappywiththepolicycanchooseto
worksomewhereelse.
Butwaitaminute.Beforesuchasystemis
adopted,questionsmustbeansweredabout
healthandthresholdimpacts,effectiveness,the
sharingofproductivitygainsandrightsandre
sponsibilities.
Whathappenstothehealthofworkerswhose
airisalteredinthisfashion?
Whataboutpeoplewithallergies?Willtheybe
providedfreegasmasks—orsimplytoldthatfor
theirowngoodtheyshouldseekotheremployment?

environments"withasachetorfragrantflowers
ontheirdesk?Willa newsecurityproblembe
createdbeunpleasantodors,laughinggas,
marijuanasmokeormuskoilmistareintro
ducedbyprankstersorsaboteurs?
If productivityreallydoesgoup,whowill
benefit?
Beyondincreasedprofits,willit meanin
creasedincomeforworkersandreducedprices
forconsumers'7
Apartfromwhateversymbolicmeaningartifi
cialsmellsmayconveyabouttheinauthenticity
ofourage,thetechniquedoesnotstandalone.
It mustbeseenasoneofmanyemergingre
motely-triggered,unseentechnologiesthatalso

ment.computeroperatorsexposedtoalightflo- OneofthewaysthatLegionnaire'sDisease
ralscentshoweda productivityincreaseof14 spreadsisthroughair-conditioningsystems.Will
percentandmadefewererrorsthantheircoun-otherdiseasesappearasaresultofsynergisticef

fects,perhapsasthescentsmixwithresidueinthe
ductsystemorproductionchemicalsinthework
place?
Willit reallywork?Givenculturalvariability
in theinterpretationofsmellsandi
inglyheterogenousworkforce,it seemsi
assumethatsmellswillhaveauniformimpact.
Whataboutdesensitizationandthresholdef

fects?Newsmellsand

terpartsinanodorless
Thecompany'spromotionalbrochuresuggests
: lemonscentinthemorningtowake

workersup;alightfloralscenttoaidconcentra-
odorfreelunch,and

wood,lemonandfloralscentsintheafternoon.
Shiseidoanticipatesa largemarket.Potential
buyersincludenotonlyofficesandfactories,but
hotelsandshopping
centers.A spokesman
saidthatspecially
mixedaromasmight
oneday"incite"cus
tomerstobuymore.
It mightinciteother
reactionsaswell.How,
forexample,should
thisbeviewedinthe
workplace?
Thetechnologyisat-

GaryT.Marxisprofessor
ofsociologyattheMassa
chusettsInstituteofTechnologyandauthorof
"Undercover:PoliceSur
veillanceinAmerica" (UniversityofCalifor
niaPress).

, ifyoutakethetraditionalmanagement
view:WhenaJapanesecompanyofferstoshare
a techniqueforincreasingproductivity,wehad
bestlisten.
Thecompanyhasamoralobligationtouse
anylegalandeffectivemeanstoincreasepro
ductivity.Reducingstressmaykeephealthcostsdown,andmorealertemployeeswillhavefewer

soundsquicklycome
tobetakenforgrant
ed.
Willindividualsde
velopan immunity
throughdailyexpo
sure?Willevergreat
erdosesofthescent
berequired9
Mightthesystem
backfireandresultin

loweredproductivity?
Apartfromworkerswhomaybemadesickby
aparticularsmellordemoralizedbecauseit re
callsanunpleasantmemory,willotherworkersrebel,seeingthisasunjustifiedmanipulation
andintrusion?
Willsomeemployeesbeangeredbecausethey
cannolongercreatetheirpersonal"olfactory

Newty/OtrjVislcupic

treatworkersasobjectstobeengineered:Sub
liminalsoundsandimagesandeffortstochange
behaviorbydietadditivesaretwoexamples.
Scentengineeringraisessimilarissues.We
needpoliciesguaranteeingtruthinair,audio,
visualandgastronomicenvironments.
Smellisanimportantandratherneglected
sense.Pleasantandhealthfulscentsarecertain
lypreferabletotheiroppoeites.
If independentresearchcandocumentpositive
resultswithnonegativesideeffects,thenaro
maticengineeringmightbeconsidered.Butit
mustbedonewiththeinformedconsentofem
ployees,withtheirparticipationin itsdevelop
ment,andtotheirfinancialbenefit.
Withsomethingaspersonalassmell,work
ersmusthaveachoice.Thosewhodon'twish
tobeexposedshouldbeprotectedwithfulljob
rights.Anythinglesswouldleavesbadodor.
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Powerful new
monitoring technologies can be used to

impi'ove workplace security,
bid they also threaten

employee privacy rights.

MONITORING
ON THE JOB
How to Protect Privacy
as Well as Property

A large manufacturing company hid microphones in the
bathrooms of one of its plants

in an effort to ferret out drug sales at
work. The microphones were acciden

tally discovered, and the local union
complained, claiming violation of a
basic privacy right. Management de
fended the action as part of a program
to eliminate drug use at work.
A bank conducted a random check
of an employee's microcomputer and
found a file of personal letters and a
program for preparing income tax
forms. The employee was warned to
use the company's computer only for

company business. The employee felt
that her privacy had been invaded: it
was as if the company had looked in
her desk or purse and told her what
could and could not be there.
Two workers left a factory as their
shift ended, engaged in a heated dis

cussion. A fist fight ensued, and a video
camera designed to protect the com
pany's parking lot recorded the fight.
The employees were later fired. They
protested that their activity outside
factory gates was a private matter. A
judge agreed and ordered that they be
rehired.
The monitoring of workers is hardly
a new phenomenon. Indeed, it has al
ways been the responsibility of super
visors to watch workers. From the
very beginning, factory systems were

designed to facilitate managerial con
trol. With the rise of mass production
and the spread of the "scientific man

agement" ideas of Frederick Taylor,
jobs were divided into their smallest
components. Time and motion studies
were done to establish work standards
and quotas. However, even then mon

itoring was essentially personal. It re
lied on individual supervisors, and

BY GARY T. MARX AND SANFORD SHERIZEN
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workerswerelikely to know when
theywerebeingwatched.
In many ways, contemporary
monitoring is a continuation of
Taylorism. But new developments
in electronictechnology-iretaking
thatethosto newheights(or lows,
depending upon your point of
view).The monitoring of employ
eesis increasinglybeing done by
machines. Much more is being
monitored, and the monitoring
hasexpandedfrom theproduction
line to theoffice.
Peoplemay not know they are
being watched. Furthermore,
monitoring is no longer restricted
to a boundedwork settingsuchas
a factory or an office. It can be
done anytime, day or night, and
from a location far removedfrom
the actual work setting.Thus, an
employeeusing a company com
puter at home can be observed,and a simpleelec
tronic transmitter can monitor the movementof
peopleand vehiclesfar from thecentraloffice.Tra
ditional socialandlegalprotectionsarenotasclearly
applicable.
U.S. managersare under increasingpressureto
monitorandimproveproductivity.Many companies
alsosharea growingconcernaboutproductsecurity
and employeetheft. Manufacturing processesand
electronicsystemsfor transmittingdata and trans
ferring funds are far more complex than they used
to be, increasingthe potential for costlyabusesand
errors.Rising concernover drug useat work, aids,
and escalatinghealth insurance costs also exerts
pressureon managersto conduct more intensive
screeningand monitoring.
As a result,theconceptof privacy itself is chang
ing. In thenameof improvingcompanysecurityand
enhancing worker productivity, intrusions that
would havebeenquestionedor rejectedin the past
are now being accepted.The boundaries between

CARYT.MARXisprofessorofsociologyintheDepartmentofUrban
StudiesandPlanningatM.I.J. Hehaslustfinishedabookforthe
TwentiethCenturyFundoncovertinvestigations.SANFORDSHER-
IZEN.acriminologist,isacomputer-securityexpertbasedinSalick,
Mass.Hehelpscompaniesandgovernmentagenciesdevelopinforma
tionsecurityprograms.Jheauthorshavepreparedreportsonthisand
similartopicsforthecongressionalOfficeofTechnologyAssessment.

acceptable and unacceptable intrusions are less
clearly drawn. Where is the line betweenon- and
off-duty behavior?When doesthe factory or office
stopandthehomebegin?In thefuture,wemayeven
haveto confrontquestionsabouttheright to control
brainwavesand other biometric indicators thought
to be relevantto work.
American companiestoday are at a crossroads.
They canusenewelectronictechnologiesto increase
theircontroloverworker behaviorandreinforcetra
ditional patternsof nonparticipatorymanagement.
But such effortswill erode individual rights to pri
vacyandmaycausepsychologicalstressand reduce
productivity. Fortunately, companiescan use the
newmonitoringtechnologiesin a restrictedfashion,
recognizingthat just becausean intrusive form of
monitoringcanbe donedoesnot meanit should be
done. With employeeparticipation in settingstan
dardsand fair guidelines,somemonitoringcaneven
enhanceprivacy, security,and productivity.

The Value of Privacy

Privacyis not a simpleconceptwith only onemean
ing. It embodiesa variety of meaningsand expec
tations.For instance,mostAmericansexpectthatan
individual's behavior will not be observed,moni-
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Just becaust an intrusive fonn
of monitoring con be done
does not mean it should be done.

tored, or recordedwithout that person's consent.
Thty expectno; to have to divulgepersonal infor
mation that is not directly relevantto the issueat
hand.And theyexpectthat the information theydo
divulgewill be treatedconfidentiallyand not used
in unexpectedways. Laws and administrativerules
often tendto support theseviews.
But why is privacyso important in the firstplace?
Privacy is an essentialcomponentof individual au
tonomy and dignity. Our senseof liberty is partly
defined by the ability to control our own lives—
whetherthisbethekind of work weundertake,who
we chooseto associatewith, wherewe live, thekind
of religiousand political beliefswe hold, or the in
formationwe wish to divulge about ourselves.
Control over personalinformation is particularly
importantfor our senseof self.When an individual's
room, pocketbook,or body can besearchedat will,
when conversationsandeventhoughtsareavailable
for instant inspection by outsiders, opennessand

honest)'lose their value. Distrust becomesinstitu
tionalizedandan importantandevensacredelement
of the social bond is damaged.
In practice,of course,privacy is not easyto pro
tect. The privacy rights of different individuals or
groupssometimesconflict. For instance,an employ
ee'sright to keeppersonalcertaininformationabout
hisor herhealthconflictswith anemployer'sinterest
in knowing about healthconditions thatmayaffect
performanceand medical insurancecosts. An em
ployee'sright to know about hazardousconditions
at work may conflict with an employer'sright to
protectproprietary information.
The issueis also complicatedby the fact thatpri
vacyrightsdependheavilyon context.Intrusivebe
haviorconsideredacceptableon thejob isnotalways
acceptableoff-duty. Policewiretappingof suspected
drugdealerswith a warrant is one thing; employers
wiretapping employeetelephonecalls is quite an
other. A supervisorwatching employeeson an as
semblyline is not likely to be questioned.But the
useof a hiddencameraand bugto gatherequivalent
data is. There are few, if any, forms of intrusive
behaviorthat all peoplewould agreeare always il
legitimate.

The Maximum-SecurityWorkplace?

In a lesstechnologicalage,our expectationsabout
privacy were defined partly by what the unaided

senses—sight, sound, smell, taste,and touch—we-c
capableof detecting.The traditionalphysicalbound
aries of the workplace offered other limits to die
gatheringof information. Today's monitoring tech-
nologi» easilytranscendtraditional barriersto data
collection.Sincemonitoring is increasinglydoneau
tomaticallyby machines,supervisorsare no longer
limited to what theycan immediatelyobserve.Nor
are workers always able to know when they are
beingmonitored. Phone systemsdesignedas inter
comsor pagingdevicespermitmanagersto listento
conversations in other offices without being de
tected.Even in the few caseswhen union contracts
or state laws require that notice of monitoring be
given,workers will not necessarilyknow when the
monitoring is beingdone.
Compare, for example,a video cameraor video
recorderwith the traditional supervisorwho occa
sionally walks by. Workers usually know when the
supervisoris present.They alsoknow that themon
itoring is episodic—the supervisor can't be every
whereall thetime. In contrast,cameraand recorder
are omnipresentand tireless;theworker can never
be sure whether they are in operation or if their
resultswill be reviewed.Moreover, in the past, the
economicsof monitoring tendedto work againstin
tensivemasssurveillance.But technologicalbreak
throughs have greatly reduced the cost of
monitoring.Somecompaniesareevenusingsatellite
technologyto pinpoint the location of their trucks
on a televisionscreen.
Furthermore,monitoringdeviceswith built-in mi
croprocessorscan now be made very small. This
meansthat they can be placed in hidden locations
andactivatedfromdistantplaces.By installinga tiny
pinhole lensand videoon the plane, for instance,it
is possiblefor peopleon theground to seeand hear
all activityon an aircraft up to 200 milesaway.The
market for such security products is expectedto
grow from $774 million in 1985to $2.1 billion by
1992.
Workers increasingly participate in their own
monitoring—eventhoughsuchparticipationmaybe
unwilling or unconscious.Technical devicesauto
matically record data that workers generate:they
capture information from the workers' voices or
movementssuchas keystrokesor assembly-lineac
tions, and they measureworkers' effectivenessby
monitoring securityand quality-control systems.In
data-processingjobs, for instance,the devicesmon-
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ihe camera and recorder are
omnipresent a.ul tireless; the worker
can never be sure whether tluy
are hi operation.

itor thenumberof errois and correctionsmade,the
^peedof work, and time away fror* the desk. One
Bank of America vice-president,commentingupon
the200 criteriaheusesto assessproductivityamong
workersin his credit-carddivision,notes:"I measure
everythingthat moves."
The workersmostlikely tj bemonitoredarethose
who use computersfor telecommunications,word
processing, programming, and service contacts.
Companiessuch as AT&T, United Airlines, Equi
table Life Insurance,and American Expressuseso
phisticated devices to regularly monitor their
employees.
Take, for instance,thedevelopmentof a technique
calledstationmessagedetailrecording(smdr). Tele
phonesystemsoftenhavebuilt-in smdr featuresthat
record on what telephoneeachcall is made,what
useridentificationcodeandextensionis used,where
thecall goes,what time it is made,and how long it
lasts, smdr systemsgeneratedetailed reports that
managementcan use for planning budgets,allocat
ing and controlling costs,and monitoring activities.
Among the functionsthat can bemonitoredare toll
callsmadeafterofficial businesshoursandtelephone
useduring lunchhours. Employeeswho usethetele
phone to makepersonalcalls can readily be identi
fied,as can employeeswho leak information to the
pressor to competitors.Calls from oneextensionto
anotherwithin thecompanycan alsobemonitored.
New developmentsin softwarealsomakeit possible
to capturethe contentof a conversation,although
this is much lessfrequentlydone.
The monitoring of telephonecommunication is
likely to becomepervasive.In 1985, 20,000 smdr
and relatedsystemswere sold in the United States,
and that number is likely to grow. As one airline-
company executiveput it

,

"Communications per
formancemonitoring is goingto beoneof themajor
computerservicefieldsin the next 5 to 10 years."
Thanks to other advancesin software,employers
canmonitor employeesworking onmicrocomputers
from the time they log on to the time they log off.
One software product now on the market allows
managementto documentthe activitiesof anybody
using the company computer system—without the
user'sknowledge.With the program,marketed b

y

Clyde Digital Systemsof Provo, Utah, and called
"cntrl," managerscanobserveon theirown screen
all inputentered b

y

theemployeeandall outputfrom
the computerto the user's terminal as it occurs. It

can alsobecapturedin a log, "creating a certifiable
record to be used for disciplinary or legal proceed
ings," as the company'sliteraturepromises.
Software companies have even developed pro
gramsthatallow employersto tellworkershow their
productivitycompareswith thatof theirco-workers.
One program can be used to display messageson
the video display terminal such as: "You are not
working as fast as thepersonnext to you."

A report b
y
9 to 5
,

the national organization of
working women, describes a program called "The
Messenger"that can be called up b

y

the VDT oper
ator. Calming imagesof mountainsand streamsare
displayedalong with subliminal messagessuch as
"My world is calm." More ominous are subliminal
programsthat the worker may haveno knowledge
or controlover.One suchprogramentitled"Sublim
inal Suggestionsand Self-Hypnosis" permits man
agementto send any kind of message—such as
"relax," "concentrate," or "work faster"—unbe
knownstto theworker. Themessagespasssoquickly
in front of the watchers'eyesthey cannot be con
sciouslydetected.

Your Retinal Patternor Your Life

Information security is a growing priority for many
companies,particularly those involved in complex
electronicfund transfersor confidential communi
cations.The ability to gain remoteaccessto com
puter systemshad long posed a security problem,
iargely becauseboth hackersand thosewith much
lesstechnicalknowledgehavefoundways to bypass
traditional precautionssuch as passwordsand spe
cial cards.
To preventunauthorized use, security firms are
now developingbiometricidentificationproductsfor
thecommercialmarketplace.Thesearebasedon the
sensingof individual characteristicssuch as finger
prints,handwriting,voice,typingrhythms,hand ge
ometry,and thedistinctpatternsof people'sretinas.
Personal Identification News magazine estimates
thatprivatecompaniesspentmorethan $35million
in 1985 to developbiometricproducts.
Theseproductscan indeedimprovethe ability of
federalagenciesand privatecompaniesto limit ac
cessto top-securitydata.But theyarealsobeingused
as a substitutefor other managerialcontrols and
supervision. A leadinghotel, for example,usedret
inal-patternidentificationto preventworkers from
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punchingin oneanother'stimecards.And agrowing
number of organizations ranging from Avis, Con
Edison, and Equitable Life Insurance to the Uni
versitiesof Tennesseeand Georgia usehand geom
etry to identify employees.
The new technologies, of course, may bring
greaterequity. After all, "pre-technological"moni
toringbyahumansupervisorsometimesmeanthigh
handedor discriminatory treatment.Technological
monitors haveno favorites;all workers are treated
alike. Becauseso many parametersof job perform
ancecan now be monitored, the total resultmight
bea fairer system.Furthermore,monitoringcanex
tend up as well as down the organizational hier
archy.Video cameras,card key systemsrequiredto
entera room, and computeraccesscodesmakede
mandson all who encounterthem.
However, intrusivemonitoringmay conflict with
workers' traditional expectationsof what is fair on
thejob. There is, of course,no formal protectionfor
theprivilegeof whisperingat work or of beingfree
from observation.But most of us feel entitledto a
senseof privacy in our communicationsat work.
The new technologiesare threateningthat privacy
and—for someworkers—making it obsolete.
The useof biologically basedtechnologiescould
jeopardizepeople'sprivacyoff aswell ason thejob.
Workers have already been fired from their jobs
whendrugtestshaverevealedevidenceof marijuana
use, eventhough the drug was usedat a weekend
parry and job performancewas not in question.

When DeceptionBecomestheRule

The increaseduse of monitoring in the workplace
could well backfire. People are wonderfully ingen
ious at findingways to disrupt, distort, and deceive
monitors. For example, typists may hold one key
down to increasethe number of key strokes rec
orded.They canalwaysdeletethefilecontainingthe
errorslater.Telephonereservationagentsmaylearn
to avoid calls that add to their averagecasetime—
by eitherdisconnectingthecall or simplywithhold
ing information. And workers required to provide
urinesamplesmayaddchemicalsthatdistortthetest
resultsor eventurn in someoneelse'surine.
Monitoring may also createmore adversaria!re
lationshipsin theworkplace.Workers may feelvio
latedandpowerlessin thefaceof thenewmonitoring
technologies.The result could be low morale, re
duced productivity, and destructive countermea-
sures.Monitoring may evenincreasethe violations
or abusesit is intendedto stop. Workers may feel
challengedto beatthe systemor reactout of anger
and estrangement.When people feel they are not
trusted,theyoften adopt an attitudesimilar to that
of somepolice regardingcorruption: "If you'vegot
the name,play the game." In other words, as long
aseveryonethinksthatyouwill takegraft,youmight
aswell do it.
One truckdriverfor theSafewayCo. with 40years
of experiencerecalled that he used to love his job
because"you wereon your own—no onewas look
ingoveryourshoulder.You felt likeahumanbeing."
But now a small computeron the dashboardof his
truck (with theapt nameof Tripmaster)keepstrack
of speed,shifting,excessiveidling andwhenandhow
longhestopsfor lunchor a coffeebreak.As a result,
the driver sayshe will retire early. He complains,
"They push you around, spy on you. There's no
trust, no respectanymore."
No comprehensiveinformation exists on how
technologicalmonitoring affects productivity, hut
anecdotalevidenceshows that overly zealousmon
itoring can be counterproductive.One large Mid
westernelectronicscompanyfor instance,foundthat
productivity declined and absenteeism,stress,and
turnoverincreasedafter a highly toutedmonitoring
systemwas installed.The companyeliminatedthe
systemwithin the year. The employeesmay have
reactedlike the directory-assistanceoperator who
couldn't understandwhy her companyhad started
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monitoring her: "I worked all those years before
monitoring. Why don't they trust me now? I will
continueto be a good worker, but I won't do any
more than necessarynow."
Increasedmonitoringcanbreedotherproblemsas
well. The emphasison quantity at the expenseof
qualitymayresultin an inferior product.With mon
itoring, employerscan automatically speedup the
work processso it is no longer in the employees'
control. Also, to the extentthat electronicsupervi
sors displacepeople, the potential for growth and
learningon thejob maybediminished.Lesscontact
with a supervisormaymeanamoreimpersonal,less
satisfyingwork environment.
New types of monitoring may also disrupt un
derstandingsbetweenlabor and management.The
technologiesmay eliminate activities that workers
have traditionally taken for grantedas "perks" of
the job. For instance,manyemployees(andenlight
enedemployers)equatethe customof keepingper
sonallettersin an officecomputerwith thetradition
of takinghomepaperandpencils.Yet underthenew
form of monitoring, suchpreviously"tolerated" be
havior may no longer be accepted.
Surveillancealsohasa tendencyto expand.Under
the Reagan administration, government agencies
havealreadybegunmonitoring their employeesex
tensively,and further monitoring is planned. Poly
graph testing,once restrictedto top-secretmatters
of national security,is now applied to leaks to the
press.In an effort to stemsuchleaks,somegovern
ment agenciesalso monitor employeephone use.
One newcomputerprogramevencomparesa list of
callswith reporters'phonenumbers.Concernabout
employeedrug abusehas led PresidentReagan to
urgedrugtestingof manygovernmentemployeesas
well asemployeesof governmentcontractors.
There is another reasonfor making sure techno
logicalmonitoringin theworkplacedoesnotgetout
of hand: monitoring could becomemuchmore ex
tensivein society at large. Practices developedat

work caneasilyspill over into other areas.The nev
biometric forms of identificationare one example.
The morewidespreadthis practicebecomesin the
workplace,theeasierit will beto createamandatory
national ID system.

A PermanentClass of Undesirables?

Another dangeris that monitoring—in the form of
pre-employmentscreening—mayhelp createa class
of permanently unemployed and underemployed
people.Becausetraditional recordssystemswerein
efficient,many people,particularly thosewho had
beenimprisoned,weregivena secondchance.In the
old days,moving to a frontier town meantthe op
portunity to startover.But this traditional freedom
maybeseverelyconstrictedascreditinstitutionsand
otherorganizationsgathercomprehensivedatabases
on U.S. citizensand sell them to other companies.
The past becomeshaunting: there is no second
chance.
An increasing number of database companies
gatherandsellinformationto prospectiveemployers
on everythingfrom an individual'spolitical activism
to the filing of worker-compensationclaims.These
companiesare relativelyunregulatedin their useof
thedatabases.One factoryworker was fired from a
new job after his employercheckedwith a private
computernetworkthattrackedsuchclaims.The em
ployeehad filed two claimsfor minor injuries (such
asa brokenfinger)with previousemployersandhad
collectedmodestcompensation.
Many companiesalso usewritten teststo screen
out job applicants.The Knight-Ridder newspaper
chain,which owns theMiami Herald and the Phil
adelphia Inquirer, routinely requiresapplicantsfor
reportingpositionsto takea batteryof written tests
designedto revealtheir personalitytraits and phil
osophicalviews.
Other forms of monitoring — such as genetic
screening—could eventuallybeusedto discriminate
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J\^lonito)ing may even increase
tlu- violations or abuses it is intended lu stop.

againstindividualsnot becauseof their pastbut be
causeof statisticalexpectationsaboui their future.
Peoplewho carry antibodies to the aids v,rus but
have not developedthe diseaseare already being
dischargedfrom the U.S. military and isolated or
firedfromother jobs. Scientificadvancesaremaking
it increasinglypossibleto identify the genetictraits
that predisposepeopleto widespreaddiseasessucti
as diabetesand heartdisease.
Eventually, the wor. foice may becomedivided
betweenpeoplethoughtto begood risksandothers.
Not only would this createan enormouswasteof
human resourcesas people are locked out of jobs
for which theyare otherwisequalified,but someof
thesepeoplecould turn to crime to support them
selves.The demandson the welfare systemwould
certainlyexpand.
Omnipresent monitoring will almost certainly
chill political and social expression.Security and
control may be enhancedbut at the cost of a less
creativeand dynamic society. If American democ
racy is to be destroyed,it is unlikely to happenby
suddencatastrophicevents.Rather, it will occur by
slow, incrementalchangesdefinedin benignterms.
As JusticeLouis Brandeissaid,"The greatestdangers
to liberty lurk in insidious encroachmentby menof
zeal,well-meaningbut without understanding."

Using Technology to EnhancePrivacy

Monitoring need not always mean invading some
aspectof privacy.In somecases,technologicalmon
itoring is actually less intrusive than direct human
monitoring. Electronicmonitoring of hand luggage
at airportseliminatesthe needfor directsearchesof
passengers'pursesandpersons.The useof electronic
markerson library books and consumergoodsalso
makescostly and demandingphysical searchesun
necessary.
New technologiescan also be usedto reducethe
needformonitoringandprotectprivacy.Monitoring
in someways is an admissionof thepotential for a
systemto fail. One watchesbecausethings can go
wrong. However, work situationscan bestructured
so that violations, abuses,and errors are lesspos
sible. Under theseconditions, technologicaldevel
opmentscan enhanceprivacy.
For instance,data encryptedon fiber-optic tele
communicationslines are clearlymore securefrom
unauthorized use than information left in a desk

drawer or file cabinet.Telephonescan be designed
to allow usersto dial only local calls,eliminatingthe
needto monitor for long-distanceabuse.
Access keys or codes for using computersand
copying machinesreduce the need for visual sur
veillance.Before si'ch systemswere developed,su
pervisors had to watch who was using copying
machinesand in somecasesresort to informers to
locateabusers.Whereoncetelephonecompanystaff
had to listen to conversationsto verify the quality
of connections,technicaldevelopmentsnow makeit
possibleto do thiswithout listeningin on voicecom
munications.
In the future, "smart cards" containingpersonal
datacarriedby everyonemayeliminatetheneedfor
centraldatabases,returningus to an earlier period
when personaldataweremuchmore in theposses
sionandcontrolof theindividual. In oneinexpensive
"smart card" system,lasertechnologyis usedto en
code and read a wallet-sizedcard that containsup
to 800 pagesof information. The information on
suchcards is constitutionallyprotectedfrom unau
thorizeduse—which is not thecasefor recordsheld
by a third party such as a bank. However, backup
copieswould haveto bemade,creatingthepotential
for abuse.Furthermore, if carrying such cards be
camemandatory, they might well seemmore Or-
wellian than centraldatabases.
Eventechnologiesthathavethepotentialto invade
privacy may have positive benefitsfor employees.
Someworkers welcomeclosemonitoring when it is
tiedto a systemof meritpay.The permanentrecords
from monitoringcan alsoprotectthe innocentfrom
false accusationsand document violations by the
guilty.Video camerasdesignedto preventtheftfrom
loadingareasmayincreasesafetyin adjacentparking
lots. And drug screensmay preventaccidentsand
protectthe healthof employees.

Establishinga Code of Ethics

Given the new technologies'wide rangeof advan
tagesand disadvantages,how bestcan we manage
theiruse?Companiesshouldbeginbyanalyzingwhy
theywant to institutemonitoring.For instance,will
themonitoringbea directpart of thework process,
or will it be addedon—a procedureapart from the
work processsuchas a drug screen?
Most monitoring technologiescanbeappliedin a
numberof ways. A videomonitor can behiddenor
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visible, operated ran
domly or only when a
light is on. Drug testing
can be b?.sedon an in
expensiveand relatively
unreliabletestor the op
posite. Drug tests, poly
graphs, and other forms
of inspectioncan be gen
eralor specific,scheduled
or random.
Given thevarietyof in
struments,uses,and con
texts, sweeping gener
alizationsaboutmonitor
ing technologiesare in
appropriate. In general,
however, privacy is best
protectedwhen monitor
ingisminimallyintrusive,
is directly relevantto job
performance,and is visi
ble—i.e., a supervisor is
walking by or a video
camerahasa flashingred
light that indicatesit is on. Highly intrusive forms
of checking that are not directly related to work
outputshouldberestrictedto situationswherethere
are somegrounds for suspicion.
A codeof ethicsdoesexist amongcertainmanu
facturersandvendorsof monitoringtechnology.For
example,AT&T, which provides telephonecom
paniesequipmentfor checkingphone lines,requires
subscribersto agreethat theywill use it solely for
quality control and training. AT&T also requires
that employeesbe notified in writing that theywill
be subjectto suchmonitoring.
Some firms ask employeesto help establishbe
havioral norms at work and thus cut down on the
needfor monitoring. For example,somecompanies
haveinstitutedprogramswhereby,if lossesfromem
ployeetheft are lessthan thepreviousyear,employ
eessplit the money saved.Following a widespread
practicein Europe,a fewU.S. companieshaveagreed
to usework monitoring only for group, ratherthan
individual, output.
As thenew monitoring technologiesbecomeper
vasiveand affordable,however,misusesare bound
to increaseunlessclearguidelinesaredeveloped.Our
work in analyzing and developinginformation-se-
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JX'Ionitoiijig is no longer
restricted to a bounded work setting

such as a factory
or an office.

curity and privacy pro
gramsfor companiesand
governmentagencieshas
made it dear that legis
lation and companypol
iciesmust:
□ Apply to monitoring
the sameprotection that
applies to pre-employ
ment backgroundchecks
—that is, permit only in
formation directly rele
vant to the job to be
collected.The burden of
proof for the need to
monitor should lie with
the employer.
□ Require employersto
provide employeeswith
advancenotice of moni
toring as well as appro
priate mechanisms for
appeal.
□ Requirepeopleto ver
ify machine-producedin

formation beforeusing it to evaluateemployees.
□ Provide workers with accessto information on
themselves.
□ Providemechanismsfor monetaryredressfor em
ployeeswhoserightsareviolatedor who arevictims
of erroneousinformationgeneratedby amonitoring
system.
□ Apply a "statute of limitations" on data fron^
monitoring.The older thedata, the lesstheir poteri-'
rial relevanceandthegreaterthedifficultyempiOTefly^
havein challengingthe information.
Little is known abouttheextentof employeemon
itoring in theUnitedStatesandthepoliciesthatgov
ern its use.Researchby companiesand government
agenciescould providepolicymakerswith a greater
awarenessof monitoringas a social phenomenon.
In sum, technologyis neither the enemynor the
solution.More andmoreU.S. companiesareturning
to monitoringdevicesto increasetheir control Over
employeebehavior and improve internal security.
But thus far, societyhas paid insufficientattention
to protectingindividuals' rights. The U.S. govern
mentand the privatesectormustwork togetherto
makesurethat in our hasteto protectour property,
we do not destroyour basic freedoms.□
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Senator Simon. Thank you. You got a lot of words into those 5
minutes.
Mr. Rotenberg.
Mr. Rotenberg. Thank you, Senator.
CPSR is a national membership organization of computer scien
tists. We have a particular interest in privacy issues and have testi
fied before a number of panels in support of efforts to protect pri
vacy. We also believe strongly that in the design of computer sys
tems, workers should be able to participate and help shape the
technology that affects their lives.
I should say at the outset that CPSR does not necessarily believe
computer technology undermines privacy. There is certainly the
Orwellian specter of large databases containing a great deal of per
sonal information, and we are aware of this problem, but we be
lieve at the same time that technology can be channelled in such a
way as to promote worker satisfaction, improve democratic deci
sionmaking, and afford basic protection for human dignity.
Thus, our interest in this legislation is in supporting an effort
that we believe will advance these goals.
Let me speak briefly about three points that we think are critical
to this effort. As I stated before, we believe that worker participa
tion in the design of computer systems is a critical aspect of tech
nological development. It has a tendency to promote greater inno
vation and job satisfaction. Employees should know how technology
is affecting their lives, and increasingly companies are beginning to
understand this. As Mr. Bahr stated earlier, Professor Hecksher at
the Harvard Business School has said that good managers have no
need for secret monitoring. A study of Fortune 500 companies that
was performed by David Linowes, the former chair of the Privacy
Protection Study Commission found that employee relations im
proved at both IBM and Citibank when data collection about per
sonal information was minimized. This is the first point. Workers
should play a role in the design of the technology.
The second point is that businesses that collect personal informa
tion have a responsibility to their employees to safeguard that in
formation. From a safety viewpoint, this responsibility is no differ
ent from the employer's obligation to ensure that the staircase is
secure or that the ice has been removed from the entry way.
Computer people are particularly sensitive to this problem be
cause we know that personal information can easily be misused. As
Professor Gary Marx stated a moment ago, in 1973 HEW put to
gether a Task Force on Privacy Protection and came up with a set
of principles called the Code of Fair Information Practices. These
were designed to give an outline for organizations that were collect
ing personal information and to ensure that privacy would be pro
tected.
Now, there are five principles here that are really the foundation
for privacy protection in this country. The first one is that there
should be no secret personal data recordkeeping systems. People
should beware of the information that is kept about them.
They should also know how the information is being used. That's
an important part of information privacy. They should have access
to personal information and the opportunity to correct and amend
the information if necessary.
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The organization that collects the personal information also has
a responsibility to ensure its accuracy, its timeliness, and also its
completeness so that information that is inaccurate will not cause
some person unnecessary harm.
And finally, information that is collected for one purpose should
not be used for another purpose without the person's consent.
These five principles, as I said, are a critical component of the
principles that undergird privacy protection not only in the United
States but in many countries abroad.
My third point this afternoon is that CPSR believes computers
should assist but not replace human decisionmaking, and the Euro
peans are particularly sensitive to this problem. Joe Weizenbaum,
a professor in computer science at MIT, wrote with great force in a
book called Computer Power and Human Reason that we should be
careful not to substitute the precision that a computer system pro
vides with the reasoning that a person can make.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that for the past year
there has been a great deal of work taking place on the privacy
front regarding recent developments in the European Community
and the efforts to develop an EC-wide privacy protection policy. It
is becoming increasingly apparent that the United States lacks pri
vacy protection in certain critical areas, and the absence of this
privacy protection may in the years ahead have some consequences
for international trade.
I have participated in a series of meetings with the Europeans,
and one of the points that they oftentimes refer to is the failure of
the United States to develop a comprehensive statute for workplace
privacy. For that reason and for several others, we think this is
clearly a step in the right direction and are very pleased with your
efforts.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rotenberg follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for the

opportunity to testify today on S. 516, the Privacy for Consumers and Workers

Act. My name is Marc Rotenberg and I am the director of the Washington

Office of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility.

CPSR is a national membership organization of computer scientists.

Our membership includes a Nobel laureate and four winners of the Turing
Award, the highest honor in computer science. CPSR has a particular interest

in privacy issues, and we have testified before several Congressional

committees in support of efforts to protect privacy.1 We also support the

development of computer systems that reflect the interests of individuals in

the workplace and we recently hosted the first international conference in the

United States on the topic of participatory design-

With me this afternoon is David Banisar, a student at Catholic

University Law School and a law clerk with CPSR. We are pleased to be here

ioday, and thank you for convening this hearing.

Mr. Chairman, I should say at the outset that CPSR does not believe

computers necessarily undermine privacy. Computer technology can both

enhance and diminish privacy protection. While many people are aware of

the Orwellian specter of computer databases - and we share the concern that
such databases have indeed been developed - we also believe that technology
may provide solutions to some privacy problems. For example, encryption

1 In general, the computer profession has a strong commitment to privacy protection. For
example,The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Code of Professional Conduct states
that:

Ethical Considerations:

EC5.1 An ACM member should consider the health, privacy, and and general
welfare of the public in the performanceof his work.

EC5.2 An ACM member, whenever dealing with data concerning individuals,
shall always consider the principle of individual privacy and seek the
following:

To minimize the data collected;
To limit authorized accessto the data;
To provide proper security for thedata;
To determine the required retentionperiod of the data;

To ensureproper disposal of thedata.

CPSR Testimony 1
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makes possible the confidential exchange of information through a computer

network. In the workplace, encryption would make it possible to protect the

contents of messages sent between employees and remove the temptation for

a supervisor to monitor the communication. There is, from a privacy

viewpoint, little difference between a sealed envelope and an encrypted

communication - both provide an opportunity to exchange information with
a clear expectation of privacy.

Therefore, we believe that legislative solutions should focus on the

underlying activity rather than a particular technology. The goal should be to

encourage information practices and shape technologies consistent with a

society that values human dignity and protects democratic decision-making.

There is a clear need to develop such legislation. Currently,

employment data is protected in patchwork fashion. Laws varies from state to

state. Some states require all public and private employers to allow employees

to inspect personnel files; others provide procedures when employees dispute

the information; others restrict disclosure of the information to the public.

No state has passed a comprehensive law which governs confidentiality,

accuracy, relevancy, and proper disclosure of employment information.

In some cases, large private companies have established good internal

policies to govern employee data. Many require periodic reviews during

which the employees may read their evaluations, and may enter their

comments before the review is placed in the permanent employee file.

However/these policies are voluntary and most middle and small companies

do not have similar ones.

Most employees are obliged to provide a great deal of information

about themselves. Much of this information will be verified and

supplemented by the employer.

[T]he individual may be examined by the company physician,
given a battery of psychological tests, interviewed extensively,
and subjected to a background investigation. After hiring, the
records the employer keeps about him will again expand to
accommodate attendance and payroll data, records concerning
various types of benefits, performance evaluations, and much

CPSR Testimony 2
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other information [including, we might add, medical records

where the employer provides medical insurance].2

In 1977 the Privacy Protection Study Commission found that the

essential character of the employment relationship created obstacles to

enforcement of an employee's privacy rights. Many employees, for example,

would be reluctant to sue an employer for failure to produce records on

request. The subjective nature of employment decisions would make it

difficult to link an adverse decision to detrimental facts in an employee's

record. Further, an employee might well risk reprisals for raising complaints

about unfair information practices. The Commission recommended

employers adhere voluntarily to a detailed code for fair use of information

and that a data privacy board, if formed, study this problematic area in greater

depth.3

In 1989, only three states limited the scope of an employer's

investigation of an employee or applicant. Only a handful of states limited

disclosure of record information by an employer to third parties.* A report

published that year found that employers had the capacity to retain in records

"information that has no justification being in personnel records," and

concluded that:

[a] responsible employer limits data kept in personnel files,
allows employees access to their own files, and limits third party
access. Policies vary widely on personnel information practices.
Several states have enacted measures to protect individuals, but

much more is needed.^

There are special reasons to favor a policy that keeps employers and

employees out of court where there are grievances. A lawsuit typically means

the end of the employment relationship, a disruption of the employees life,

and loss of productivity. Yet the advent of new information collection

techniques have placed employees under new and unprecedented kinds of

surveillance. Employers find it necessary to collect and retain more

2 Privacy ProtectionStudy Commission Report, p. 223.
3 Id. at 233.
* D. Linowes, Privacy in America,p. 38.
5 Id. at 39.
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information, in greater detail, to make informed hiring, promotion, strategic,

and security decisions. Improved information handling techniques allow

employers to store and access large amounts of information on individual

employees. Third-party vendors of information, such as credit reporting

agencies, augment the information available to an employer and help to

create the fine-grained "data portrait" of an individual. Decisions taken solely

on the basis of one's "data profile" or "data shadow" have raised great concern

in Europe where a comprehensive privacy policy is now under consideration.

In short, the employment relationship is now fraught with delicate

information-privacy issues. Court remedies are inadequate and no state

provides comprehensive protection.

GOALS FOR WORKPLACE PRIVACY

Mr. Chairman, CPSR believes that there are three goals that should be

pursued for new technologies in the workplace. First, workers should help

shape the technology that affects their lives. Second, businesses which collect

personal information on their employees should uphold their responsibility

to safeguard this data. Third, computers should assist but not replace human

judgment in the area of employment decision-making. Let me briefly explain

these three points.

First, we believe that worker participation in the design of computer

systems is a critical matter of fairness. As Dr. Lucy Suchman has said,

"Critical analysts of new technology have pointed to the abuse of

computerization by employers who believe that company profitability can be

increased by decreasing employee autonomy." And Dr. Kristen Nygaard, a

professor of computer science at the Institute of Informatics in Oslo, has

shown there are alternative ways to view the development of technology in

the workplace.

Worker participation promotes innovation and greater job satisfaction.

The design of systems begins with a full and fair understanding of

management practices and management goals. Employees should know how

technology is used in the workplace. Increasingly, companies are beginning

to see that technology can promote greater job satisfaction. As Charles
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Hacksher of the Harvard Businsess School has said, good managers have no

use for secret monitoring. And a study of Fortune 500 companies, conducted

by the former chairman of the Privacy Protection Study Commission, found

that employee relations improved at IBM and at Citibank after the collection

of personal information was reduced.

My second point, Mr. Chairman, is that a business that collects personal
information has a duty to protect the privacy of that information. From a

safety viewpoint, this responsibility is no different from the employers'

obligation to ensure that a staircase is secure or that ice has been removed

from an entry way. A poorly conceived information collection system places

employees at risk, and even where the employer intends no harm, employees

may suffer from the unnecessary disclosure of personal information. For

example, storing sensitive medical information in an on-line system creates a

risk that other employees may gain access to sensitive, personal files.

Employers should take care to protect records that are collected by monitoring

from accidental disclosure or pilferage.

In general, businesses should follow the Code of Fair Information

Practices, a set of principles developed by a government advisory committee

almost twenty years that were the foundation for the Privacy Act of 1974.

Briefly stated, these principles require that:

• There must be no personal data record-keeping systems

whose very existence is secret;

• A person should know what information about the person is

in a record and how it is used;

• A person should be able to correct or amend a record of

identifiable information about the person;

• Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or

disseminating records of identifiable personal data must

assure the reliability of the data for their intended use and

must take precautions to prevent misuses of the data; and,

most importantly,

CPSR Testimony 5
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• Any information obtained for one purpose should not be

used for another purpose without the consent of the person.

Privacy experts such as David Flaherty also recommend that organizations

adopt a principle of data minimization - limiting the collection of personal
information to only that which is necessary.

Finally, CPSR generally believes that computers should assist but not

replace human decision-making. The Europeans are particularly sensitive to

this problem. As MIT computer science professor Jospeh Weizenbaum

suggested in Computer Power and Human Reason, we should be careful not

to substitute the precision that a computer system provides with the

reasoning that a person makes.

With regard to all three goals, we believe that the Privacy for

Consumers and Workers Act is a step in the right direction and will help curb

the abuse of electronic surveillance in the workplace. Legislation is necessary

because alternative mechanisms have failed to work.

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Mr. Chairman, I would like to propose changes to the legislation.

These changes are primarily intended to fill certain gaps and to ensure that
the purpose of the bill is achieved in practice. As a general matter, I should

note that privacy legislation typically shows the first signs of wear in those

provisions that allow for disclosure, such as for a "legitimate business

purpose." For example, the "routine use" exception in the Privacy Act of 1974

is now considered a loophole in an otherwise fine law that permitted the

development of computer matching - the practice that Congress sought to
avoid. I would therefore recommend that you look closely at those provisions
of the bill that allow for disclosure and determine if it might be possible to

further narrow the exceptions.

1) Narrow Law Enforcement Exception

One section of the bill that should be clearly changed is the provision

for disclosure of personal data to law enforcement officials. We believe that

CPSR Testimony 6
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this exception is too broad, and may make employers unwitting accomplices

in the surveillance of their employees. The standard for disclosure to law

enforcement officials under a privacy statute is typically much higher. For

example, the Video Privacy Protection Act, which safeguards the records of

video customers held by video rental store, only permits the disclosure of

personally identifiable information to a law enforcement agency "pursuant to

a warrant issued under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, an

equivalent state warrant, a grand jury subpoena, or a court order."6

Similarly we would recommend removing the clause that permits

disclosure where "pertinent to and within the scope of, an authorized law

enforcement activity." Particularly in a provision designed to protect

Constitutionally protected activity, we believe that a warrant requirement is

the appropriate standard. And we propose revising the section to make

clearer that the exception only applies to monitoring current permissible

under law. It should not provide a blanket exception for law enforcement

agencies.

2) Prohibit use of SSN for ID Number

Mr. Chairman, one issue that comes up across the privacy landscape is the

need to restrict the use of the Social Security Number. Businesses are increasingly

using the Social Security Number as employee identifier. This is not a good

practice. The problem with the use of a Social Security Number as an identifier is

that it allows organizations to obtain information about individuals often

without their knowledge or consent. This tends to diminish an individual's

ability to control information about himself or herself and leads to the

compilation of elaborate dossiers. Numbering schemes that are designed for

particular businesses help promote confidentiality because they strengthen the

ties between the individual and the institution and create an expectation that

information which is transferred to the institution will not be used for other

purposes.

We would recommend that businesses be encouraged not to use

numbering schemes based on the Social Security Number. If such a

6 18USC 271(X2)(C).
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provision is not appropriate for the bill, perhaps the need to restrict the use of

the SSN could be discussed in the committee report.

3) Include Code of Fair Information Practices

We would also suggest that the report on the legislation include the

Code of Fair Information Practices and how such principles should be applied

in the workplace. David Linowes, the former Chairman of the Privacy

Protection Study Commission, describes in Privacy in America how the Code

is currently applied by many American businesses. This would be useful

information for organizations that are developing privacy protection policies.

4) Protection of Constitutional Freedoms

We would also suggest that the Committee report reflect a broad

interpretation of First Amendment rights as applied to the workplace. As you

may know, a 1983 Supreme Court decision imposed a fairly narrow

interpretation of First Amendment freedoms. Without arguing whether that

case was correctly decided, we believe that the opportunity for greater

monitoring today than the Court was aware of when the case was decided

would argue for a stronger standard.

NEED FOR LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make two final points about the

importance of the legislation. There is growing sentiment in Europe today

that the United State has failed to provide adequate privacy protection

following the rapid technological developments of the past two decades.

This summer CPSR, in cooperation with the United States Privacy Council,

conducted a survey of privacy law in the United States and found that there

was inadequate protection for employment records. Many states have passed

laws to protect these records, but the laws are inconsistent and the degrees of

protection vary greatly. It is our belief that the passage of workplace privacy

legislation would begin to address some of the concerns raised by the

Europeans and, over the long-term, promote the development of

technologies that better serve business needs.

Privacy for Consumers and
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to note that Congress has played an

increasingly important role in protecting privacy. This is the lesson of

privacy legislation in the 1980's. For example, as the cable industry took off in

the early 1980's, concern about the privacy of subscriber information also

grew. In 1984 a law was passed to ensure the protection of subscriber

information.

Electronic mail, a great boon to communications, also raised concern

about the security of the contents of electronic messages. The Electronic Mail

Association was as worried as its customers, perhaps more so, because of the

concern that a new mail service would not be very useful if privacy could not

be assured. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 responded to

the need for privacy protection for this new form of communication.

And, when a nominee to the Supreme Court found that his choice of

videos that he watched with his family in their home became the subject of

an article in a local newspaper, Congress looked at the new technology and

developed legislation to protect the rental list of video users.

The introduction of the polygraph machine raised questions about the

appropriateness of government agencies, courts and private companies using

an automated form of lie-detection to determine the truthfulness of a

person's statement. In 1988, Congress responded with the Employee

Polygraph Protection Act which prohibits most private companies from

giving polygraph or lie-detector tests to current or prospective employees.

In each instance, it seems clear that Congress is ready, willing, and able

to assess the privacy implications of new technologies and to adopt

appropriate legislative safeguards. So, too, it should be with workplace

privacy. As a recent article in the Harvard Law Review notes, the market

mechanisms and common law remedies "fail to protect workers from

abusive practices."7

7 "Assessing the New Hazards of the High Technology Workplace," 104Harv.L.Rev. 1898,

1916(1991)
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Senator Simon. Thank you very, very much.
Mr. Bahr, you used a phrase in your final sentence that we have
been bringing up in a lot in another hearing on a U.S. Supreme
Court nominee —the right of privacy. There are those who say
there is no right of privacy guaranteed by the Constitution. But the
reality is the Constitution says you can't go into your home and
search it without a warrant. The Constitution says you can't have
troops quartered in your home.
Then the 9th Amendment was added at the suggestion of Alexan
der Hamilton. James Madison wrote the Constitution and wrote
the Bill of Rights, and Alexander Hamilton in correspondence said
if we have a Bill of Rights, some people will say these are the only
rights people have. So the 9th Amendment was added, saying other
rights not spelled out here are reserved to the people.
When they wrote the Constitution, they didn't have any idea we
were going to be having telephones, computers, and all the kinds of
things we have today, but the right of privacy that all three of you
have talked about is really part of the spirit of the Constitution, in
my opinion.
So I think it is one of the things that we need to safeguard in
this country, and part of the aim of this bill is to safeguard that
very fundamental right.
I'd like to ask all three of you this next question. We also want
to have a country that is productive, and one of the first three wit
nesses said that having this kind of secret monitoring is like
having someone stand over your shoulder when you are working. I
suppose we have all had that experience of someone standing
behind us while we are typing something or writing something,
and you have that uneasy feeling. For example, the reporters over
there, you worry about somebody stealing your story while you are
working.
Does that inhibit productivity to have that uneasy feeling, Mr.
Bahr?
Mr. Bahr. Mr. Chairman, one of the buzz words that we've been
dealing with for a number of years, certainly within the beltway, is
"competitiveness." Many things go into making an enterprise com
petitive. One aspect is the concept of employee involvement, par
ticipative management. How, on the one hand, can you say that
you recognize that the front line workers know more about the pro
duction end of the business than we used to give them credit for—
I'm talking about management —and depend on them to restruc
ture their work, to have more input into the productive mecha
nisms of the company, and then turn around and secretly monitor
them. What kind of signal does that send out? I think it is quite
contradictory.
Yet progressive management is doing both. How far does this go.
Because of a loophole or an omission in the Omnibus Crime Act,
we are now in Federal court in Atlanta and had to file a civil suit
against a major company, Northern Telecom, which we learned
just a couple of years ago in connection with an organizing cam
paign at a factory in Nashville bugged the entire plant. There were
secret bugs in the sprinkler systems, in the lavatories, in the public
pay phone. Those bugs remained from 1976 to 1984. We have those
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tapes; they are in the court's protection now. But where does this
stop? And it is not a criminal act. We had to file a civil suit.
For 8 years, those tapes never stopped running. They recorded
all kinds of conversations. They were originally designed just to
learn what the union activists were doing, and after winning the
election, what were they talking about in connection with collec
tive bargaining.
Senator Simon. And, if I may interrupt, they did nothing to add
to the productivity of the company.
Mr. Bahr. Well, I could suggest to you right now, with the
knowledge that this happened, I don't think they're getting too
great productivity from the workers who are there today. It cer
tainly did not increase productivity; of course, we didn't know it
was happening.
Senator Simon. Dr. Marx talked about co-determination, and Mr.
Rotenberg talked about worker participation. You have entered
into an agreement with NYNEX. One of the realities in our society
is that only 16 percent of workers are organized. Canada has 35
percent, similar figures in Japan and Western Europe.
That worker participation or co-determination sometimes just is
not there. Does that create problems in terms of reaching the kind
of agreement that you have reached with NYNEX?
Mr. Bahr. We recognize that the vast majority of workers im
pacted by this practice are unorganized, and certainly then depend
on the Congress for protection.
Senator Simon. Dr. Marx, you have looked at this from a great
many perspectives. As you look at the legislation that is before us,
are there changes that you would like to see, modifications?
Dr. Marx. Perhaps you might want to add a clause—and I have
the exact place in my testimony, I don't recall now—where you
specify three or four conditions. One was reliability, but I would
suggest adding perhaps a principle of validity. It isn't enough that
you require that the information that is collected be relevant; it
also must be valid. And as the Congress recognized several years
ago when it banned polygraph exams in most private contexts,
whether or not a technique is valid is a crucial principle. So I guess
I would like to see some greater recognition of the importance of
validity of a tactic because we don't want tactics to work because of
a big scare factor. In fact, the polygraph often worked not because
it "really worked" but because people were deceived into believing
it worked. So I think it is important to have a principle of validity
either explicit or implied in there.
Senator Simon. Mr. Rotenberg, do you have any comments, or
are there any changes you'd like to see?
Mr. Rotenberg. Mr. Chairman, in my testimony I made four
suggested changes for the legislation. We thought first of all that
you may wish to narrow the law enforcement exception to the dis
closure. I have had some experience with privacy statutes in the
past, and it is oftentimes the exceptions that become the loopholes.
Certainly, in the area of work monitoring there is going to be
enormous reservoirs of personal data that are generated, indicating
a person's location at a particular time, whom they were with, and
oftentimes what they were doing. In that circumstance, you would
want to be very careful about its subsequent disclosure.
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I suggested also some effort to restrict the use of the Social Secu
rity number as an employee identification number. There are some
businesses in this country that use the SSN for employee identifi
cation. There are problems with that from a privacy viewpoint,
which the Congress recognized in 1974.
Senator Simon. And what about my earlier question to Mr. Bahr
on productivity; do you see any relationship between the practices
of secret monitoring and productivity?
Mr. Marx. Yes, I jokingly suggest in my testimony that if this
were a different period, and the CIA and the FBI were less re
strained, we might want to have them investigate the advocates of
monitoring—and I wonder if it isn't even a counter-intelligence op
eration to spread unrestrained monitoring among American work
ers, because if you wanted to do anything to decrease productivity,
I think you would do exactly that.
And I find it terribly interesting that in spite of the well-intend
ed rhetoric about productivity and what that often implies, we
should become more like the Germans and the Japanese. In fact,
the Germans and Japanese don't do this. They don't have unre
strained individual monitoring; they tend to do the opposite.
So if productivity is the concern, the logical leap would imply we
should become more like them, not less like them.
Senator Simon. Mr. Rotenberg.
Mr. Rotenberg. Speaking with colleagues in the computer pro
fession, the question that is asked first when you talk about tech
nology in the workplace is how do you design a system that will
respond to the worker's needs, to help the workers do a better job,
what factors should be taken into account and what the end prod
uct looks like.
Now, if you begin by asking that series of questions, you may end
up with a policy much closer to the one described by the last wit
ness on the first panel with Northwest Airlines. Where technology
responds to people's needs, it tends to extend their goals in a more
productive manner.
Senator Simon. Yes, Mr. Bahr.
Mr. Bahr. Mr. Chairman, I have just been advised that under an
agreement that we have with US West that eliminates secret moni
toring, we have seen a dramatic increase in productivity as well as
the profit statement in that there has been a dramatic reduction in
absenteeism and a concurrent drop in utilization of the health
plan, an area where we all strive to contain costs. So there is a
direct relationship.
Senator Simon. That's very interesting.
We thank all three of you. My hope is that we can move ahead
with this legislation before very long. I appreciate your testimony.
Our final panel includes Vincent Ruffolo, president of Security
Companies Organized for Legislative Action, of Chicago; Lawrence
Fineran, assistant vice president of government regulation and
competition, with the National Association of Manufacturers; and
Edward A. Merlis, vice president for policy and planning of the Air
Transport Association.
We are pleased to have all three of you here. Mr. Ruffolo, as I
Indicated earlier, I think some of the suggestions you make in your
testimony frankly can be incorporated. I have not had a chance to
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read in advance the testimony of the other two panelists. But my
hope is that we can come up with something that is constructive.
You have someone accompanying you, Mr. Ruffolo. Do you wish
to identify him for the record?
Mr. Ruffolo. Yes. This is Larry Sabbath. He is with Rowland
and Sellery, who represent our association here in Washington.
I might add that I was very happy to hear you say, Senator,
what you did relative to that the problems we feel we have might
be addressed with some type of redrafting or amendment, and cer
tainly we would look forward to working with you and your staff
toward that end.
Senator Simon. We will be working with you on that. We'll ask
you to be our first witness, Mr. Ruffolo.

STATEMENTS OF VINCENT RUFFOLO, PRESIDENT, SECURITY
COMPANIES ORGANIZED FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION, CHICAGO,
IL, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY SABBATH, ROWLAND AND SEL
LERY; LAWRENCE FINERAN, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT OF
GOVERNMENT REGULATION AND COMPETITION, NATIONAL AS
SOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, WASHINGTON, DC; AND
EDWARD A. MERLIS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR POLICY AND PLAN
NING, AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Ruffolo. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Vincent Ruffolo. I am president of A&R Security
Services, headquartered in Blue Island, IL. We are a privately
owned business providing security guard service, alarm systems,
fire systems, and investigative services, and we employ approxi
mately 1,300 people.
I am also the chairman of SCOLA, Security Companies Orga
nized for Legislative Action. This is a coalition of five associations
representing the guard, alarm, armored car and investigative in
dustries. Our organization represents more than 3,000 firms in the
private security industry, with more than one million employees.
We appreciate this opportunity to share our concerns about S.
516, the Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act. We believe that
the bill is drafted with such broad and vague language that it
would seriously impair a business' ability to safeguard its patrons,
employees and to protect personnel and business assets. It would
also make it difficult to follow through on investigations that may
require off-premises documentation.
Section 5(a) of the bill prohibits collecting information through
electronic monitoring which can be identified with an individual
employee if the information is not "relevant to the employee's
work performance." Such a prohibition could make obsolete several
electronic systems used by employers for legitimate and necessary
security purposes because that information collected by these sys
tems may not be deemed relevant to each employee's work per
formance. Let me cite a few examples of the impact of such a pro
hibition.
Card access control systems are used by many businesses to pro
tect workers and the business premises. These access control sys
tems open doors, recording both authorized entries and unauthor
ized attempts. Keeping such records — these are in a computer, now;
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it just doesn't open the door; it records them in a computer—keep
ing these records would fall within the bill's definition of electronic
monitoring, and to the extent that such information might not be
deemed relevant to work performance, the use of such systems
would be prohibited.
What a dilemma for an employer —should he or she deactivate
an expensive system which protects workers and company assets,
or continue using it and risk being found liable for violations of the
act?
And let me stop and say that I have been in business for 25
years, in this business for 29 years. We have put in a lot of access
systems, we do a lot of investigation, and I have never had anyone
suggest—I don't say it doesn't happen —I have never had anyone
suggest that you use an access control system to monitor whether
someone goes to the washroom or is taking breaks. Now, maybe it
is happening, but I am saying that I have never heard of anyone —
no one ever came to my company and asked for us to use this
equipment in such a fashion, and I don't believe across the board
anyone uses it for other than what it is intended for.
Security cameras are used not only in heavily trafficked areas
like banks or groceries, hospitals, where they serve as an impor
tant deterrent to theft, but also in remote areas such as parking
lots, underground passageways, where the primary concern is the
safety of persons in those areas.
Under this bill as it is written, employers would be obliged to
abandon using this form of technology because the cameras record
all activities within their range without regard to whether the ac
tivity captured on film or tape is related to work performance.
Reviews of bank, telephone, credit card usage could also be pro
hibited. Employers naturally want to be able to review invoices to
assure that the company is paying only for business expenses.
These reviews can reveal that an employee is spending his day
calling dial-a-porn on long-distance or is making personal pur
chases on a company credit card. The bill defines "electronic moni
toring" to include the "collection, storage, analysis and reporting of
information concerning an employee's activities by means of a com
puter." Under some circumstances, such misconduct might be
deemed unrelated to work performance, rendering the employer's
records and their use unlawful.
In those cases in which monitoring is permitted, the bill requires
that employees and job applicants be notified of how and when
they will be subject to electronic monitoring. If monitoring is not
continuous, S. 516 requires a signal light or beep to warn employ
ees that the monitoring system is being activated. Thus, an employ
er would be put in the absurd position of having to advise suspect
ed thieves when they are being observed.
As an example, we just did a job for a hospital where they had a
problem in the drug area, losing drugs. Now, there are different
methods to try to find out how you are losing drugs. There were
about 25 people who had access to this area. A common method is
to put a hidden closed-circuit camera —now, that might be abhor
rent to some people but the cold, hard facts of life are that here we
have drugs going out the door—forget the dollar amount; let's just
look at the human suffering that will be caused by the drugs on
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the street—so you put a closed-circuit television covertly. Under
the bill as it is written, Senator, we'd have to warn those employ
ees that starting next Monday, we're going to start monitoring you
guys and ladies to find out who the bad guys are.
So we would be out of business. We wouldn't be able to uncover
those types of thefts. And this is how it is done a lot. You just don't
go to the police. The police can't do much for you. They are over
taxed, they are overburdened; there are fewer and fewer policemen
to deal with the growing problem. It falls on the individual busi
ness, and it falls on private security, and the tools are slowly leav
ing us.
The results of the legislation may or may not be intended. Per
haps some of these infirmities can be remedied through more care
ful drafting of the bill. But the bill is extremely vague and appears
to encompass a very broad range of legitimate activities.
Section 6(c), for example, says an employer "shall not maintain,
collect, use or disseminate personal data obtained by electronic
monitoring which describes how an employee exercises rights guar
anteed by the First Amendment unless authorized by statute or the
employee."
By any interpretation, the scope of the First Amendment in
cludes a wide range of activities. Was the intention of this section
of the bill to prohibit monitoring of any type of speech? I have yet
to find anyone, including proponents of the bill, who can tell me
the purpose or scope of Section 6(c).
Proponents of the bill have cited concerns with the use of elec
tronic monitoring to measure productivity. If that is the true goal
of the bill, then I suggest they present a bill which is limited to
controlling monitoring for the purpose of setting and enforcing pro
duction quotas. There is no need to put the security of consumers
and employees at risk.
Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ruffolo follows:]

Prepared Statement of Mr. Ruffolo
My name is Vincent L. Ruffolo, and I am President of A&R Security Services Inc.,
headquartered in Blue Island, Illinois. We are a privately owned business, providing
security alarm, security guard, fire systems, and investigative services employing
approximately 1,300 people.
I am also the Chairman of Security Companies Organized for Legislative Action
(SCOLA), a coalition of five associations representing the guard, alarm, armored car,
and investigative services industries. Our organization represents more than 3,000
firms in the private security industry with more than one million employees.
We appreciate this opportunity to share our concerns about S. 516, the "Privacy
for Consumers and Workers Act." We believe that the bill is drafted with such
broad and vague language that it would seriously impair a business' ability to safe
guard its patrons and employees and to protect personal and business assets. It
would also make it difficult to follow through on investigations that may require off-
premises documentation.
Section 5(a) of the bill prohibits collecting information through electronic monitor
ing which can be identified with an individual employee if the information is not
"relevant to the employee's work performance."
Such a prohibition could make obsolete several electronic systems used by employ
ers for legitimate and necessary security purposes because the information collected
by these systems may not be deemed relevant to each employee's work performance.
Let me cite some examples of the impact of such a prohibition:

1. Card access systems are used by many businesses to protect workers and the
business premises. These access control systems will open doors, recording both au
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thorized entries and unauthorized attempts. Keeping such records would fall within
the bill's definition of electronic monitoring, and to the extent that such informa
tion might not be deemed "relevant to work performance" the use of such systems
would be prohibited. What a dilemma for an employer—should he or she deactivate
an expensive system which protects workers and company assets or continue using
it and risk being found liable for violations of the Act?
2. Security cameras are used not only in heavily-trafficked areas like banks or
groceries, where they serve as an important deterrent to theft, but also in remote
areas, such as parking garages or underground passageways, where the primary
concern is the safety of persons in those areas. Under this bill, employers would be
obliged to abandon using this form of technology because the cameras record all ac
tivities within their range, without regard to whether activity captured on film is
related to work performance.
3. Reviews of bank, telephone, and credit card usage could also be prohibited. Em
ployers naturally want to be able to review invoices to assure that the company is
paying only for business expenses. These reviews can reveal that an employee is
spending his day calling dial-a-porn on long distance or is making personal pur
chases on a company credit card. The bill defines electronic monitoring to include
the "collection, storage, analysis, and reporting of information concerning an em
ployee's activities by means of a computer. . . ." Under some circumstances, such
misconduct might be deemed unrelated to work performance, rendering the employ
er's records and their use unlawful.
In those cases in which monitoring is permitted, the bill requires that employees
and job applicants be notified of how and when they will be subject to electronic
monitoring. If monitoring is not continuous, S. 516 requires a signal light or beep to
warn employees that the monitoring system is being activated. Thus, an employer
would be put in the absurd position of having to advise suspected thieves when
they're being observed.
These results of the legislation may or may not be intended. Perhaps some of
these infirmities can be remedied through more careful drafting. But the bill is ex
tremely vague and appears to encompass a very broad range of legitimate activities.
Section 6(c), for example, says an employer:

"Shall not maintain, collect, use or disseminate personal data obtained by elec
tronic monitoring which describes how an employee exercises rights guaranteed
by the First Amendment unless authorized by statute or the employee. . ."

By any interpretation, the scope of the First Amendment includes a wide range of
activities. Was the intention of this section of the bill to prohibit monitoring of any
type of speech? I've yet to find anyone, including proponents of the bill, who can tell
me the purpose or scope of Section 6(c).
Proponents of the bill have cited concerns with the use of electronic monitoring to
measure productivity. If that is the true goal of the bill, then I suggest they present
a bill which is limited to controlling monitoring for the purpose of setting and en
forcing production quotas. There is no need to put the security of consumers and
employees at risk.

Senator Simon. Thank you.
Mr. Fineran.
Mr. Fineran. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the National
Association of Manufacturers on S. 516, the Privacy for Consumers
and Workers Act. I understand, of course, that NAM's written
statement will be included in the hearing record.
Senator Simon. That is correct.
Mr. Fineran. My name is Larry Fineran, and I am the assistant
vice president and director, government regulation, competition
and small manufacturing for NAM.
NAM represents 12,500 member companies, over 9,000 of them
small manufacturers. NAM also uses direct telephone marketing
itself in our national division.
NAM firmly believes that the legislation is unnecessary. Fur
thermore, the legislation fails to recognize the realities of the
modern plant or office. We take no exception to the parts of S. 516
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that suggest that employees generally subject to monitoring should
be so informed upon being offered this position.
For the most part, this is standard practice. The legislation, how
ever, goes well beyond this and will distort labor-management rela
tions.
Employee privacy should be respected to the extent practicable,
but employees should be expected to perform the work assigned,
and modern machinery should be allowed to assist employers in
gauging performance productivity.
Random and periodic silent monitoring is a very important man
agement tool. S. 516, however, will interfere with the effectiveness
of monitoring by requiring a contemporaneous signalling device.
This is, of course, intended to notify the employees of the exact
time that monitoring is occurring.
In NAM's international division, which again markets directly to
small manufacturers by telephone, monitoring has been found to
be a very effective management and training tool with the support
of the membership managers. NAM respects their privacy by pro
viding them with a switch on their telephones that allows them to
make calls that are not subject to the monitoring device while on
breaks. Other companies provide either pay or employer-paid tele
phones for the same purposes.
Before I go on, I do just want to make one reference in response
to Senator Metzenbaum's earlier question to Mr. Bahr. I initially
started my first job out of college on telephones myself, and some
of what this is based on is my own personal experience. I admit
that there may be some people with different experiences with
monitoring, but you can also have positive.
It was one thing for me to know that at any given time a super
visor could have been somewhere in the background listening if she
was listening. It would be another thing for me to have known,
that we'd be given a signal light or some other beep tone. I would
be the type of person who would have become nervous and flus
tered had I been notified that right now somebody is listening in to
this conversation versus just going about doing my job and doing it
in the most effective way possible.
I think most of my coworkers felt the same way. We had talked
about it. Now, again, there may be different types of monitoring
and different types of experiences, but in the environment I was in
that was generally the way it was.
And again I do want to emphasize for the record that I am sure
there are employees who are probably functioning quite well right
now, and that light comes on, and they aren't going to function as
well as they do right now. And I think if you think it all the way
through, their evaluations will probably be somewhat affected, to
the detriment of those employees.
Many of our member companies employ customer service repre
sentatives. The interaction of these employees with customers re
flects directly on the company. In addition, it is important that
companies be able to ensure that these employees comply fully
with corporate policies as well as Federal and State statutes rang
ing from telemarketing fraud to such laws as the Fair Debt Collec
tions Practices Act which prohibits abusive and harassing type tac
tics.
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But S. 516 is not limited to customer service or other telephone
operators. Many of NAM's member companies have been able to
cut cost production and boost quality through the use of telephone
equipment that automatically monitors the productivity of each
employee and even entire factories. This has helped to streamline
production processes and make US industry more competitive.
NAM is concerned that the bill may make it more difficult to use
this information in establishing production goals.
And again in response to Senator Metzenbaum's earlier question
about productivity, I do want to emphasize that in most of the ref
erences to productivity within NAM's testimony, we are looking at
the bill in totality, not simply its effect on the customer service
reps and the operators. Again, what has been lost a lot in this
debate is that it is affecting the creation of computer-aided manu
facturing or will hinder the use of that in the future because a lot
of it is based, obviously, on computerized information. Again, our
testimony goes into that a little bit deeper.
In addition, as Mr. Ruffolo said, S. 516 will hinder corporate se
curity efforts. For example, a company is supposed to notify some
body suspected of breaching security that from henceforth their
calls and computers will be monitored. In addition, what can an
employer do in the situation of a secure area that is monitored by
video and/or audio devices, and employees begin to exercise their
First Amendment rights by talking about current events or wear
ing buttons. Is the employer expected to turn off the camera or the
sound?
NAM opposes any legislation that will interfere with the ability
of modern and future equipment that can assist domestic compa
nies in their fight to remain competitive. Otherwise the United
States may as well let the information age pass it by.
If I can just say one more thing, Senator, when I was talking ear
lier about the importance of companies being able to monitor to
ensure compliance with corporate policies such as courteousness,
etc., I think as a Senator you might want to keep track of other
legislation that is wending its way through Congress, dealing with
telemarketing fraud and changing a lot of the ways that some of
the telemarketing companies do business.
Congress obviously is going to put the burden and the onus of en
forcing these new laws as well as other State statutes, specifically
with telemarketing, and again with the Far Debt Collections Prac
tices Act, all of that is on the employer. And again, when you think
about a signalling light, if there is a change in the law with a tele
marketer, for instance, they probably will not want to change in
many ways, but if they see that light to on, they are going to
change for their supervisor, and they are going to change their
lines like they are supposed to. And it will take a long time, a lot
longer, for that company to root out the people that they may have
problems with. Granted, customers will start complaining, and
their attorneys general may start complaining, but it will take a
lot longer to find out what is going on.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fineran follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Mr. Fineran

privacy for consumers and workers act—executive summary

NAM opposes enactment of S. 516 as both unnecessary and counterproductive. Ef
fective electronic monitoring should pose line threat to employee privacy while en
suring employee compliance with Federal and state statutes as well as corporate
policies.
Employee privacy should be respected to the extent practicable. But employees
should be expected to perform the work assigned and modem equipment should be
allowed to assist employers in gauging performance.
The proposed legislation goes well beyond telephone monitoring of customer serv
ice operators and will hamper security programs as well as efforts to regain domes
tic productivity and competitiveness.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to
offer the views of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) on the impact
of S. 516, the "Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act." My name is Barry Fineran
and I currently serve as the association's assistant vice president and director, gov
ernment regulation, competition and small manufacturing.
In addition to traditional manufacturing, many NAM members provide customer
service through "800" telephone numbers, sell their products or services over the
telephone, offer a variety of financial services, and operate retail outlets. And NAM
itself markets directly to small manufacturers through our National Division office.
Assurance of quality is critical for both products and services.
The language of S. 516, however, makes clear that it is not limited to these activi
ties. By its very definition, "electronic monitoring" includes all forms "of visual, au
ditory, or computer-based surveillance." This means, in effect, that any modern
business —service or manufacturing —will be impacted negatively by S. 516.
NAM's primary objection is that the legislation fails to recognize a basic tenet of
employment that has existed since the beginning of commerce: That one is expected
to perform the work assigned according to the employer's standards in return for
payment. A corollary of this is that employee interaction with customers reflects
directly on the employer.
Members of Congress constantly speak to the need for domestic businesses to be
responsive to consumers if they expect to be competitive in the global economy.
NAM's members agree with this, and many have implemented quality control, cus
tomer service and internal security programs, which often rely on various forms of
electronic monitoring to be successful.
NAM takes no exception to the parts of S. 516 that suggest that employees gener
ally subject to monitoring should be so informed upon being offered the position.
This is standard practice. Neither does NAM object to sharing information gleaned
from monitoring with employees in a timely fashion. The legislation, however, goes
well beyond this and will distort labor-management relations.
I have first-hand experience with this issue since my first job after college in
volved telephone solicitation. From there, I was moved into a supervisory position.
While on the phones, I was subject to monitoring and generally found the comments
of my supervisor helpful. It was one thing, though, to know that at any given time a
supervisor could have been evaluating my performance versus knowing for certain
that at a particular point I was being monitored. Had I known, I would easily have
become nervous or flustered. From discussions with my colleagues at that time, I
know that most if not all of them felt the same way.
Monitoring is the most effective management tool to ensure compliance with stat
utes such as the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act, which prohibits abusive, decep
tive and unfair tactics in the course of collecting debts. In addition, legislation now
wending its way through Congress and various state legislatures dealing with tele
marketing practices will make monitoring even more important if companies are to
make certain that their employees are implementing the new laws correctly. Em
ployees who perhaps do not follow new company policies mandated by such legisla
tion will be aided by knowing when monitoring is occurring since they can "per
form" for the supervisor.
For instance, some employees may decide not to change their practices in order to
comply with new laws governing the use of marketing by telephone. But, they will
certainly know to alter their behavior when a monitoring signal is activated. With
out the ability to silently monitor, how does Congress expect employers to imple
ment such statutory changes effectively? After all, the legislation holds the employ
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er liable for compliance. While S. 516 makes a concession for signaling in cases
where monitoring is continuous, there is no practical way for employers to handle
these situations effectively except in periodic, random intervals.
In NAM's National Division, which again markets directly to small manufactur
ers by telephone, monitoring has been found to be a very effective management and
training tool, with the support of the membership managers. They report that they
find the feedback from supervisors helpful, especially during the initial training
period. NAM also respects their privacy by providing them with a switch on their
telephones that allows them to make calls that are not subject to the monitoring
device while on breaks. Other companies provide either pay or employer-paid tele
phones for the same purposes.
The effect, if not the intent, of S. 516 on employees subject to periodic monitoring
is likely to be misrepresented employee evaluations. Good employees who are un
nerved when a signaling light or beep tone is activated will receive less stellar eval
uations than they otherwise would have, while other employees may be able to
mask their actions.
Employees certainly have a right to privacy when it comes to dealing with prob
lems of a personal nature, as long as they do so on time set aside by their employer
and as long as their performance is not affected. While there may be anecdotal evi
dence provided of some abuses, the fact is that employees are paid for the time
spent at work. Employers thus should be allowed to control the use of employer-
provided equipment for non-work related purposes. There is a very fine line in this
regard, but the legislation unfortunately will tie the employer's hands.
Suppose, for instance, that an employer decides to monitor the effectiveness of an
electronic mail system, which was entirely paid for by the employer to increase effi
ciency, productivity and customer service, and a gambling pool is discovered. Or con
sider an employee who uses employer-provided equipment to run a business on the
side after hours and on weekends. To extend the hypothetical, let's assume that the
employees involved have been performing their jobs generally well.
Under the terms of this legislation, may the employer confront the employees
with the information, or will this be considered personal data that "is not relevant
to the employee's work performance?" In this case, apparently the bill would pro
hibit even the collection of such information even though the employees themselves
entered it into the company's computer system.
There are many other hypotheticals such as these that may be raised. The point
is, simply, that employers should and must be able to have free access to the com
puter equipment that they bought and paid for without fear of unintentionally
having collected personal data arguably irrelevant to an employee's work perform
ance. Still, such data may assist the employer in assessing an employee's character,
productivity or loyalty.
Loyalty does, of course, become entirely relevant in the case of suspected corpo
rate spying. This issue is a real concern of many companies, especially in high-tech
nology industries. A business victimized by corporate spying will find itself at a
strong competitive and strategic disadvantage. But S. 516 severely hampers the abil
ity of employers to rout out such suspicions since the suspect employee must be no
tified that monitoring is taking place.
The bill also conflicts with security controls mandated by the Department of De
fense. Card keys or other authorizations measures, for instance, must be used to
control access to areas containing classified data. Yet, card keys rely on personal
identifying information and, by their very nature, track employee movements. In
addition, the production and quota provision of the bill raises questions about the
practice of having employees use electronic identifiers to differentiate time spent for
the government and for the corporation on shared machinery.
Similarly, the use of personal identifiers for access to computers and computer
files will be put in jeopardy since they have the potential of tracking employee pro
ductivity. But, these identifiers are obviously necessary features for controlling
access to sensitive files.
And how is an employer expected to control the collection of "personal data ob
tained by electronic monitoring which describes how an employee exercises rights
guaranteed by the First Amendment"? Sensitive or remote areas may be continu
ously monitored by video and audio surveillance for either corporate or employee
security. Must the employer turn off the camera and sound if employees begin to
discuss current events? Won't this leave the area exposed to possible non-First
Amendment right abuses during the time when monitoring is not being conducted?
Or consider video surveillance cameras in parking lots. Their purpose is employee
protection, but the provision raises questions as to the permissibility of the practice
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since some employees will almost assuredly have bumper stickers on the cars ex
pressing "rights guaranteed by the First Amendment."
Of more concern to manufacturers trying to meet the challenge of global competi
tion, the legislation also seems to threaten the use of modern technologies and tech
niques by inhibiting the use of computers and high-technology machinery in the
manufacturing process. Many of NAM's member companies have been able to cut
costs of production and boost quality through the use of equipment that automati
cally monitors the productivity of employees and even entire factories. These ad
vanced techniques may rely heavily on statistical process control, numerically con
trolled machines and other closely monitored systems. This has helped streamline
production processes and make U.S. industry more competitive. Where a factory
once needed several layers of managers to keep manufacturing lines running pro
ductively and efficiently, now it may need only one. Corporate management should
not be prohibited from using information obtained through computer-aided manu
facturing (CAM) unless managers are physically on the shop floor looking over the
shoulders of employees.
We are moving toward an ever-increasing technological workplace. This has gen
erated fears in some of an Orwellian world. Some may promote the language of Sec
tion 6(b) that data "obtained by electronic monitoring [cannot be used] as the sole
basis for setting production quotas or work performance expectations" as a way of
saving employees from such a scenario. But these fears are as unfounded as those of
the Luddite movement in early 19th century Britain, which wanted to keep England
out of the industrial revolution because machinery was performing work previously
done by hand, and which refused to recognize that failure to modernize in and of
itself would jeopardize the availability of jobs for the very workers the movement
professed to protect.
Computer-aided manufacturing should be seen as helpful to productive workers,
since subjective perceptions—as personality conflicts with a supervisor—will be
overridden by the objective analysis. CAM, for example, will be able to tell manage
ment which workers or work teams are most productive and which may need addi
tional help. But if U.S. factories are somehow discouraged from moving forward
with CAM, then American workers will be the ultimate losers as domestic factories
won't be modernized even as overseas factories become increasingly efficient.
Cash registers present a similar dilemma. Many of NAM's members have divi
sions where they are commonplace. The modern cash register requires employees to
use an identification number when signing on and is hooked-up to a central location
within the store or selling area. It used to be that managers would count out each
cashier's receipts and compare these with the money taken in during the shift.
Today, computers assist in this function and the lime of managers has been freed
for other duties. Yet, the legislation seems to require that we return to the days
when cashier-register comparisons were done entirely by hand.
Similarly, loss prevention and security efforts will be set back significantly should
S. 516 become law. Video and audio surveillance has greatly improved the effective
ness of these programs—to the benefit of employees as well as employers.
Electronic monitoring, like any other management tool, can be used well and for
lifting the overall quality of life in the workplace. Admittedly, however, it also can
be abused. But, if used wrongly, employers will be confronted with morale problems
and decreases in customer satisfaction, product standards and even profits. It is cer
tainly an area ripe for labor-management relations, but legislating in this area faces
the prospect of creating more problems than it solves.
NAM opposes any legislation that will interfere with the ability of modern and
future equipment that can aid in gauging either the effectiveness or the accuracy of
employees or inhibit security programs. Otherwise, the United States may as well
let the information age pass it by.
In short, NAM views this legislation not only as unnecessary, but also as counter
productive. Effective monitoring not only ensures compliance with various federal
and state laws and provides customers with the assurance that employees are fol
lowing corporate guidelines, but also respects privacy to the extent practicable. It
also helps domestic companies meet the global challenge through increased produc
tivity.

Senator Simon. Mr. Merlis, I am happy to have a witness whose
last name I can pronounce properly the first time.
Mr. Merlis. And a former constituent. Mr. Chairman, I am
Edward Merlis, vice president, policy and planning, of the Air
Transport Association of America.
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I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you today
to discuss the position of the ATA member airlines on S. 516, Pri
vacy for Consumers and Workers Act.
Our members collectively account for approximately 97 percent
of the revenue passenger miles flown in the United States and over
95 percent of the freight ton miles. We fly more than 19,000 pas
senger flights each day and carry nearly 1.3 million passengers on
those flights. We use some 4,300 aircraft and employ 545,000 per
sons to perform these services.
If ever there were an industry for which an electronic data col
lection and interpretation system is essential, it is the airline in
dustry.
Unfortunately, the broad sweep of S. 516 has the potential to un
dermine the safety, security and consumer protection practices
which our industry has adopted over the course of many years.
Many of these practices are a direct result of Federal aviation reg
ulations which would conflict with the requirements of S. 516.
While my written statement goes into some detail on those mat
ters, I would just like to review a few of them. Let me begin by
discussing security.
A fundamental component of effective security is that systems
are covert. To require "a signal light, beeping tone, verbal notifica
tion, or other form of visual or oral notice of electronic monitor
ing," as prescribed by section 3(b)(3), is tantamount to providing a
road map to those intent on breaching security.
A potential perpetrator of a crime who is outside the audible or
visual range of the light, beeping tone, or verbal notification is also
of necessity outside the range of the monitoring device. Thus, the
establishment of this requirement alone would compromise a par
ticularly important component of our security systems.
Many aircraft and airport security measures have been institut
ed in order to comply with Federal aviation regulations to restrict
and monitor access to secure areas. Institution of the requirements
proposed in this bill would clearly lessen levels of security, perhaps
sufficiently to fail to comply with the FAA regulations for which
those requirements were instituted.
The airline industry engages in electronic monitoring and data
collection and retention of that data in order to comply with a host
of other Federal aviation regulations concerned with flight crew
schedules and hours of duty, aircraft accident investigations, and
maintenance activities, to name but three. All employees subject to
this monitoring know of its existence and the complication of the
data derived from this monitoring.
Three aspects of the bill interfere, though, with our routine prac
tices in this regard. The notification pursuant to 3(a) is superfluous
and costly—very costly, I might add, for as we read the bill, if a
software enhancement were to result in additional data being col
lected which might be personally identifiable, a new notice would
have to be issued because the previous notice was now inaccurate.
Outside consultants called upon to review safety-related data to
improve the sanctity of our air transportation system are, by the
terms of section 5(b), precluded from reviewing this material if it is
at all personally identifiable.
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The section 3(b)(3) requirement for oral-oral or visual notice of
electronic monitoring are obtrusive and would divert from the at
tention which should be paid, for example, by a crew flying an air
plane.
The third major area in which the industry uses monitoring is to
further the interests of our cargo customers and our passengers.
One of the hallmarks of the overnight package delivery business
has been their outstanding reliability. This reliability is due to
these delivery services maintaining extensive monitoring capabili
ties which track packages from pickup to delivery. Employee notifi
cation of these techniques is superfluous. Most of the employees
about whom data is being tracked generate the data themselves. As
a matter of fact, this is the device which United Parcel uses, and
its employees enter the data, know full well what all the data is,
and therefore to require notice would be just an extra burden and
cost on the company.
The customer benefits from these electronic monitoring capabili
ties without which these companies would be less distinguishable
than the Postal Service.
With regard to our passenger operations, less than one percent of
our reservations agents' calls are monitored for quality assurance
and compliance with Federal law. Inasmuch as the industry has a
complex series of frequently changing schedules and fares, this
monitoring is designed to identify training and staffing needs to
satisfy our customers. Intermittent monitoring of telephone reser
vation lines and analysis of the data and performance characteris
tics observed assist the carriers and the employees in fulfilling cus
tomer needs and expectations.
Furthermore, we are faced with legal obligations to disclose cer
tain information pursuant to the Department of Transportation's
consumer protection regulations. While passengers may not request
this information, failure to provide it is subject to stiff fines. All
telephone reservations employees are aware they are subject to
being monitored, and to require a signal whenever monitoring is
taking place would defeat the quality assurance objectives of the
monitoring.
Mr. Chairman, I have highlighted only a few of our concerns
with S. 516. The written statement contains more detail and addi
tional areas. Needless to say, after enduring $4 billion in losses in
1990, we should not be confronted with new, expensive and unwar
ranted requirements which are superfluous and have the potential
to undermine passenger and crew security and long-established
safety systems.
I would be pleased to respond to any questions which you may
have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Merlis follows:]

Prepared Statement of Mr. Merlis

The Air Transport Association of America appreciates the opportunity to inform
the Committee of our opposition to S. 516. ATA is the trade and service association
of the U.S. airline industry. We have 20 air carrier members and two foreign air
carrier associate members. We believe that the bill would severely impede or elimi
nate reasonable and necessary safety, security and quality assurance monitoring in
the airline industry.
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Electronic monitoring of employees is an indispensable means for the airline in
dustry to assure the safety, security and services that airlines provide to the travel
ling and shipping public. Electronic monitoring in our industry is not intended to
harm the employee. It is not a manipulative or coercive device.
The complex nature of airline operations, which involve both profound safety re
lated and consumer driven logistics, necessitates the use of electronic monitoring.
U.S. airlines operate 19,000 flights each day and carry nearly 1.3 million passengers
on those flights. Our passenger and cargo members use some 4,300 aircraft and
employ 545,000 persons to perform the air transportation services. Given that scale
of activity, we must rely upon electronic monitoring to assure the quality of services
that we provide the public. We could not maintain essential operational standards
without the use of electronic monitoring.
The monitoring of employees is not a new development. Employers have histori
cally monitored the performance of their employees. It is a reasonable exercise of
managerial oversight responsibilities. What has changed in more recent times has
been the method of supervision. Due to the nature, sophistication and reliability of
current technology, electronic monitoring of employee activities is now common
place and, although it is newer in origin, electronic monitoring is no more invasive
than traditional personal supervision. Indeed, for most employees, electronic moni
toring is invasive than direct personal supervision. Our employees are aware of it

;

they therefore are not "blind sided" by the practice. Consequently, we look upon S
.

516 as an unwarranted impediment to legitimate airline monitoring activities.
In addition to these considerations, our opposition to S. 516 is prompted by the
vagueness of various key provisions of the bill, which we fear could be interpreted to
erect insurmountable obstacles to our efforts to insure safe and secure service
through electronic monitoring.
One serious ambiguity in the bill is the relevancy requirement of section 5(a). This
provision would prohibit an employer from using electronic monitoring to collect
"personal data" about an employee which is not relevant to his or her "work per
formance."
The scope of the term "work performance," if narrowly construed, could eliminate
the use of reasonable and worthwhile monitoring. That result would occur not be
cause the particular practice was intrinsically unreasonable but because it fell out
side a cramped interpretation of "work performance." The term poses another seri
ous problem Some of the information that the bill would categorize as "personal
data" that an airline collects is intended to provide it with an aggregate view of its
operations rather than as a measure of a particular employee's performance. For
example, an airline might record the number and duration of calls that its reserva
tions agents handle during the day and assemble that data to obtain an overall pic
ture of its reservations activity. Section 5(a) would appear to prohibit the collection
of such data because it would not be directly pertinent to the employee's work per
formance.
The bill would impede a number of our industry's electronic monitoring activities.
Those affected activities are summarized below.
Airline Reservations. Telephone calls to airline reservations centers are intermit
tently electronically monitored. The purpose of the monitoring is to assure high-
quality customer service, identify training and staffing needs, and assure compli
ance with U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) consumer protection regula
tions. Fewer than one percent of such calls are monitored.
For example, one of our members has reported that on average they take
5,000,000 calls per month. Of these calls, approximately 48,000 are monitored, equat
ing to less than one percent of the calls. That company also enforces a policy that
no "personal" calls are to be monitored and makes separate company lines and pay
phones are available for personal calls.
Quality assurance monitoring is especially important for commercial passenger
reservation calls because of the complexity of, and frequent changes to, airline fares
and schedules. The same considerations apply to calls related to freight and express
package services. Monitoring is also important because DOT consumer protection
regulations require airlines to disclose to consumers the existence of joint marketing
arrangements among airlines, which are commonly referred to as code-sharing
agreements. (Violation of DOT regulations subjects airlines to civil penalties of up
to $10,000 per violation.)
Section 3(b)(4) of the bill would require a business that engaged in telephone ob
servation to provide the affected consumer with a periodic signal light, beep tone, or
oral notification indicating that the observation is occurring. The "beep tone" re
quirement would inevitably result in consumer questions, which would prolong the
conversation, and increase staffing needs. The "beep tone" also would tend to dis
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rupt the thought processes of the customer and the reservations agent, which is not
the intention of the bill. One airline has estimated that a one second increase in the
average length of a reservations call would annually cost it $600,000 in additional
labor and communications costs.
Also noteworthy is the fact that airline employees are well aware that calls are
being monitored. Through pre-employment, orientation, training, and evaluation
processes, employees are repeatedly informed of the monitoring. Employees under
stand this and accept it.
In view of the fact that electronic monitoring is intended to benefit the consumer,
there is no need to impose a disruptive notification requirement on those calls.
Security. The effect of the bill's notification requirements would effectively elimi
nate essential security activities in the airline industry.
Electronic devices are used to restrict and monitor access to security-sensitive
areas on airports, such as ramps. They are used to fulfill an airport access control
requirement that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has imposed upon air
lines and airport operators. Notifying employees of such monitoring would be expen
sive, because of the great number of affected employees, and superfluous, because
persons authorized to have access to such areas at an airport know of the access
monitoring. Furthermore, the surest way to defeat security controls is to let poten
tial perpetrators know of their existence, method of operation, and location.
Electronic monitoring is also used to combat theft. For example, video cameras
are used in undercover investigations. If an airline received reports from passengers
of pilfered luggage or packages, it might install a concealed camera in baggage han
dling or package sorting areas to determine whether pilferage was occurring. The
prior written notice and contemporaneous visual or aural notice requirements of
section 3(a) and (b) would destroy the usefulness of such investigative techniques.
Crew Scheduling. Computers are used to establish and track the work schedules of
the 140,000 pilots and flight attendants of the airlines. This information is essential
to assigning crews to airline flights. Moreover, because there are FAA and contrac
tual limitations on the number of hours that a pilot can fly in a month, the number
of hours he or she flies each day must be carefully monitored, since weather and air
traffic control delays can mean that a pilot will exceed his or her projected flight
time. The consequence of not doing this would be grounded pilots and disrupted
flight schedules, and disgruntled passengers. Similarly, DOT regulations restrict the
number of hours that drivers (who work for the air freight carriers) can work on a
daily and weekly basis. Electronic monitoring is indispensable to insuring the safety
of the driver and that of the general public.
Notifying employees of the use of computers to compile and analyze work schedul
ing information would be expensive and unnecessary, since employees have for
years relied upon computer-generated work schedules.
Package Tracking. Airlines that provide overnight delivery services rely on elec
tronic tracking (from the time it is picked until it reaches its destination) to deter
mine the location of packages and the employees delivering them. Such comprehen
sive tracking is essential to assure reliable service to customers.
The bill would require an airline to notify a delivery driver of what is already
obvious to him or her. The airline is monitoring the progress of the deliveries that
the driver is making.
Aircraft-to-Ground Communications. Both the FAA and air carrier operations de
partments monitor and record their communications with aircraft flight crews while
they are on the ground and in the air. The FAA requires that air carriers record
those communications. This monitoring occurs for safety and accident investigation
reasons.
Flight crews realize that both airlines and the FAA record such communications,
and therefore notification to them is unneeded and would be expensive.
Cockpit Voice Recorders and flight Data Recorders. FAA regulations require that
large commercial transport aircraft have systems that record cockpit conversations
and systems that record aircraft performance, such as speed, altitude and rate of
climb or descent. These recorders provide essential information for aircraft accident
investigators.
Flight crews are well aware of this government-imposed monitoring and conse
quently there is no need to inform them of it.
Maintenance Activities. Electronic means, most notably bar coding, are used in
airline maintenance operations to track maintenance activities and access to spare
parts. Such monitoring eases compliance with FAA maintenance requirements, sim
plifies parts inventory accounting, and can be of assistance in aircraft accident in
vestigations.
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Notifying all employees who perform maintenance functions or handle parts of
this tracking would be expensive and duplicative because employees know of these
tracking programs.
Training. Airline employees receive initial training when they are first hired and
thereafter receive recurrent training annually. Training programs are sometimes vi
deotaped to allow the instructor and the trainee (which, for example, may be a pilot,
flight attendant, or customer service agent) to critique the trainee's performance in
the training session. The beneficiary of this videotaping is the employee. By way of
illustration, FAA regulations require flight attendants to give passengers a safety
briefing before an aircraft takes off. Both initial and recurrent training of flight at
tendants concentrates on properly conducting such a briefing.
Notifying the employee of its use is unnecessary because he or she is aware of its
use as an instructional aid.
Personnel Records. Various personnel records, including those involving payroll,,
medical benefits, and retirement benefits, are stored on computers. Such storage is
far more efficient than maintaining these records on paper and most companies
have procedures in place that control access and protect the confidentiality of such
records.
Employees know of the existence of such records. In fact, they receive periodic
statements from their employers about such records. There consequently is no need
for employers to incur for these records the added expense of the notification re
quirement of S. 516.
Workplace Improvements. Proposed alterations in workplace procedures are ana
lyzed, often with the assistance of computers, to determine their effect on airline
operations. These changes are typically intended to improve the efficiency or safety
of airline operations. For example, airline personnel might videotape or electronical
ly analyze check-in procedures at an airline terminal to determine if improvements
to those procedures could be made. However, since such observations or analyses
could be traced to individually identifiable employees, this activity would be subject
to the requirement of S. 516.
The bill would create a significant additional barrier to developing workplace im
provements. Section 5(b) would prohibit the disclosure of electronically collected in
formation to persons outside a company, except pursuant to employee approval, a
court order or to a law enforcement agency. This would cripple the ability of compa
nies to use outside consultants, which are often the most economical source of ex
pertise about a particular matter. Using them permits sophisticated advice to be ob
tained for a specific project without the need for the company to invest substantial
resources to create such a capability internally.
Productivity Analyses. Productivity data are gathered not only to measure work
performance for the purpose of job evaluations in some firms but also to determine
the volume of business, efficiency in dealing with consumers, and the need to add
resources to meet consumer demand. The use of electronic monitoring works to min
imize reliance on "subjective" standards. Such data gathering would be covered by
the bill.
To summarize our testimony, four conclusions can be drawn from this review of
the bill.
First, electronic monitoring has become an indispensable means to assist the air
line industry in providing its services safely, securely and efficiently. Much of that
monitoring is tied to government regulatory requirements.
Second, electronic monitoring has become a routine management tool in our in
dustry. It is not a device that is sprung on unsuspecting employees.
Third, the adverse effects of S. 516 would be extraordinarily broad. It would reach
into virtually all air carrier activities, however mundane they might be.
Fourth, the bill's notification requirements would prove costly. Not only would we
suffer the recurrent expense of notifying employees of monitoring, but the way we
do business would be impeded.
S. 516 would create expensive and unnecessary compliance costs for our industry.
Electronic monitoring is a routine, reasonable practice in the airline industry. Bear
ing unwarranted costs would be especially difficult for our industry and, ultimately,
for consumers. We suffered a $4 billion loss in 1990 and a $1 billion loss in the first
half of 1991. Neither employees nor consumers will be served by saddling the airline
industry with unnecessary additional expenses at this time.
For these reasons, we respectfully urge that S. 516 be rejected.

Senator Simon. Thank you, Mr. Merlis.
You heard the earlier witness mention the newer practice of
Northwest Airlines. Are you critical of that new practice?
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Mr. Merlis. Not at all. I think it's great that Ms. Maurel has
such a positive attitude toward her job, and she acknowledged that
she has benefited from the new monitoring which they have insti
tuted.
One thing she did say was that S. 516—and I'll quote—"will
probably not affect the way Northwest monitors." Regrettably, I
think she is wrong. S. 516 would require a disruptive beep tone on
the line when she is being monitored. S. 516 would require a new
written notice any time a software change resulted in different
data being collected. S. 516 would reduce the safety of the parking
lot where employees park their cars by reducing the level of securi
ty in that lot, and S. 516 would reduce the safety of the planes that
she rides and the airports through which she might work.
So, while I agree, and I think it is wonderful that she enjoys that
new monitoring, I don't think the bill and the practices that they
engage in exactly coincide at the moment.
Senator Simon. Let me just mention there are a number of com
panies that already use the beep and have no adverse experience at
all. Some of the questions that I mentioned to Mr. Ruffolo—and I
think his testimony particularly —we can accommodate some
things. And when there are security questions, we can work things
out.
Mr. Fineran, do you think Germany and Japan have made a mis
take in not going in this direction—and they also seem to have
greater increased productivity than we do.
Mr. Fineran. Well, I would say NAM just opposes the enactment
of this legislation. Again, we don't oppose enlightened management
like Northwest Airlines, but we think in particular this legislation
just goes way too far. I am not familiar with any of the laws in
Japan or Germany technically, but for instance, this legislation
that you have will affect electronic mail systems. It will make it
illegal for an employer, for instance, to confront employees that it
may have found out through electronic mail system one way or the
other were organizing a racist rally because it is illegal to main
tain, collect, etc., information of personal nature that is not rele
vant to an employee's work performance. And that is not necessari
ly relevant.
Again, I just think the legislation goes way too far, and again I
do want to emphasize that NAM does not think any legislation of
any form is necessary, but we do not oppose the notification upon
employment by any means, so I think that that is fine.
Senator Simon. Let me just say—and I won't get into all the spe
cifics because I have to get on to another meeting —but many of the
criticisms, frankly, are a misreading of the law, or we can clarify
and make sure that they don't go in the direction that you are
talking about.
Mr. Fineran, what would you think of your employer, NAM,
monitoring your phone conversations and what you do?
Mr. Fineran. Well, first of all, I was, again, in a job where I was
monitored, and it didn't bother me at all in that customer service
or telemarketing type of job. Again, I think that you have to put
some of these jobs in perspective. For instance, I do not monitor my
secretary. I don't care if she has personal phone calls. I know she
does, but she gets her job done, and that is what's important to me.
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However, I am not normally a first contact with a customer who
doesn't know the company at all, and I think especially if you are
dealing with cold call situations in telemarketing or, again, with
customer service, the only effective way—again, from my own ex
perience having been on the phone—the only effective way to
really know what is being said is to do it randomly and silently.
Senator Simon. Do you think your secretary would do a more ef
fective job if you did monitor, or a less effective job?
Mr. Fineran. Frankly, I really wouldn't want to, but I know
what you are getting at. All I can say is if my employer did go
ahead and monitor every single one of my calls, that would be a
signal to me that if I were going to make a personal call or of per
sonal nature, to go to a pay phone or another nonmonitored phone
if I wanted to do such; other than that, just stick to it.
Now, again, some of the examples cited by Ms. Cameron and
again in today's Wall Street Journal do not make for great work
places. I'll be the first to admit that. And I think, as NAM says in
its testimony, like any other management tool or management
technique, this practice can be used well or it can be abused, and to
the extent that it is abused you are going to see a decrease in em
ployee morale; probably productivity will be negatively decreased if
it is abused, and we don't deny that. We are just saying that we
don't think there is cause for legislation in this area.
Senator Simon. Mr. Ruffolo, someone suggested to me if there is
too much resistance to this that we simply accept the practice but
just add a provision that employees also have the right to monitor
employers.
What would you think of that approach? I would say as a former
businessman myself, I don't know whether I would particularly
like that.
Mr. Ruffolo. Well, first of all, I am not in favor as a philosophy
of monitoring employees. I think it is counterproductive—although
there might be some business that that's the way you track how
things are going. But I certainly don't know of any. That's not
what I'm here for.
What you should be doing is trusting your employees, and they
are going to treat you likewise and are going to give you some re
spect.
Senator Simon. You are a pretty good witness. I agree.
Mr. Ruffolo. We certainly don't do anything like that, nor do I
know anybody who does that.
Senator Simon. Good. And I think you have some constructive
suggestions here.
We appreciate your testimony, and we will be moving ahead.
Frankly, we'll be getting back to all three of you. I hope we can
work something out. I'm not saying that the National Association
of Manufacturers is going to endorse our bill, but we may be able
to get a bill that meets some of the concerns raised. The concerns
raised by Air Transport can be considered as well. As you know, I
am in a State with a huge number of people who have an economic
interest in the air industry, and I want it to be a thriving industry,
and I want it to be a safe industry. I also think we have a problem,
5 years from now there is going to be some other new technology
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we're going to have to deal with. There is a sensible restraint that
we have to work out, and I hope we can work that out.
Senator Thurmond wanted to be here as well as Senator Kasse-
baum. They may submit questions to all of the witnesses. We will
keep the record open for 2 days in case other members of the
Senate wish to submit questions.
[The prepared statement of Senator Thurmond follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Thurmond

Mr. Chairman: It is a pleasure to be here this afternoon to re
ceive testimony on electronic monitoring in the workplace. I wish
to join you in extending a special thanks to all the witnesses who
have joined us today.
While the notion of monitoring workers by electronic means may
be offensive to some, the fact of the matter is workers have been
monitored for many years. However, the manner in which it is
done has changed.
Years ago, we did not have sophisticated computers, telephone
systems, or cameras for ensuring efficiency, accountability and pro
ductivity in the workplace. What we had were supervisors who per
sonally made the rounds in their companies. With the advance of
technology, that has changed. In some cases, new electronic devices
have replaced that function. While having a person supervising is
preferable to an electronic monitoring device, that is not always
the most efficient or productive use of a supervisor's time. In short,
many businesses find it essential to use electronic monitoring as a
means of staying competitive in the 1990's and into the next centu
ry-
The bill before the subcommittee today—S. 516—would substan
tially limit the ability of companies to maintain a quality work
place. It does this by placing strict limitations on the use of cam
eras, telephones, computers, and other such electronic devices to
monitor employees. While employee privacy should be protected in
certain situations, the privacy must be balanced against the need
of businesses to maintain quality services in a competitive market.
A threshold question we must address is "Is this legislation nec
essary?" There is evidence that many employers already give
notice to employees that they may be subject to monitoring. In
other cases, there are other protections. For example, some employ
ers protect against monitoring of non work-related calls during
breaks by providing separate unmonitored private phones.
A second question is "Do we really have a problem with compa
nies ruthlessly monitoring employees or are there simply a few bad
players which we hear about?
A third question is "Should the Federal Government mandate
the type and manner of notice to be given, or should we leave that
to those who negotiate collective bargaining agreements? In House
testimony earlier this year, Pacific Bell testified about the inclu
sion of monitoring in a negotiated agreement with the Communica
tion Workers of America. Perhaps that approach should be given
further thought.
On the whole, I believe most employers use monitoring to help
ensure a quality product and quality workplace, and not for sinis
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ter eavesdropping purposes. I am also realistic and realize there
are few bad apples. However, I do not believe the current language
in this bill represents the best possible approach in this matter.
For example, the bill would require prior written notice to an em
ployee about:
—the forms of monitoring to be used;
—the personal data to be collected;
—the frequency of each form of electronic monitoring which will
occur;
—the use of personal data collected;
—interpretation of printouts or other records of information col
lected through monitoring;
—existing production standards and work performance expecta
tions; and
—methods for determining production standards and work per
formance expectations based on electronic monitoring statistics.
In addition, I have concerns about the breadth of Section 6(c) of
the bill and its practical meaning. That section prohibits the collec
tion or use of data "obtained by electronic monitoring which de
scribes how an employee exercises rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment unless such use is authorized by statute or by the em
ployee to whom the data relates or unless pertinent to and within
the scope of, an authorized law enforcement activity."
Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt about some type of notice being
reasonable. Whether we should mandate that, and if so, exactly
what form and manner that should take, is a different question. I
look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Ms. Cameron

Question 1. Balancing employee interests and quality of service, efficiency and
competitiveness.
Answer. Although 9to5 supports legislation which puts the dignity and privacy of
workers and consumers first, we do not see these needs in competition with efficien
cy and quality of service.
There are several companies, including Northwest Airlines and Bell Canada
which have found that restricting the use of workplace monitoring to be a means of
achieving better service and competition. Many corporate and academic studies
have shown that restricting the use of monitoring reduces employee stress, absen
teeism and turnover, and increases productivity and morale.
In western Europe and Japan, where our greatest economic competitors are, cul
tural, legal and collective bargaining restrictions make the use of electronic moni
toring, as it is practiced in the country, nearly unthinkable. For example, a corpo
rate spokesperson at SAS, the tremendously successful Scandinavian Airline, said
that electronic monitoringl as described by reservationists who have called 9to5,
runs completely contrary to SAS' philosophy of treating each employee with respect
as an individual, and encouraging the teamwork approach to increasing productivi
ty-

Question 2. Federal mandate concerning "notice."
Answer. It is true that there exist "good employers" in the area of computer mon
itoring, and 9to5 sees as part of its mission to publicize these cases; for example
awarding to Al Checci, CEO of Northwest Airlines, a Good Boss of the Year in 1590,
for changing the monitoring policy for reservationists.
9to5 feels that such "good players" show that the standards set out in S. 516 are
not undue restrictions on businesses. S. 516 sets basic protections for all employees,
so that those who do not have an enlightened employer or union contract do have
the protection of government from invasion of privacy and abusive monitoring. Gov
ernment regulations are appropriate and necessary in the area of computer moni
toring just as they are in the area of minimum wage and health safety standards.
Question 3. Expectations of privacy in the workplace.
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Answer. Certainly there is less expectation of privacy in the workplace than in
the home. 9to5 recognizes the right of employers to assess the quality of work of its
employees. The problem that S. 516 seeks to address is the ability of employers,
through electronic technology to cross a delicate line from monitoring the work, to
monitoring the worker.
Personal phone calls should definitely be out of bounds to an employer. A visual
or aural signal is needed to alert both consumers and workers to the presence of a
supervisor on the line. Employees should have the privacy of spending personal
time in the bathroom or making private phonecalls without their employers count
ing or listening.
Americans are greatly concerned about this issue of privacy in the workplace, and
S. 516 is an appropriate way to address the need for new standards. A 1987 study by
the Bureau of National found a 20-fold increase in workplace privacy suits over a
three-year period. A 1990 national survey by the National Consumer's League found
that an overwhelming majority of workers believe that employers have no right to
pry into their personal affairs, including 93 percent who said employers have no
right to monitor personal phone calls.
Question 4. Technology vs. management behavior.
Answer. The goal of the bill that we support is to put reasonable limits on how
employers may use electronic technology.
Question 5. Job stress
Answer. Certainly S. 516 would not eliminate many severe stressors in the jobs
described by Renee Maurel and Carol Scott. Handling several hundred calls per day;
dealing with the public for eight hours a day; having your minutes per call, seconds
between calls, minutes per day away from the computer are all counted and tallied
are stress-producing job characteristics, which would not be changed by the passage
of S. 516.
The additional stress of unannounced phone surveillance, of not having access to
records kept about you, of having your job evaluation based solely on monitoring
results, is unnecessary and is addressed by this bill. S. 516 is not a cure-all, but it is
an protection against some of the worst abuses of electronic monitoring.
Question 6. Other means of quality assurance.
Answer. S. 516 would not ban electronic monitoring. Passage of this bill would
simply mean that employers would have to notify workers of monitoring practices,
limit the disclosure of monitoring results, make those results available to the em
ployee, and include other measures of job performance in making job evaluations.
The use of more personal supervision seems a potentially positive outcome of this
legislation. Gordon Macpherson, president of Incoming Calls Management Institute
has suggested several alternatives to monitoring, including using "shoppers" or
"mystery callers;" inviting callers after each call to leave recorded messages con
cerning the quality of service; providing group incentives; applying the Tom Peters'
concept of "management by walking around;" and supervisors trusting their own
abilities to develop loyal, well-trained employees.
Question 7. Alternatives to electronic monitoring
Answer. Again, S. 516 would not cause companies to "loose monitoring as a man
agement tool." I can see no way in which use of credit reports or integrity tests
would become necessary as a result of placing some restrictions on covert monitor
ing practices. The experiences of Northwest Airlines and Bell Canada seem, in fact,
to point in the opposite direction: The result of using less monitoring has been an
improvement of morale and productivity, and a decline in health complaints and
absenteeism.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Ms. Maurel

Question 1. We have heard testimony this afternoon about problems that some
employees have with electronic monitoring. As we all know, the other side of the
coin is the need for electronic monitoring so that companies can continue to provide
quality products and services, and operate efficiently in a competitive market.
What do you think is the proper balance between these two competing interests?
Answer. My company, Northwest Airlines, is now providing a quality product and
operating efficiently in a competitive market. We are all feeling better about our
company even though we are still monitored 8V2 hours a day. When monitoring is
used against employees instead of used as information or as a training tool, that is
when stress occurs. I don't really know what the proper balance is, I just know that
the difference in my life is 180 degrees opposite of how I used to feel.
Question 2. With electronic monitoring, there are obviously companies who use it
in a proper manner and stories of those who do not. Unfortunately, the "good play
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ers" are rarely given the attention and recognized for their reasonable monitoring
practices. It seems the Federal Government continues to get more and more in
volved in the workplace and requires more and more of businesses — some require
ments which may be needed and others which are not.
As a policy matter, is a broad particularized Federal mandate about "notice"
really necessary or do you think there are other less restrictive means for achieving
the same objective?
Answer. Giving "notice" is a new concept. The U.S. workplace seems to be mired
in the traditions and beliefs of the past: The sweatshop, the assembly line, control
your employees, they will work harder. Wrong giving "notice" is no elementary that
I find it hard to believe it isn't the accepted attitude.
Question 3. As policy makers, we hear of employee concerns about "invasions of
privacy" when monitoring takes place. However, as a general principle, the work
place is a public place and there is a diminished expectation of privacy, as compared
to the home, for example.
Do you have any comments about the fact that there is a diminished expectation
of privacy in the workplace?
Answer. The workplace is not private. The company must accumulate data. The
company must monitor my work. I just never want to be abused by the statistics.
Question 4. Are your concerns really with the technology of electronic monitoring
or are your concerns with the behavior of management?
Answer. My concerns are both with the technology and management behavior.
The current technology is difficult for me to fathom and it is growing so fast that I
cannot comprehend the future scope of growth someone should gage it. I believe it
should be the Federal Government. Northwest Airlines today is managed by the
"good buys" but who's to say that in the future my company won't be purchased by
a Frank Lorenzo type who will return me to the Dark Ages?
Question 5. We all experience some degree of stress in everyday living —it is a
part of life. The real question seems to be—is the stress we hear about solely attrib
utable to electronic monitoring or is it caused by other factors as well? Would you
care to comment on that statement?
Would S. 516 really eliminate the problems of stress which have been described
here this afternoon?
Answer. Stress is everywhere, caused by just about everything. I can only tell you
of my experience. Because monitoring is no longer a negative factor at Northwest
Airlines reservations, I no longer dread going to work, I no longer have that knot in
my stomach. That stress has been relieved and I can deal with the other stresses
with a little more space.
Question 6 and 7. If the use of electronic monitoring is banned or severely restrict
ed, wouldn't employers use other means to ensure quality products and services
such as increased tests for substance abuse, the use of more personal supervision,
and more frequent performance testing and reviews? If electronic monitoring is lost
as a management tool, would you support the use of tougher pre-hire reviews? This
might require more use of credit reports, integrity tests, and higher educational re
quirements. Is that a preferred alternative to electronic monitoring?
Answer. Whatever is changed will be replaced with something else. That is evolu
tion. Maybe more personal supervision, more frequent testing is the answer. Maybe
personalization is the key. Maybe my feeling like a person and not a robot is what
has changed my life. I believe so. Tougher pre-hire reviews is a great concept. Integ
rity tests, higher education requirements are far better in my opinion than having
just anyone hired and then trying to mold them into an automation through elec
tronic monitoring.
I don't know if I am very qualified to answer these very intelligent questions. I do
know that I am a much more productive worker due to the changes at Northwest
Airlines. I am much happier, much less stressed than ever before. I can only wish
the same for every American worker who is monitored daily.

Questions from Senator Thurmond to Mr. Rotenberg

Question 1. Do you believe that employers have the right to use electronic moni
toring in order to protect their personnel and company property against intruders
and theft?
Question 2. Section 6(c) of the bill prohibits employers from collecting information
which describes how an employee exercises First Amendment rights.
Because almost all speech is protected by the First Amendment, this provision
seems to totally prevent the use of monitoring by employers.
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How could employers using a camera or other monitoring device avoid collecting
information about protected speech?
[Responses to Senator Thurmond questions from Mr. Rotenberg were not received
at press time.]

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Mr. Bahr

Question 1. Do you believe that employers have the right to use electronic moni
toring in order to protect their personnel and company property against intruders
and theft?
Answer. Yes, employers have the right to use electronic monitoring in order to
protect their personnel and company property against intruders and theft. I would
assume such monitoring would be in the form of security cameras or alarms in
areas of the premises. As employees of the enterprise, the workers would be aware
of the monitoring devices. Additionally, the devices would not be installed for the
purpose of "spying" on the workers.
Question 2. Mr. Bahr, as you know, Section 5(a) would ban electronic monitoring
to collect information "not relevant to the employee's work performance." If a bank
has a security camera scan its premises, it would likely record many activities of
employees, not all of which are relevant to work performance—such as chatting
with a friend or taking a coffee break. This section appears to prohibit the use of
the camera. Do you believe such use of the camera or other security devices should
be banned as the bill appears to require?
Answer. My understanding is that the intent of Senator Simon's bill is not to ban
monitoring but rather that employees must be made aware that they are being
monitored. Obviously, all employees (as well as potential bank robbers) are aware
that there are cameras monitoring the activity in the bank. No, I do not believe
cameras or other devices required for security of the premises be banned by the bill,
nor do I believe the bill does, so.
Question 3. Section 6(c) of the bill prohibits employers from collecting information
which describes how an employee exercises First Amendment rights. Because
almost all speech is protected by the First Amendment, this provision seems to to
tally prevent the use of monitoring by employers. How could employers using a
camera or other monitoring device avoid collecting information about, protected
speech?
Answer. I am not a constitutional lawyer and cannot give a legal response to your
question. Unfortunately, rights that American workers have when outside of their
workplaces do not carry forth into the workplace. The invasion of privacy horror
stories told by countless workers that this bill is attempting to rectify, are apparent
ly not covered by First Amendment rights. In conclusion, Senator, what Senator
Simon seeks to do is to bring some human dignity and respect for the individual
into the workplace. My understanding is that passage would not ban monitoring but
would only require the worker to be aware that he or she was to be monitored at a
given time. I hope this adequately responds to your concerns.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Mr. Marx

Question 1. Do you believe that employers have the right to use electronic moni
toring in order to protect their personnel and company property against intruders
and theft?
Answer. Of course employers, as private citizens or government have the right
(and indeed often the obligation) to protect their personnel and company property
using electronic monitoring. But this should be done consistent with high ethical
standards, the law, and common sense. As I note in my testimony, the debate
around this bill is not about goals, it is about means. The glory of the United States
is that it is a society under law in which means have a moral quality, as well as
ends.
While I don't think it actually applies in this case (since protecting the innocent
need not imply letting the guilty go), I am reminded of Justice Holmes words in
Olmstead, "For my part I think it less evil that some criminals should escape than
that the government should play an ignoble part." That sentiment also ought to
apply to the private sector. Morality and value conflicts aside, pragmatism is a key
variable here. The evidence suggests that unrestrained monitoring is actually
counter-productive and will lead some employees to attempt to sabotage manage
ment's efforts. In this case protecting the innocent is likely to also mean fewer
threats to company property.
Question 2. Section 6(c) of the bill prohibits employers from collecting information
which describes how an employee exercises First Amendment rights.
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Because almost all speech is protected by the First Amendment, this provision
seems to totally prevent the use of monitoring by employers.
How could employers using a camera or other monitoring device avoid collecting
information about protected speech?
Answer. I think what is important here is re-affirmation of the principle that
First Amendment rights should be protected and there should be common sense on
the part of employers and enforcement agents in implementing this. In supporting
this part of the bill I responded to it's spirit, rather than its technical details. Per
haps some minor rewording and clarification is required here. But this is a proce
dural or technical objection that does not detract from the overall desirability of the
Bill. In my testimony on pp. 13-15 I indicate the broad principles needed in the elec
tronic age to guide data collection and use. This act supports those principles.
Question 3. Dr. Marx, S. 516 requires that employees be given notice of monitoring
through buzzers, lights, or other similar means whenever monitoring is taking
place.
Wouldn't this mean that no electronic monitoring could be done as part of a com
pany investigation of an employee suspected of stealing?
Most thieves would be smart enough to wait until the monitoring light goes off,
wouldn't they?
Answer. Again I think the key issue is the value of fairness and due process. I
agree that where there are grounds for suspicion management should be able to pro
ceed without warning the suspect. However it is a mistake to think that the only
evidence of wrongdoing would come from electronic monitoring. In addition where
monitoring is widely used it may serve as a deterrent. On balance more theft might
be prevented via letting people know that they are being watched, than would be
generated by warning violators, also by entering in the middle of a conversation it
would be more difficult for a thief to cover up misbehavior. There are also issues of
trade-offs and the damage from warning potential thieves must be balanced against
the good that can come with threatening employees with dignity and creating a
positive work environment.
Should you have additional comments or questions I would be pleased to respond.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Mr. Ruffolo

Question 1. Based on your experience and background, is it reasonable to say that
most employees receive notice that they may be subject to monitoring when they go
to work for a firm or company?
Answer. My experience is with the use of video cameras and other forms of moni
toring done for security purposes. Employees who work for banks, groceries, and
other businesses where security cameras are used are well aware of the presence of
the cameras. Those employees who work in locations where card-access "keys" are
used are aware that these card access devices keep track of employees who enter
the secure area.
Question 2. We all know that crime, unfortunately, is on the increase in this coun
try, and increasingly, because of the heavy burdens on our overworked police de
partments, the job of preventing crime is falling to private security firms. Are secu
rity companies and employees being given any new tools to fight crime? Are you
getting any help from State legislatures?
Answer. It is getting more difficult for employers—including security companies—
to conduct comprehensive, effective reviews of prospective employees. We are in
creasingly being held accountable for the activities of our employees, but we are not
given good tools for doing background checks. Fear of liability has made most em
ployers reluctant to provide any information when called for a job reference. Our
attempts to screen prospective employees for felony convictions are frustrated by
lengthy delays, typically from 3 to 9 months. Many states also deny us the ability to
review motor vehicle records.
As you know, there are substantial restrictions on our use of polygraphs, and Con
gress is also considering limiting the use of credit reports and honesty tests.
Rather than providing help to us, I'm afraid we're having to fight against this
kind of legislation at the State level too.
Question 3. Based on your experience, do employers or security personnel often
misuse video cameras, for example, by taping in locker rooms, or is misuse a rare
thing?
Answer. I have been in the security business for 28 years, and cannot recall even
being asked to videotape in locker rooms or other private areas. I don't doubt chat if
someone searches long enough it is possible to find an example of where a camera
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has been used inappropriately, but that does not justify restricting the use of securi
ty cameras where they are effective tools for preventing or detecting crime.
One point that seems to have been overlooked during the debate on S. 516 is that
electronic monitoring is commonly used to protect employees. An employee working
late in an office building will certainly be more secure if the locks on the building
are controlled by card access capable of identifying whomever is attempting the
building. And a night clerk working in a convenience store certainly would be safer
with a video camera scanning the store. Some internal investigations have also been
done to prevent sex abuse from other employees.
Question 4. Based on your background, how effective could investigations of em
ployees suspected of theft be if employees had to be warned before they could be
investigated by electronic means?
Answer. Thefts in the workplace don't normally occur in front of witnesses. If an
employer can identify the thief through other means, then the use of video may not
be necessary. But if

,

for example, drugs were missing from a hospital pharmacy
where six people had access, and the records didn't show who was responsible for
the shortages, installation of a camera would be an appropriate and necessary inves
tigative tool. Not only is the camera likely to find who is responsible for the crime,

it would help clear suspicion from the other 5 people with access to the drugs.
Obviously, the installation of the camera at the hospital pharmacy would not
result in apprehension of the responsible party if he or she had to be warned in
advance, as required by S. 516. Although the announced use of a camera probably
would stop the thefts from the pharmacy, it would not result in apprehension of the
criminal. The individual who had been stealing the drugs would remain free to steal
from other locations in the hospital, and management would remain suspicious of
five innocent people.
Question 5

.

Some people argue that good management and investigative work can
make the use of electronic security tools unnecessary. How would your work or the
work of businesses be affected by the loss of these tools?
Answer. Good management and top-notch investigative work do not eliminate the
need for electronic monitoring where it is appropriate. In fact, I believe that the
judicious use of electronic monitoring for security purposes in many instances is a

sign of good management.
No matter how competent, management will need to secure the business against
intruders. In many instances this will be through an alarm, video, or card access
system. In some businesses, such as the airline and banking industries, this security

is required by Federal law.
As I indicated above, it is very difficult for employers to screen new employees
thoroughly today. Also, most managers don't stand over the shoulder of their em
ployees and watch them every minute. So regardless of how good a manager an em
ployer is, he or she is at risk from internal theft. Once shortages occur, a manager
should be free to work with security professionals to determine the responsible
party and to deter further thefts. Sometimes, some form of electronic monitoring is

called for as in the hospital example I cited above. There is no reasonable alterna
tive that would accomplish the job of protecting the premises.
The loss of these technologies would make it impossible to prevent or detect some
crimes. I don't think that's a price Americans want to pay.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions by Mr. Fineran

Question 1
.

Based on your experience and background, is it reasonable to say that
most employees receive notice that they may be subject to monitoring when they go
to work for a firm or a company?
Answer. In positions where monitoring is employed as a standard management
practice, such as switchboard operators or customer service representatives, nearly
all scrupulous employers provide notification upon employment. This notice most
likely will include the ways in which information obtained from monitoring will be
used and how the employee will be evaluated.
Using the definition of "electronic monitoring" in S. 516, however, employees may
not be told that monitoring may occur simply because the so-called monitoring is

incidental to the position. For example, employees who use word processors are not
given a detailed description of how the employer uses information entered into the
computer. But, the computer automatically stores the information it receives and
thus becomes a form of monitoring under the definition of S. 516. A firm should feel
free to ensure that equipment bought for the purpose of corporate productivity and
improvement is being used for proper and authorized purposes. Employees generally
know to call the data processing department to retrieve a back-up document, indi
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eating that they are aware that their work is kept for a time in the computer or on
back-up tapes even though they may not have been told formally.

Question 2. Based on your experience, do employers or security personnel often
misuse video-cameras, for example, by taping in locker rooms, or is misuse a rare
thing?
Answer. I am unaware of any such incident. In general, however, legitimate vi
deotaping of locker rooms or bathrooms could occur where there is probable cause
for suspecting inappropriate behavior such as drug dealing. Most companies have
policies against misuse, if for no other reason than to guard themselves against ad
verse publicity or from potential lawsuits using current Federal or state statutes. If
misuse were common, I am certain that there would be more reported incidents.
Question 3. Based on your background, how effective could investigations of em
ployees suspected of theft be if employees had to be warned before they could be
investigated through electronic means?
Answer. While notification may help to reduce violations of corporate security
and policy in a general manner, it tends to be counterproductive in individual cases.
If, for instance, there appears to be general pilfering in a warehouse, a notice that
video surveillance will begin should cut down considerably on the number of inci
dents. On the other hand, it would make it more difficult to determine who was and
was not pilfering. In the case of embezzling, the corporation may find it necessary to
obtain information through telephone logs, or monitoring of computer work and
telephones. It is not hard to understand why companies would want to keep such an
investigation secret, since notification would alert a guilty party of the company's
suspicions and may give him or her time to cover culpable actions and evidence. In
addition, how is a company supposed to conduct an investigation if it is forbidden
from computer files where an employee may have input information that "is not
relevant to an employee's work performance?"
Moreover, employees may not be notified formally of security procedures such as
the fact that an access key records the employee's personal identification number,
date, time and location of use. This is the case at NAM, which uses the information
to determine who may have been in the building during a weekend when a theft
occurred. The information may also be used to determine how a confidential docu
ment may have been leaked since it may indicate who was in a secure area at a
given time.
Question 4. Some people argue that good management and investigative work can
make use of electronic security tools unnecessary. How would your work or the
work of businesses be affected by the loss of these tools?
Answer. In a word, drastically. In small offices monitoring may be considered un
necessary since everybody knows the level of work performance of everyone else.
But in a vast majority of offices, it may be regarded as an essential management
tool.
While it is true that a good training program is vital for telephone personnel, ob
jective analysis provided by random, silent monitoring may also be viewed as an in
tegral component. It provides an opportunity for both the employer and employee to
benefit from hearing how the employee interacts with customers.
No amount of training will dissuade an employee who insists on chewing gum
that the sound of it smacking in a customer's ear will be irksome unless mention is
made either by a supervisor or the customer. Which is better? For a supervisor to
point out the transgression or to allow a customer to become affronted? Without
random, silent monitoring the employee will know when to remove the gum in
order to avoid being caught by a supervisor. In the meantime several customers
may have been left with a negative view of the company's courtesy.
Some companies may choose not to use random, silent monitoring for customer
service or other telephone personnel; this does not mean that such a policy is right
for every firm. The degree and manner in which the practice may occur should be
allowed to vary.
Companies should be left to determine for themselves which policies—such as
monitoring —work best within the particular corporate structure and philosophy. A
poorly-run system will be counterproductive. This is not a reason, however, for a
legislative mandate.

Responses to Senator Thurmond's questions from Mr. Merlis

Question 1. Based on your experience and background, is it reasonable to say that
most employees receive notice that they may be subject to monitoring when they go
to work for a firm or company?
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Answer. Most employees know that they will be subject to monitoring when they
are hired. Most employees know that their performance will be reviewed in order to
determine when the employee merits a raise or promotion. The form of that review,
including the types and frequency of monitoring, is usually spelled out to employees.
Details of some covert monitoring for security purposes may not be spelled out—to
do so would defeat the security objective. For example, security cameras may be in
stalled in a baggage make up room to protect against or detect actual thefts of pas
senger baggage.
In the airline industry, telephone monitoring or service observation is a manage
ment technique to determine how employees speak with our customers. In this in
dustry, the initial telephone contact is often the most crucial step in a transaction.
Therefore it is in our interest to encourage employees to provide efficient, accurate
service to the consumer and incumbent upon management to monitor individual
employee performance.
Question 2. Based on your experience, do employer or security personnel often
misuse video-cameras; for example, by taping in locker rooms, or is misuse a rare
thing?
Answer. Misuse of security video-cameras is unpardonable and particularly costly
to an airline. Misuse of security video-cameras takes expensive equipment away
from security objectives and is not tolerated. Since reviewing video-tapes is a time
consuming process, misuse also takes security personnel away from their assigned
tasks.

Question 3. Based on your background, how effective could investigations of em
ployees suspected of theft be if employees had to be warned before they could be
investigated through electronic means?
Answer. Surveillance would be severely compromised if employees suspected of
theft had to be warned before investigation by electronic means were launched. The
terms of S. 516 are so broad its enactment would inhibit security investigations
which extend to work place environments in which employees and non-employees
mix; it would limit collection used to target who should be the subject of a theft
investigation; and it would undermine the utilization of security devices for our pas
sengers and employees in situations unrelated to job performance, i.e., detection of
trespassers.
Question 4. Some people argue that good management and investigative work can
make the use of electronic security tools unnecessary. How would your work or the
work of businesses be affected by the loss of these tools?
Answer. The elimination of electronic security devices threatens to compromise
the safety of the air transportation system. The deterrent effect of security devices
should not be underestimated. In the years since the program began, the presence of
magnetic scanning devices and x-ray machines at airports has resulted in the detec
tion of thousands of weapons which were thus not illegally transported in the pas
senger cabins of airliners. The presence of security cameras in banks has served as
a deterrent to bank robberies in the years since these have been instituted. Good
management and investigative work are not substitutes for the fruits of technology
which have resulted in many lives saved and crimes not committed.
Whether or not S. 516 is enacted, airlines will have to continue electronic moni
toring for the safety and security of their passengers and employees.

Responses to Senator Kassebaum's questions from Mr. Merlis

Question 1. The most obvious application of this legislation in the airline industry
would be to the monitoring of telephone calls to reservation centers. It, however,
would also be applicable to employee fraud investigations that relied upon electronic
monitoring. Could you address the impact this bill would have on the effectiveness
of the airline industry to investigate charges of employee theft/fraud?
Response: From listening to the proponents of the legislation at the hearing, it
appears as though the legislation was intended to deal with telephone monitoring.
Regrettably it has been drafted so broadly as to affect all methods of electronic sur
veillance used for security, whether related to theft/fraud conducted by employees
or others, employee security, and passenger security.
For example, the bill eliminates the utility of videotaping to prevent or investi
gate theft of baggage or electronic scanning of computer records designed to prevent
or apprehend financial mismanagement. Even if the perpetrator of the perceived
crime were not an employee, airlines would be precluded from undertaking appro
priate investigations by these methods because information captured, retained, and
scrutinized in the pursuit of the perpetrator would undoubtedly result in the collec-
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tion of data which he or she would argue was not "relevant to employee work per

formance."
Secondly, a suspected perpetrator would know whenever electronic surveillance

was being undertaken due to the requirement to provide affected employees with "a

signal light, beeping tone, verbal notification, or other form of visual or aural
notice, at periodic intervals, that indicates that electronic monitoring is taking

place." (section 3(b)(3)). Fulfilling the requirements prescribed by section 3(b)(3) is
tantamount to providing a road map to those intent on breaching security: A poten
tial perpetrator of a crime who is outside the audible or visual range of the "light,

beeping tone, or verbal notification" is also, of necessity, outside the range of the
monitoring device. Thus, the establishment of this requirement alone would compro
mise a particularly important component of our security systems.
Question 2. It has been suggested that the language of S. 516, as drafted, is overly
broad. In order to comply with the provisions of the bill, would the airline industry

be in conflict with any FAA safety or security regulation, and if so, could you please
state one or two specific examples?
Response: FAA security regulations impose access controls at certain locations in
a:rports. These access controls provide security for the. aircraft, maintenance equip

ment and crew positioned on the ramp and intentionally compile data which identi

fies the individuals passing through the controlled access point and the time of pas
sage Clearly that personal data is not relevant to the employee's work performance

and therefore is prohibited from being collected pursuant to the terms of section 5.

We are concerned that the audible tone notification (section 3(b)(3)) would inter

fere with communications between the flight crew, the air traffic controllers, and
the flight operations base. Furthermore, the extraneous sound might interfere with

accident investigation interpretation. The alternative to the "beep tone"— a signal

Ught— would be distracting to crew members.
\ safety requirements necessitate the recording of communications between

the (light crew and the flight operations base. Much of the information collected in

both the verbal format and the non verbal data stream has no bearing on employee

work performance yet that compilation does identify the individual employees. That

(00 would be precluded by the bill while required by the FAA.
required maintenance data collected electronically may contain information

having no bearing on actual employee work performance and therefore could not be
collected, retained, and reviewed under the terms of the bill.

3. Would an exemption in the bill to allow monitoring for compliance

with FAA safety and security regulations adequately address the concerns of the
airline industry with respect to this bill?
r..- ■• -<- No. We feel exempting FAA safety and security regulations insuffi
ciently addresses the complexity of our business. Some FAA rules establish perform
ance requirements which may be met through a number of different ways.
.- .-..-.t-rmore. the bill is so broadly drafted it still would impede the ability of air-

Bw and other businesses, to conduct ordinary and necessary business activities.
■A A safety and security regulations were exempted from the bill, there is a

- • - .:d cray area which would subject airlines to expensive litigation.
For example, the bill does not exclude from its coverage terms and conditions of

•aaoioyrnent. Without such an exclusion, an employer could not collect any "person

al data" on an employee "through electronic means which is not relevant to the

employee's work performance." This would preclude electronic data collection of
- as employee parking permit information, beneficiaries on company spon-

- _ r up life insurance, and identity of a health insurance carrier.
We believe the bill precludes the use of videotapes for security purposes. We could

not employ the use of videotape cameras for employee security of a parking lot, for

example, since those tapes may have nothing to do with "employee work perform

ance." but clearly are forms of "electronic monitoring" containing "personal data."

:>elieve the bill precludes the retention of the services of a non-employee con
sultant or expert to analyze information which may also contain personal data. We

are concerned the information disclosure limitation (section 5(b)) might preclude the

use of such non-employee consultants or experts in analyzing safety or maintenance
data which is collected.
We believe the bill limits package delivery companies in their tracking of pack
ages tendered to them and which are in the custody of a delivery person.
With respect to covert monitoring for security purposes, we are concerned that
the required forms of notice would undermine the security objective, undermine the
deterrence effect of security systems, and provide a potential felon with critical in
formation necessary to escape detection.
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Whether or not FAA safety and security matters are retained in the bill, S. 516
does not indicate who has the option of dictating which form the notice of monitor
ing must take—the employer, the employee or the customer.
We are concerned that each modification to a data collecting software package
risks requiring a new notice pursuant to section 3, since the predecessor notice
would now be incomplete in some respect.
We are concerned with the ill-defined requirements to disclose electronic monitor
ing to prospective employees. Does a discussion at an employment office concerning
potential job opportunities constitute a "meeting" within the meaning of section 3(b)
for which notice of existing forms of electronic monitoring is required?
We believe the bill is unclear as to the extent and terms and conditions under
which an employer has to provide "access to all personal data obtained by electronic
monitoring" within the meaning of section 4. For example, would an employee be
allowed to watch in their entirety videotapes taken at a facility subject to video
monitoring? Would the employer be violating the privacy requirements of the bill if
he failed to excise from such videotapes all employees, other than the one who re
quested the access to the "personal data obtained by electronic monitoring."
We are concerned the bill will add substantial costs for segregating and retaining
data files containing information both relevant to and not relevant to an employee's
work performance and permitting employee's access to the relevant information but
not the non-relevant information.
Lastly, we feel the bill unjustifiably undermines the utility of telephone monitor
ing or service observation, a management technique to determine how employees
speak with our customers. The make or break point in our transactions often occurs
at the initial telephone contact. Therefore it is in our interest to encourage employ
ees to provide efficient service and incumbent upon management to monitor both
the aggregate picture of the business as well as individual employee performance.
Whether S. 516 is enacted or not, monitoring will and must continue to be used as
a management tool to gauge efficient and effective customer service. This bill would
eliminate the most efficient methods of monitoring employee telephone responses.

Senator Simon. I thank all of you very, very much.
The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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